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BUSINESS CARDS.

EDUCATIONAL.

e. A. CLARK, in.

CO.,

PUBLISHING

Exchange St., Portland.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year it paid in adAt 109

74

Opposite

$2.50

it

a

Hates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; oontinning
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week. $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Mai5*e State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) tor $1 00 per square tor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.

PORTLAND MUSEUM,
Cangrem

I. T. 1VVER Sc

Exchange Wtreeiw.
CO.,
Proprietors.
and

New Year’s Week—Grand Triple Bill1
Wed tie Ml ay and Thursday, Dec. 49 th sad

.'fOiti,

aad

New

(Saturday)

Year’s

matinee,

CR4M,

Exchange Street,

tendee!

of

to.

Wilde,

Natural Magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.
Rooms 11 and 1'i Fluent Block
nov8
dtf
The

H. L. GREGG &
SHIP

CO.,

BROKERS.

Commission &

will receive pupils in

or1

Apply at
782 CONGRESS STREET.

for all parts of the world.
Marine Insurance effected
OflLces.

in

reliable

10S WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

feb8

dly

GEORGE
NO. 88

WALKER,

EXCHANGE

CHAS.

in

this useful art.

formed Fijday, January 7th.

vance, for class lessons $20
Private lessons $50 for twenty

class lessons address
WALTER K. FOBEN,
(Graduate of Boston University, School of Oratory.)
Box 830, City.
dcl8tjan7*
or

LOOK!

Box oCSce open from 9

a.

m., until 9 p.

PLYMOUTH
Sociable and

se2dtf

m.

CHURCH.

There will be a
Pound Party in the Vestry of

Plymouth Church, WedneMdayevening,
December 49th.
Each one is expected to bring a pound of some useful article, which will admit then to the Vestry during the evening; the articles will be sold at auction;
the proceeds to pay off the church debt.
dec29dlt
Advertiser copy

myg2

5000

ST.,

(in Canal Bank Building,)

MAINE.

Will practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Counties.
de9eodtf

ANDERSONS & DOW,

IRRESPECTIVE OF SIZE, AGE OB COLOR.

—-

CHEAP.

larrabee.Proprietor.
cooke.Stage Manager.

FOURTH WEEK of this Temple of Amuse-

ment.

7
2
2.

7

MEW^TABS

Performances
Evening at 8.

Martina

Walker.

on

New Year’s Day.

Charinski,

the

Celebrated

CARDS OF ADMISSION
Reserved

Afternoon at
Wire

No. 33 Exchange St.

P.

C.

Seats.50 cts.

Parquette.. 35
Gallery..25

cts.
cts.

Boxes.$2 and $4

Matinee every Saturday at 4 P. M.
Matinee prices 25 cts. to all parts of the House.
dtf
decl3

Sew

Year’s
AT

—

Ball,

MODEL

Nice Assorted Broken Candy,
Nice Fine Mixed Candy,
Extra Quality,
Cream Almonds,
French Chocolate Drops,
Fresh Gum Drops.

sugar”

MAKER

&

JOBBER,

Apparatus, &c.,

PORTLAND, M.EL

HOLIDAYS !

Nuts of

all

G. G. Hackett &
82 EXCHANGE

Co.,

—

Emerald Boat

Club,

FRIDAY EVENING,

DEC. 31st,

TICKETS ONE DOLLAR,
To be

Cole.

had of members or at the door. Mimic by
Clothing checked free.dec25dlw

Holmes’

Dancing Academy

Tlie last half of the second term of
Hr. KI. J. Holmes’ Dancing School

tjat

and (paid ffimvUh,

the land
SPLENDID DRESS PANTS,
price and quality.

begin
MONDAY EVENING, JAN. 3d,
will

—

AT

—

HALL.
LAN CA.ST3S.R.
Gents $2.00; Ladies 75 cents.
Terms
THE PRIZE !
Persons joining tbe school now will have tlie
privilege of competing for the different prizes to be
given to tbe best dancer of the class at the end of the
dec28dlw
term. Full particulars given hereafter.

that

can

►

be called

Horse Shoers.

J. 1. BAR HOUR, >130 Fore Street, Cor.
of Cross, Portland.

Photographer.

C LO T H I N G.

THE

GREAT

—

AT THE

CITY

—

233 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

0Ctl2

—

ON

TUESDAY, JANUARY 4, 1876.

PARLOR SUITS,
EASY CHAIRS. DIYANS.
MARBLE TOP TABLES,
BLK. WALNUT SETS,
PAINTED CHAMBER SETS,
LOUNGES, SPRING BEDS,
AND MATTRESSES,

GrOODS 2

A

will be sold lower than any other honse In the State.

This troupe of Southerners is creating great excitement wherever they have sung their Plantation
Eongs. They are said to be fully equal to the Nashville Juilbee Singers, who are now in Europe. This
troupe, though they all were raised in the South,
now hail trom New England, and are gaining great
credit to themselves wherever they have sung, and
it only remains for them to be heard to be appreciated.
They will give concerts in all of the principal cities
In tbe New England States.
de28

_d7t

Cutlery

Beal Estate Agents.

.....

F. LIBBY, No. 353 Fore Street,cor.
Cross St., in Delano’s Mill.
G. L. HOOPEB, Cor. York and Maple
B.

—

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,

E.

J. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle St.
A. KEITH.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

130

ST.

we

LIBBY,
at l aw,

C.

M. M. BUTLER.

F. LIBBY.

d3m

no25

C. H. Lamson’s

MUSIC I

IsTEW STORE,
201 Middle Street.

Collins & Buxton,

Banjos.

Cornets

Plain, Chased. Slone Cameo* Amethynt,
Topaz, Onyx, Pearl and Diamond

ket*, &c.

Bas-

Alxo

french clocks, &c.
VERY
AT

LOW

—

Teller and Doetress, can be consulted at No. 3 Quincy St. Madame *1. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stoleu
treasures, Ac., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller ofthe age. Persons entering intoany
or

profession,

the

conducting

of which

they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
o( friends jn any part of the w orld and describe them
of disease
perfectly. She also describes all manner
that flesh Is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She lias given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
Good testimonials given if desired.
seven years old.
Terms' Gents $1 00; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.noSdtt
Double Humes. —Cost to order $300:
been used six times only; richly gold
mounted; latest style. For sale. cheap. CARLETON BROS., 440 Congress street, Portland. Domesdeoli-U
lc Sewing Machine Agency.
has
Fine

send for

dly

Catalogue.

WILLOW AND RATTAN GOODS!
HAMPER!,, WOOD HOLDER,.

201 Middle St., Jicarly Opp. Falmouth.
ded5dtf
TAORTUNE XEEEER.—Madame N T7
JC Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune

busiDess

or

SPECIALTIES FOR WHS!

Fresh Goods
—

call

decl4

WORK BASKET STANDS,
Table Mats a‘Novelty !
CHILDREN AND TOY CHAIRS,
Brackets, Mats, Rugs, Hassocks, &c.

from the Art Gallery of Goupil,

m

the most

228
del 7

perfect chair for

an

invalid in the city.

Federal

Street.
d2w

Fireproof Roofing

Paint.

The best and cheapest
Davis Patent
Snow
Mlnte Booling Paint for
Sbingle, Tin and Iron
also for cheap outside
the

Roots,
or

applied by

J.
Jy24

N.

large stock of

Swiss Carvings and
Domestic Black Walnut Articles,
also

a

fine line of

Small Oval and Spare Oil Paintings,
which it will gratify

us

to

have you examine.

SCHUMACHER BROS.,
NO. 463 CONGRESS ST.,
Portland. Dec. 1, 1875.

work,

so/d

by

PRICES I

®s Spring St.,
P.rilaud,
ROOFER, and pa inters

du

$2.50
1.50

1.25
1.00
.65
.38

.30
1,25
1.25

Pare Gum Rubber Boots
3.75
Also a new Style of Light Over
Shoes for Wen and Women city
wear.

UI. G. PAUIElt.
no20__(lit

Cheapest Book Store

in the World

Pearson,

THE NEW

McLean &

2

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
»g5tf

Publishers and Booksellers.

Dirigo Slate Quarry Co.
DIVIDEND of one dollar per share will be
paid at the treasurer’s office, No. 90 CommerStreet, on and after January 1, 187G, to Stockholders of record December 15, 1875.
dec22
deodtjanl*

A
cial
«

^

Hooper ^

§

Improved Elastic Lock-Stitcti

lid

§

l

'$ Only $25.

"

|b^|

——

We guarantee these Machines to
P*be tally equal ia MT1LE, FIN| INH, CAPACITY aud DUK4BII;- H
ITY to the Machines sold by other a
Q
companies at 860.
^ Call and examine or send for cir- u
cnlar.
p
rv,

HGEORGE ULMER*

^

AGENT

FOB

p!

MAINE,

P 257 1-2 MIDDLE STREET.«

$25 $25 $25 $25
NEW

C.

H.

STORE.

LAMSON,

Watch-Maker and Jeweller,
NO.

201

MIDDLE

torneys at Law, and other Solicitors, especially witl
those who have had their cases rejected in the hands
of other attorneys. In rejected cases our fees an

reasonable, and

no

cessful.

charge is made unless

Nearly opposite

the

we are suc-

you want a Patent
send us a model or sketcl
and a full description o
your invention. We wil
make

examinat ion

an

a

the Patent Office, and i
think it patentable, will send you papers and ad
vice, and prosecut9 your case. Our fee will be in or
dinary cases, $25.
1
T\
XT X
A 11 Oral or written in all mat
we

-—

—

—

no

PIPES AND FITTINGS
at this establishment lower than anywhere in th
State. Beneficial advice given on consultation am 1
service rendered at reasonable wages. Orders solicit
ed which will be tilled and despatched promptly.

j

k.

13. That the sons of these republics in any
of them have the rights of citizenship;
and
14. That the extradition of criminals include a greater number of criminals than that
established in treaties with foreign nations.
one

224 Federal Street.
d3m

LA3DIES
Desiring Perfect Fitting Boots
And

can

them nt the

NEW SHOE STORE
No. 1 Elm Street.
We have just received

a

"Falnioutb.”
dtf

~oard7~
To Manufacturers oHM-Class Furuiture.
to buy flrst-claus Furniture
WE for Cash prepared
delivery of any manufacturer that
wants to sell at

Also

Gents’
FOR

line of

elegant assortment of

Toilet

Slippers

THU HOLIDAY TRADE.

PBEBLELDAVIST
I LEAVITT & DAVE
decl4
dtf
Can

are now

be

SUCCESSFULLY
TREATE1 1

on
a sacrifice.

Without the

GKO. A. WIIIINEY & CO.

use

of the

KNIFE Ot CAUSTIC! *
And without pain. Address,

Portland, Dec. 23d.dec24dtf

Notice.
requiring work done please apply to
"Home” oi W. 0. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroidockiitf
ering and fancy-work in wools, &c., &c.

au

BROWN
A. II
208 Chapel Street,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.,
Enclosing twenty-five cents fi
Pamphlet and Postage.
DR.

PERSONS

de22d«SvsCm

mn_

thenticity.

McDonald,

novl8

n

8. A postal convention ought to be held to
tacilitate all kinds of correspondence in a way
that would be safe and inexpensive.
9. International rights ought to be uniform
aud treaties with foreign nations equalized.
10. That in the five republics the same civil,
penal, commercial and custom-house laws
ought to rule for exports, imports and weights
and measures.
11. That public instruction should be organized in the same manner in ail of them, and
aiding each other in the matter of text books,
etc., etc.
12. That literary and professional titles be
recognized in all the five republics without any
ether requirement than the proofs ot their au-

FIIEPIEjS.,
Conntry Purchasers are hereby
titled that they can buy

Cnnli

rnado ivnrl tplporanhd

Steam, Gas and Watei
and

imnnlaA

the five republics, and iu the event of
internal disputes pacific means should be established for the settlement of them.
i. The diplomatic and consular representtion abroad ought to be uniform.
5. That the five republics should unite whenever any of them has a claim against a foreign
power.
6. That they ought also to unite in making
contracts for steamship line$ and telegraphs
for the purchase of coast guard ships, and for
any other enterprise of mutual utility.
7. That the five republics ought to be united

and inventions.
References:—Hon. M. D. Leggett. Ex-Commis
sioner of Patents, Cleveland. Ohio; O. H. Kelley
Esq.. Sec’y National Grange. Louisville, Ky., an(
the Danish and Swedish ministers at Washington
D. C.
(ySend Stamp for our “Guide for obtainini
Patents,” a bonk of 50 pages.
Address:—LOUIS BALL Lit & VO., So
licitors of Patents, Washington, D. C., P. (
Box 444.
dec28dtX

City, Town

nrirrinnl

tween

mictenm
-Li aw

Ana

It looks as though the scheme of a Central American confederation would prove successful, there being a general inclination to
adopt the basis of union proposed by Guatemala. The plan is as follows:
1. That the five republics should maintain
their independence and the integrity of Central American territory.
2. That they should also preserve the democratic form of government and its corresponding liberal institutions.
3. That peace ought to be maintained be-

LADIES’ SIDE LACE BOOTS.

STREET,

nov4

119 EXCHANGE STREET.
100,000 Books without regard to cost.
Good Clocks, Watches and Jewelry cheap.
Repairing and Cleaning well done and
Warranted.

gallon

McCOY & co,

de7dtfal

Wen’s Rubber Boots
“
Women’s “
«
“
Wisses’
“
“
Child’s
Wen’s Rubbers
Women’s Suit Sandals
“
“
Wisses’
Wen’s Buckle Arctic
“
Women’s

OFFICE AND PIANO CHAIRS,
Rocking and Mewing Machine Chairs
with Adjustable Backs. Also

Invalid, Cabinet and Reclining Chairs,

&

$25 $25 $25 $25
^

DEEBING BLOCK.

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity for
WOODS & CO.’s
ORGANS.
GEO.
All orders by mail promptly attended to. Please

Napkin Ring*, Fruit Knives, Cake

SELLING

FOR

Gerrish

FRENCH AND GERMAN PHOTOGRAPHS

—

Glasses,

SILVRlT WARE,

Dew

—

BRA&S AND STRING BAND.

In white, smoked and oriental pearl, black
and colored leather

All

Strings

all
Instruments
and Music

RINGS.

FINGER

Opera

and

European and American Watches, Chains,
Diamonds, Stone and Cameo Kings,
Sets, Necklaces. Lockets, Bracelets, Charms, Gold and Silver Thimbles,
Opera Glasses, Plated Ware, &c., for
sale as low as can be purchased elsewhere.

186 middle Street.

hand

Flutes, Accordions,
Guitars,
Harmonious, Clarionets,

Violins,

a

Mouldings,

ol the LatestPonnlar Music.
Large Collectionconstantly
on

Domestic pur-

shall be pleased to submit for your inspection
a fine collection of

a

i

Cameo

dell__dtjal

522 CONGRESS ST.. CORTLAND, ME.,
Have just received a
Also

ana

fine assortment ot

the celebrated Ormola Vases and Perfume Sets, Engravings, English,
German & American Chromos,

MERCHANTS’ BANK BUILDING..

X-MAS PRESENTS

Foreign

our

A

Bronzes, Tartans, Alabasters, Spa Goods,

liave removed to
NO. 34 EXCHANGE .STREET.

1

Christmas Season,

JOHN SMITH’S Counting Room, to 3U EXCHANGE STREET.
decMlm

&

J \

Ul 1

Announcement !
chases for the

obtained in tbe Uuited States
V Canada, and Europe; terms as
A low as those ol any other relia11 ble house. Correspondence inKJ vited in the
English and foreigr
languages, with Inventors, At-

mTAimn

St.

Exchange

Having completed

BUTLER

tf

oet29d2m

REMOVED.

Counsellors

35

LORD,

Holiday

REMOVAL.

IL11ER & HE HR,
Temple Street, near Congress.
de6

ALSO-

Cotton’s Folding Lap Boards.

Streets.

J. W. A H. H. Me DCF FEE, Cor. Middle
& Union Sts.

STATE.

Skates ground and all kinds cf IHecbniiicni Repairing done in the best style.

_

J. A. MERRILL.

THE

IN

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 9.1 Exchange

J®.

Gold aDd Cameo Sets, Neck and Watch Chains,
Sleeve Buttons, Studs, Lockets, Crosses,
Charms, Eye Glasses, Spectacles, &c.

PRICES

Roofers.

REMOVAL.

Swiss and American Watches,

splendid nwwortmeut at

VERY LOW

In,

clianical view would be inconsistent with that
idea of a word sounding on in nature, never
intermitting the pulsations of its original utterance,—the only idea, it may be said, that
truly conserves the doctrine of “the Living
God,” while excluding pantheism, and all confounding of God’s immanent presence in the
world with the world itself, or its physical
movement in time and space.
The term
making is indeed occasionally used in the
Bible, but it gives no countenance to the mechanical idea of outward fabrication.
It is
ever the Divine Word, the “living and energizing” divine idea, working from within or
from the center of being, instead of the artificial notion of the workman standing on the
outside and ‘moliminously,’ as Cudworth
says, introducing his idea into the recipient
material. That is the way of the human artist, but God makes the idea itself to be the
living formative power.”

SKATES I

Also the only complete block of

Stair Builders.

tinrt

Christmas Presents

all descriptions.

JAMES MILLER. No. 91 Federal Street

Street.

—

dtf

FOR.

J. N. McCOY A CO., IS Spring Street.

HiALT,

generation, bringing forth, outgoing, in a
word evolution—one thing or one state of
things coming out of another. “There is,
moreover he says, “in this creative account,
nothing like the idea of machinery, or of a
system of casualties so arranged as to be set
in motion once for all, and continued in mo-

ARTICLE,

FURNITURE
ot

this great snle

Remember

CLOTHIERS,

Plumbers.

Concert

c:in’t help being pleased both in

Vcu

^

a

Complete in itself—containing a perfect
Spring Mattress, a Receptacle for bottling. The pillow rest can be adjusted to
any degree.

18 Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

A. S. DAVIS A CO., No SO Middle Street.

WILL GIVE A

WAV DOWN.

€. D. B. FISK & €0.,

ONLY

SOFA

Carpenters and Bnilders.

Pattern and Model Maker.

JUBILEE SINGERS

THE

FIRST-CLASS

A
YOUNG, Experienced
II ov hi shoers at No. 70 Pearl St.
T Sulivau, Foreman.
novSdtf

York Tribune in which he takes the position
that nothing is more unfair than the assumption that evolution is the opposite of the
Bible idea of creation. He claims that in
opposition to the mechanical notion of evolution which takes to itself the title of scientific, and which is nothing but a series of
facts eternally evolving, or rolling out without any other casual beginning or continuation than the facts themselves, stands the
scriptural doctrine of the Logos in nature, the
“going forth of the Word” throughout “the
days” of Genesis I. Its contrast with the
Tyndalian or Darwinian evolution that virtually excludes God may be stated, he says,
in the very style of Scripture, with only an
interchange of leading terms: “In thebeginning,” says the Bihle, “was the Logos,
and all things had their being through Him,
and without Him was there nothing made
(to use, for convenience, the defective Latin,
factum est) that was made. In Him was
life, and the life was the light of men, the
light of every rational soul that cometh into
the cosmos.”
The other doctrine speaketh
after this wise; “In the beginning was the
nebula, and all things had their being in or
from the nebula, and without the nebula was
there nothing made that was made. In the
nebula was life, and from this life came the
light (reason, consciousness) of men.” He
contends that the account in Genesis with its
doctrine of the “brooding spirit” is the unmistakable language of growth, succession, birth,

IT!

our nice Suits now selling nt cost.
Don’t delay too long.
only lastsdnring ibis month, and ends JSunnary 1,1876.

Yeni, Vidi, Yici !

Street.

ROBINSON

OF

All

Booksellers and Stationers.
FOGO, No. 91 Middle Street.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.

lege

CHILDREN’S SUITS FOR 83.30. $3.00. and $4.00.
CAFE OVERCOATS. All Wool Chinchilla. $6.00.
VELVET BOUND OVERCOATS, Double-breasted, $3.75.

HOYT A

A MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

professor Taylor Lewis of Union Colhas written a notable letter to the New

DOING !

All sizes and for all ages. The balance of our stock we shall sell MUCH LOWER
THAN EVER, Don’t think of buying elsewhere until you see our prices.

U

WHITNEY

AilE

THINK

CHILDREN

Book Binders.
win. A. 4I7INCY, Room 11, Printers’
Exchange, No. ill Exchange St.
SMALL & SHACKFORD, No. 35 Plum

WE

*

BUSINESS D1 RECTORS,

HALL,

LANCASTER

WHAT

ONLY

BERRY,

9

Street,

We have put every pant down to actual cost aud can challenge the world to dhow better
fitting garuieuta at dnch AWFUL JLOW PRICES.

No. 37 Plum Street.
BY

—

Middle

ALL WOOL PANTS FOR $3.00 aud $3.50, equal in make and fit to the very bedt in

dec22

fficdcj Job

CO.’S,

PANTALOONS !

ST.,

J.S. LITCHFIELD.
STEPHEN

&

GENUINE SILK AND WOOL SUITS FOB $13.30, former price $14.00, sold by all
others for $IH OO aud $18,00.
ELEGANT BASKET GOODS DOUBLE BREASTED REEFING SUITS, $13.00.
can’t be bought less than$30.00 in this city.
WOOL LINED REEFER* FOB 84.30, sold by all others for $6.00
OVERCOATS FOR $6 OO, $7 OO, $9.00, $11.00, 814.00, $1600. These coats are alt
“A 1” in every respect and 30 per cent, lower than the lowest.
GENUINE ELYSIAN BEAVER OVERCOATS, Silk Lined. Silk Velvet Collar and
Imported Rinding for 833.00 ; can’t be bad of any Custom Tailor less than $60.00.
These coats arc first-clnss in every respect and arc gotten up expressly for our best
trade.

Kinds.

Formerly occupied by

Admission to the hall $1.00. Gallery 25 cents. Ladies free.
Refreshments in Dining Hall,
dec29d3t*

QOS

MAINE,

at such LOW PRICES as will compel all to buy ol us in
are bound to leave their money where they receive the most

FISK

SEE

especially for the

dly

HALL, Cumberland Mills,
Friday Evening;, Dec. 31, 1875.

it.

we

I

ANNUM,

PBESS.

consequent reduction of the paper circulating
medium of exchange. The recommendation
is now before Congress and action
upon it is
imperatively demanded. The business interests of the country are
languishing. Timid
capital is unemployed, waiting for a settlement of the vexed question. If Congress
does not approve of the President’s plan, let
Congress reject it and speedily bring forward
another as "good or better in its place. It cannot afford to delay, to reject this plan for resumption unless it has another' and better
one.
The responsibility for the continuance
of the evils arising from a fluctuating currency] rests with Congress, and no plea of party exigency or of lack of time will be tolerated. The question of the currency is the
important one before the couutry, and pressingly calls for solution. As soon as Congress
reassembles it must take the matter in hand
and pass some measures to facilitate resumption.

PLACE to leave it. NO OTHER STORE UNDER THE SUN offers greater
inducements to buyers than we now offer. No other store can. Read, reflect, then call
and convince yourselves. What better can you give for a CHRISTIBAN PRESENT
than good, substantial, well made clothing. Come then to our IBAIBIMO TH WARD
BORE and clothe yourself and friends.

Oranges, Lemons, Figs,etc.,

BROWN’S

GRAND

entire Mock

onr

is THE

offered in town.

ever

for

FRUITS.

—

NEW YEAR BALL,

toys.

5fi Market Street, Printers Exchange,
Jul

20c
20c
25c
25c
25c
25c

BABCOCK.

MANUFACTURER OF
Watch and Chronometer markers’ Tools,
mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School

offering clothing
self-defence. 1 be People
are now

W.M. H. ANDERSON,
HORACE ANDERSON.
STERLING DOW.
(Late with Rolling, Loring & Adams.)
Oct26-lf

!

Every garment in

THE GREAT CLOTHIERS OF

WE OFFER:

Agents,

W. W.

CHILDREN,

“HONEST GOODS, SMALL PROFITS AND 01 PRICE TO ALL.”

One of the finest stocks

j. n.

OR

BOYS,

While others have been crying ‘*Dt7LL TUBES,” we have sold more clothing than
ever sold in one year heretofore.
Take notice, that we,

8. C. ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,
88 MIDDLE STREET,

Insurance

We can’t .ell OVERCOATS nml TESTERS in July, neither can we .ell HEAVY
SETTS in HOIIEK. Therefore wc inaugurate our ANNUAL CLONIKG OTT SATE
to aitiM u. in disposing of the balance of onr Heavy Garment, suitable for

has been marked WAV DOWN TO 'COST, nud in some cases WAV BELOW COST.
The great increase in our business during the past year* assures ns that the public are
pleased with our system of doing business,

Architects,

CtENERAL
LATE MU->IC HALL.

THERE IS MONEY IlsT IT.

MEN,

POUNDS
■OF

__Jtf

PORTLAND.

Spring Goods.

THOSE WHO HAVE NOT BOUGHT HAD BETTER BUY NOW!
THOSE WHO HAVE BOUGHT HAD BETTER BUY AGAIN.

LOO

176 Middle Street.

WOODS.

Boom for Our

Terms
for twenty lessons"
lessons. For private

BOVI> BLOCK.

NICK of the

Every Garment Sold at Slaughtering Prices to make

A class will he
payable In ad-

H. HOWE & SON.
and

I

Clothing

ELOCUTION'.

PORTLAND. MB.

iW7

Or, The Jibbcnainosay.

Drama

Fall and Winter

dec!7deodtf
ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL,
Little Blue, Farmington, Me., for Boys.
Advantages unsurpassed and terms reasonable.
The Winter Seuion Opens Jnnnary 12th.
For circulars and information apply to
AMBROSE P. KELSEY. A. M.,
dec23deod4w
Principal.

more

NICK of the WOODS Civil Engineers

Saturday Night, New Year’s, Jan, 1,1875
The Sensational
of

CLOSING OUT SALE

or

The Romantic Drama of

Friday, Dec. 44. Benefit of the Popular
Young Actor G. B. WALDRON, when will
be produced the Great Sensational Drama of

CLARK,

than for ordin ,ry
using the voice
Forwarding Merchants PERSONS
conversation, with defective Bpeech, ought to
have instruction

Petroleum, CSraiu and other Charters,
Negotiated. Fveight Engagements made

Elsewhere wo print a note from Major
; Shorey, in which ha explains his rather unallusion to “pot-house politicians.”
WEDNESDAY MORNING, DEr. 29, 1875 necessary
We say unnecessary, because if he did not intend to convey the idea that those offices reThe Duly of the Hour.
ferred to would be “lodging places for potNext week
Congress reassembles, and house politicians,” such language is not only
ought to be iu condition to go to work at uncalled
for, but unfortunate. Major Shorey
once. Time enough has been spent in getalso assumes that he knows the author of the
ting ready to do something. Now let some, communication of which he
complains. Ilere
thing be done. Our legislators must bear in again he is at
fault; the writer is not a resimind that the date assigned for resumption of dent
of Cumberland county, and never voted
specie payments is drawing near, that no sort in
any town in it. We are pleased to have
of preparation for
resumption has yet been the rumors respecting the Major’s participamade and that our paper dollar is still only
tion in the defeat of Mr. Fessenden for Clerk
worth about eighty-six cents. The problem
of the Courts put to rest by himself.
before Congress is a simple oue, that of makController Hayes of Chicago has been
ing the piper dollar worth one hundred cents
in gold. The reason why it is worth no
struggling with the financial question, and
thinks the problem is how to protect, preserve,
more is because there is too much
paper,
and make equal with coin the currency as it
and the remedy is to do away with the redundancy. Our only way is to pay our over-due is, without reducing its value or diminishing
notes, either in gold or by renewing them in the security for its redemption. He will find
that the toughest problem he ever undertook
other notes given for a stated time and bearing interest. Either of these courses will prove to solve. It is quite as reasonable to ask a
acceptable to our creditors, and the only ques- man to reduce his indebtedness and keep all
his promissory notes still out.
tion is, whicn is the easiest and most practicable.
The Democrats in the House are entitled
Congress cannot complain that it has no to some charity because they are “green
matter to take action upon. The President
hands.” But their delay in getting to work is
in his annual message and the
Secretary o
certainly
remarkable, and not at all praisethe Treasury in his annual report suggest a
worthy. Last year Gen. Garfield’s appropriremedy for the depreciation of the currency tion committee
presented the appropriation
and a plan to advance resumption.
They bills to the House before the holiday adjournfavor a funding of the legal-tenders and a
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Inland Fisheries.
Fi»h Culture in .tlaine—Repurt *t the Flak

Commimioarr.—Reading that
markable and Entertaining.

Messrs. Stillwell and Stanley, our State Fish
have submitted their annual
report to the Governor and Council.
To say
that the report is
entertaining Is faint praise.
Indeed, a portion of it is “mighty amusin’
•
readin’.”
The report was taken in band for the
pnrpose
of making an abstract. The title
page w»s all
right, namely, “Ninth Iteport of the Commissioners of Fisheries,’’ etc. The page is turned

and we read the following:
“Never before, perhaps, within the memory
of auy citizen ot our state, has our country
been visited with so severe business depression.
While our politicians have been ever ready to
ascribe it to the non adoption of this or that
policy, with as much wisdom as oar other
quacks to the noo-use of th-ir patent medicines, Europe has felt the same pressure, aud
Germany and France and England each indulge their owu favorite theories as to cause,
and their respective remedes as to cure,”—
The reader stopped here in perplexity,
thinking that Treasurer Hatch’s report had
been put out under the Fish Commissioners’
title page; yot Mr. Treasure Hatch has not
indulged in that particular variety of English
given above in such reports as he has heretofore made pnblic.
But we brace up aud proceed to the followover

ing:
1
‘The la'e war called thousands from the Held
of labor to the field of battle.”
There can be no doubt as to the above.
Indeed, we may safely assert that everybody
North aud South,fully realizes the entire trothfulness of the statement—everybody except the
party Barnacle (with a capital B) when the

Current Sotes.
The New York Nation, summing up the
evidence in the “Thomas ploi” story of the
Mosel explosion, inclines to the theory that
the extraordinary statement is the fabrication
of a crazy mind.
Kerr has dried up the fountain ot humor
in the House. Proctor Knott, as chairman
of the Judiciary Committee, will feel the nea

utcuuiiug

a place to earn a few
dollars to make lifo endurable.
But what has
this to do with Fish?
But we read on:
“The excitement of the camp, whether of
the tented Held or the forest, is a blight upon
all future, patient, solitary, self-sustaioiog la
bor.”
This declaration is not so sslf-evident.
In-

crippled soldier asks for

suieimmy

of manner, and they say Sam Cox is too hard
to crack any jokes this session.—Cincinnati

Gazette.
The Republicans would have no difficulty
in New Hampshire, and would carry the
state easily in every election if there were not
from 5000 to 10,000 of them who organize as
“prohibitionists” and operate as assistant
Democrats.
It is not improbable that the
whole number of this sort will bo considerably reduced in the coming election. Why
there should be any such in that state at the
present time it is impossible to understand.
They have the prohibitory law; but they did
not get it from the Democrats. Nevertheless
they have worked for several years in aid of
the Democrats, voting against the Republican
candidates for the council, Senate and House
of Representatives; and, in return, they have
got, among other things, that most villainous
Democratic reconstruction of the courts
which try cases arising under that law. This
habit of assisting the Democrats in the name
of the prohibitory law, is a kind of lunacy;
curable in some cases, and incurable in others.—Worcester Spy.

deed,

we are inclined to question it, when we
every night in the Press composing room
three men in a line who served three years

see

on

This is

Hoop-la! “Every

Not so,
egg ot hen."
Commissioners.
There are several
farmers in this vicinity who sell their crop of
“egg of hen” to the boarding house people direct. We dare say that several hundred ‘‘egg
of hen” do not pay a tax to “a dozen
greasy loafers or fores tellers,” whoever they
may be. But what has egg of hen to do with
Fish? Aud who is preventing the producer
and consumer from embracing?
The Legislature? How? Where? When? Why did not
Messrs. Commissioners suggest to the Legislature some means by which the farmer in Aroostook can sell his potatoes to the consumer |in
Portland direct—whereby the one can meet the
other aDd wrestle about tho price—some India
rubber arrangement by which, by simply wishing, Cinderella like, honest producer and
swindled consumer can be brought in contact
in a moment, though miles apart now?
That
would be statesmanship. But, pray, what has
all this to do with Fish? But Messrs. Com-

missioners,

we fear that people of
average
will mock this fine writing of yours and
pronounce it the stale drivel of a cheap dema-

sense

gogue.

Having delivered themselves of the above
remarkable effusion—at once insulting the exsoldiers, lawyers, lumbermen, manufacturers
and greasy middlemen, invoking the legislators
in a report addressed to the Governor and
Council, the Commissioners turn their attention to Fish, and in
their work and give

»t

formation.

People

settle down,

to
in-

interesting
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turning their attention
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to

the
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fry.

of Gen. Chamberlain.

disreputable

man

so

deal of

They have received from the United
100,000 eggs ot the California salmon,
(Salmo quinnat) from these were hatched about
These eggs were a
30,000 healthy young fry.
free gift to us from the U. S. Fishery Commis
sioner.
The planting of Penobscot salmon
from the Bucksporl works commenced on the
25th of May. Of these, 30,000 were put into
'the Seboois river at and near Howland; 15,000
States

■

so

a

realize the mighty wrung which was perpetrated when our rivers were obstructed by special privileges granted to individuals and corporations, and the rights of the people sacrificed. This need not have been.
There need
be, there is no natural antagonism between
fish and factories; between the full use of every
pound of water-power and the perfect protection of every pound of fish. There was no excuse for terminating in a single year, by one
act of legislation, a greater amount of
food
value, that cost the state uot one cent in its
all
the lumber of Maine was
production, than
worth! The fish of the Penobscot or the Kennebec was worth, is worth more than all the
lumber on either of those rivers.
And yet we
might have had the whole, with the increased
prosperity of both, and the greater aggregate
wealth ot the state.
The Commissioners have distributed this year
in the waters of Maine some 700,000 salmon

the credit of that model town, no drunkard
maker can set up his busidess in St. Johusbur
simply because public opinion and the influ
ence of the leading men are hostile to the traf
fic. None but the most disreputable wouli l
attempt to sell intoxicating liquors in tba

decided tha 1

place kept by
would lose cast in society.]

deiog

They say:

are now

piuuuruuu

St. Jolmsbury.

a

undoubtedly

Messrs.

To the Editor op the Press:—I bavi
been very much interested in the description o
St. Johnsbury, Vt., by a correspondent of thi 1
Press. In 1871 the eminent English writer
Mr. Hepworth Dixon was employed by thi
four great newspapers—the Standard, the Tele
graph of London, the Leeds Mercury and thi 1
Manchester Examiner, to make a tour in thi
country and send letters to them, which wer
published simultaneously by all of them. On
of these letters was occupied entirely by mat
ters in St. Johnsbury, to which your correspondent has not alluded. Mr. Dixou made a spec
ial journey to that pretty town, and his lettei
describing it went the rounds of the British
N. D.
press and attracted great attention.
[If we remember rightly, the letter to whicl >
reference is made, was devoted to the morals o
the town and particularly its remarkable free
dom from the baneful effects intemperance. Ti 1

patronize

annual*

was wont to say that no young man who
had worked one winter in a lumber camp
would ever again contentedly work on a farm,
the Commissioners drop into the following:
“Place twenty young men on farms, and
same number in mills or factories; let a severe
business ‘reaction,’ or ‘pressure,’ or ‘hard
times,’ from whatever cause created, visit our
country; the tweDty farmers have food and
clothing, and warm, comfortable homes, while
the others are outcasts and wanderers—or in
the melancholy language of the day, ‘tramps.’
Legislators, deal fairly with your farmers; let
us have less special legislation for other interests, and more for the men without whom yonr
fleets and your armies could not move.
Have
you ever thought of the fate of cities, of our
banks and traders, were our farmers to strike?
Princes Shoddy, and Sawdust and Scoots
would all starve were the plow and hoe to stop.
Do more for agriculture and the problem of
our emigrating population will be solved.
If
we have fewer colossal fortunes, we shall have
a greater average of contented, happy homes.
Fewer villages of contract-built cottages for
•operatives,’ presided over by the shingle palaces of the owners.
Legislation and lumber
have sacrificed the rights of the masses and
labor.
degraded
Every barrel of potatoes,
every chicken, every egg of hen, h is now to
pay its tax for the support of some dozen greasy
loafers or forestalled, before the consumer is
allowed to receive it from the bands of the producer. Do something to abolish this crying
evil! Do something that will allow the farmer,
the producer, to meet and deal with the conhis
sumer, and receive the honest profits of
own toil.
The producer and consumer are now
both robbed! We have ahnlished slavery let.
us manumit the poor farmer, and the poor consumer.”

Rev. Geobge E. Adams.—Rev. George
E. Adams who died in Orauge, N. J., Christmas, was a native of Bangor, where he was
born in 1891. Forjforty years he was pastor
of the Congregational church in Brunswick,
where he was greatly beloved and universally
respected. He removed to Orange several
years ago, and on the formation of Trinity
Congregational church, accepted the pastorate for five years, which period expired last
autumn. Dr. Adams was soon after attacked
with an acute malady which confined him tc
his house until a few weeks since, when he
became worse and died of exhaustion. Dr.
An adopted
Adams was twice married.
daughter is the wife of President Chamberlain. He was a man of ripe culture and good
talents, with a well balanced mind. He was
greatly admired for his social qualities. His
funeral services will be held at the 1st Baptist
church is Brunswick at 10 a. m. on Thursday. The body will arrive on Wednesday
afternoon, and will be taken to the resident

those who would

whmn

Cary

know by the name of Rubber Factories; and
the shoes that are manufactured are also called
rubbers—with what propriety those only can
tell who remember that Caotchouc was once
used for uo other purpose but to rub out pencil
marks.
Perhaps I have already exhausted the patience
of my readers, but when I inform them that 1
have before me a manuscript volume of some
two huudred pages filled with material of tb(
same sort with that which 1 have inflicted upor
them, perhaps they will give me credit for sorat
degree of forbearance.
In closing let me say that words can do noth
ing more than express the current thought ol
the day; but. long after their original meaniu;
has evaporated, they continue to be used as tht
shibboleths of party, and men fight over then
as bitterly as ever.
The nuts that lie round thi
trees in spring-time may look as fair and sount
as when they first fell from the
branches,—i
is only when you crack them that you find thi
meat is gone. Many a hot dispute migl t bi
avoided, if our philosophers and theologian:
would just sit down together quietly and crack
the words about which they are contending.N. Y: Ledger.

town; and public opinion is

Ilf

insurance agents:
“Is it strange that so many were anxious to
insure the lives of others, whose own were not
worth a dime; or property, whose own is not
worth a dinner?”
The gentlemen of the Fish Commission have
undoubtedly been bored by insurance agents,
but what has that fact or the above sta’ement
to do wish Fish?
After stating that the late Hon. Shepherd

When we say of a man that be
the feet.
walks io the way of rectitude, it is as much as
that
he goes in a straight path; to transto.say
gress is to step over the line; to err is to
go away from it, or round it, and superstition
is to go or stand over the line, that is to fly
higher than the truth.
Etymology has even a humorous side. The
word inculcate means to grind a thing in with
your heel. What a vivid illustration of the
way in which teachers sometimes deal with
their pupils! To concoct a speech is literally to
boil it down. It is a pity that the etymology
of the word is not more frequently regarded.
To confute an opponent originally means to
pour cold water into hot. In (our day the process is more often reversed. A capricious man
is one who leaps about like a goat, or cuts capers. To learn a lessou by rote—rota—means
to fasten it to a wheel, as the Buddhists do
with their prayers, each revolution counting as
a separate petition.
Words continue to be used without much regard to their original meaning. We speak familiarly of slate-pencils and lead-pencils, although a pencil is really nothing but a featherbrush.
We call a pocket-knife a pen-knife,
that is, a feather-cutter. In future ages, aftei
the use of quills in writ.ng has been forgotten,
it may puzzle peop'e to account for such a
uame as this.
Certain establishments where shoes and garlllilUl*,

all

intended for that quite
and hitherto respectable class of our
fellow-citizens who have devoted their lives
aud talents to the law:
“Is it strange, that after the s'orm of batt'e
had passed away so many preferred fighting
wordy battles at the bar, where even wheu
beaten they got their rations and their pay?”
And the following unquestionably refers to

ing a burden,” “covering up,” smoothingwax,” or wiping what is written there, and
“treading out,” or washing, after the oriental
fashion, by treading the soiled garments with

dIC

Mil fi.*ltl

numerous

mitted into such a lively paper as the Ledger.
If they had ever read Wliately or Trench, they
might form a different estimate of the subject.
A man ODCe said that he had been talking
prose all his life without ever knowing it, and
so we are constantly using words, without the
remotest idea of their original meaning.
The
names by which the tools and implements in
common use are called are almost always derived from the purpose to which they are
adapted. Thus a bellows is a blower, a brad is
a picker, a forceps is a taker, a chisel is a cutter, a hammer is a striker, a gimlet is a borer,
a needle is a fastener, a pump is a lifter, a
wedge is a splitter.
The names of living creatures are to a great
extent significant of some motion peculiar to
them. A boa-constrictor is a binder or clinger,
a leviathan is a twister, a salmon is a leaper, a
fowl is a Aver. a toad is an aznander nr swr-Mer.
a reptile is a creeper.
The element of motion lies at the basis of
innumerable miscellaneous words. An avalanche is that which slides, a cascade that
which falls, lava that which flows, sand that
which rolls, and straw that which is strewed.
A fossil is something that is dng up, and the
word comma means that which cuts into or
separates.
If you will take the pains to hunt up the
etymology of the terms by which we describe
the ordinary conduct of men, yon will tind as a
general rule that they signify simply some
species of motion. To coerce another is to drive
him, to exult in the hour of joy is to leap, to
refund what has been stolen is to pour back, to
succor one who is in distress is to run after him,
to concur in anything is to run with it, to recur
is to run back. Prosperity means to have things
brought to you. and to suffer detriment is to
have things rubbed in. Discernment is a process of sifting, and discussion is a shaking up.
The words implicit, explicit, simplicity, duplicity, and the like come from the same root. If
I trust another implicitly I am knit in with
him,—simplicity is a single and duplicity is a
When I devolve a duty upon
double stitch
my neighbor I roll it upon him, and if I become
involved I am rolled in. To accost a person is
to go up to his side—ad costa,—and to insult
him is to leap at him.
Let me next call your attention to the metaphorical way in which moral distinctions are
described. In the Hebrew language the idea
of sin is expressed by such images as these:
“missing the mark,” “breaking a twig,” “falling from a height,” and of pardon by—“lift-

UlUCl

ton f

—who even don’t take time to go a fishing. The
“forest” must refer to our lumber camps. Now
it is hardly fair to sa; that the thousands of
men who have been engaged iu Inmbering are
incapable of “patient, solitary, self-sustaining
labor.” Solitary labor is rather irksome to the
person who has ever been on the “tented field
or in the forest.”

Words.

a UUUU1CU
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entire!; capable of twelve boars per ila; of
“self-sustaining labor.” And there are thousands just like the three compositors, in Maine

Many people think that the study of words
must be very dry business, ana they may wonder that anything of this sort should be ad-

lilt; Li 19 ilUU

ia Re-

Commissioners,

ment.
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in the l’enob-cot at the mouth of Madacunk
5.000 in Salmon stream,four miles from
Medway; 45,000 in the Mattawamkeag river at
Bancroft; 45,000 at Dan forth; 84,000 at Kingman ; 200,000 salmon eggs were sent to the
Sebec Hatching Works; these were somewhat
damaged in transportation, and did not yield so
large a per centage as usual of healthy fry. Of
these, 45,000 were turned into Salmon stream, a
tributary of the Piscataquis river; 35,000 into
Ship Pond stream, the connecting stream of
Ship pond and Sebeo lake; 25,000 into Wilson
stream, a tributary of Sebec lake; 5,000 into
Bear brook; 5,000 into Salmon brook, a tributary of Sebec river; and 5,000 into Beaver Bank
cove; 50,000 eggs were sent respectively to
Machine and Dobsis, to be hatched and turned
iuto the streams of each of those places; 50,000
saimou eggs were hatched at Dixfield and were
turned into the Androscoggin river at and near
the village; 50,000 were hatched at Norway,
these were intended for the Presumpscot river;
10.000 were distributed tu Bear Brook.Harrison
The balance was turned iuto Crooked river at
By field Bridge ;200,000 salmon eggs from Bucksport were consigned to the Messrs. Coffin of the
stream;

————— ■ ——— MM——:

Pembroke Iiou Works, for tbe streams emptyThese
ing iuto Luliec aud connecting waters.
eggs were successfully hatched and distributed.
her Commissioners, can
me eia e, through
have no traffic lu her fishes. Ail that they
have in their power to do for our sister states,
r any of our citizens, is to grant permits to
take the spawn of our fishes at the proner time,
upon the condition that they put back the
parent fish alive after being used, and that they
hatch and put hack into the waters whence the
parent fish were taken 20 per cent, of the
Arrangements on a
spawn taken from them.
small scale have been made for hatching the
Mr. Atkins, at his
ova of Sebago salmon.
breeding works in Bucksport, is taking spawn
ol the same fish, and it is hoped that this fine
fish may he distributed throughout the couutry;
200 of the Sebago salmon fry were turned into
Weld pond, Frankliu county; the remainder
into Rangelv and Mooselucmaguntic lake. Of
the remaining 7,000,a part were turned into Mat
tanacook pond in Lincoln, and the remainder
consigned to the care of Mr. Cushman at Lee.
Tbe commissioners are of tbe opinion that
the presence of the anadromtus fishes in our
rivers to breed, not only does not infringe tipon the supply of the food of our native fishes,
but largely increase it, aud upon it depends
the existence of our coast fisheries, as our cod,
There cau be
our haddock, and our pollock.
no substitute in our rivets for our auadromous

fishes.
Six years since several pondi iu tho state
were stocked with black bass, a most valuable
fish. This year about 1.000 bass for sio iking
purposes have been taken from Phillips pond
The
in Dedham and Duck pond in Falmouth.
bass is not deemed more destructive to the
young of other fishes than the trout, much less
Tbe black
so than the white or yellow perch.
bass feeds mostly on a little fish called the
infested
For
“breme."
by
stocking ponds
pickerel, no fish is equal to the black bass.
They breed more rapidly than other fish, and
the young grow with wonderful rapidity Their
flesh when cooked has the same intense white
color as that of the halibut, is very juicy and
sweet in flavot. Many pouds have been stocked with this excellent fish.
The blue-back trout has flourished In the
Rangeley waters for several years. It is au excellent table fish, most persons deeming it
equal iu flavor to the brook trout. It is deemed
important that the fish be introduced into all
pouds that are stocked with either trout or
fresh water salmon. A valuable species of
smelt, of most delicate flavor, are found iu
Belgrade, Sebago and several other ponds in
the state. Blue-back trout have been introduced tbe past year into the following wa‘ers:
Weld pond, 2000; Wilton pond, 1500; Sosgo
lock, 500; Bear brook, (Long pond, Harrison)
1000; Whitney pond, Canton, 1000.
Three fishways have been constructed on the
Modomac.
The new ways are required at
warrea, me out one uemg almost eutireiy
The first way on the Presump3Cot
worn out.
Two have been conwas finished last spring.
structed at Saccarappa; one has been built over
tne dam st their works in Windham, by the
Oriental Powder Co. Four others on the Presumpscot will be completed by the month of
May. Three ways have been constructed at
Surry. Fishways are petitioned for from different parts of the state faster than the Commissioners can find time to attend to them. A
way will be built over the dam at Treat’s Falls
in BaDgor, the coming spring. One will be required at Milo aod one at Sebec the coming
year. Although the proper notice has been secured, and legal steps taken, the desired fishway over the Kennebec dam at Augusta has
Mr. Chaffee, the putative
not yet been built.
owner of the property, is now under indictment
by the Grand Jury of Kennebec county. Various matters are proposed for the action of the
legislature, relating to the fisheries.
Annexted to the report is a communication
from Mr. Charles G. Atkins, superintendent of
the fish breediug works at Bucksport and Grand
Lake.
It will be read with great interest by
naturalists and pisciculturis s throughout the
country. At Bucksport the whole number of
salmon bought the past year was 481, of which
471 were turned alive into the pond. During
the summer and fall the number of salmon lost
by death was 60. None escaped from the enclosure. The success attending the capture of
the fish was equal to that of 1874, and better
than that of any other year. The average|yield
of eggs was not quite up to that of other years,
being only about 8400 per female fish But the
handsome total of about 2,000,000 of eggs are
in course of incubation, and promise to be equal
The proto the best we have ever distributed.
portions of the sexes among the breeding fish
did not differ much from the average, there be
ing 62J per cent, females, against 65| per cent
in 1874, and a smaller per centage in previous
years
Grand Lake stream is a fi ie breeding ground
for the spawn of the Schoodiac salmoo, a variety of fresh water salmou.
During the past
year the total number of fish taken was 2626
The whole number of eggs obtained will reach
nearly one million.
Following the letter of Mr. Atkins are all the
game laws of the state, and the names ot the
fish commissioners in other states.
The report when issued will be greatly sought
by those who desire lo possess themselves of
literary curiosities. Indeed, there has beeu

nothing

so

famous in the line of state reports
Adjutant General

since the days of the late

the gallautry ami impulsive beuevoleuce of
Gov. Peck of that state. A few days ago, near
his home, the Gov. passed a house where a

endeavoring to srw and split
wood.
Ho immediately relieved the
woman of the axe, and woiked strenuously uu
*il a large quantity of wood had been prepared
for the fire.
John Sunday, chief of the Canadian Oj ib-

poor

vrotnau was

soma

ways, and for 40 years missionary of the Methodist church, has just died at the age of 85. He
fought at Chrysler’s farm and other battles of
the war of 1812, receiving three medals for gallantry, and after eutenog the ministry visited

missionary delegato the Queen and
He was a
received several valuable gifts.

Eugland as
preacher

A Note from Major Miorey.
Bbidgton, Me., Dec. 27, 1875.
To the Editor of the Press:
communication in your paper of this
morning, under the caption “Malicious Warfare”, does me such gross injustice that 1 am
constrained to ask that you will allow me sufficient space in your paper to make the necesThe

sary corrections. I have always endeavored to
avoid offensive personalities of the character
now charged upon me, and I am very unwill,
ing that “Fair Play’s” interpretation of a
paragraph in my last paper should stand un-

challenged.
My offence is, that in a paragraph commending the manner in which Gen. Murray has administered the affairs of the Adjutant General’s
office, aud also referring to Gov. Perham in
complimentary terms, I close with the follow-

ing general

statement:

With such men as Gen. Murray at the head
ot the War Department, Gov. Perham as Secretary of State, and Mr. Hatch in charge of the
State Finances, the various departments of our
state government are sure to he honestly aud
ably administered, and the people may rest assured that the public offices at the state house
are not being used as loafing places for pothouse politicians.

Upon this simple and inoffensive statement
your correspondent boils over with righteous
indignation, and talks about its being “outrageous for the Bridgton News to assume that
the battle scarred Cilley,” and the other com
petitors for the state offices, are men who in
their make-up are calculated to draw about
them asi associates “idle whisky guzzlers or

grossly malignant.

respectfully

I have never referred disto either of the candidates for Ad-

jutant General or Secretary of State, and 1
protest against the inference drawn by the
writer of the very singular letter in your issue
of Monday. When I say that Messrs. Hatch,
Murray and Pelham are able, honest and pure
men who will only call gentlemen about them

associates,

I say what all who are acquainted with these gentlemen know to be true: and
in saying this of them, it by no means follows
that all not enumerated in this list are the reverse of what I claim for them.
Certainly
your correspondent will not succeed in creating
a vast amount of sympathy for his
pet candidates by playing
the “malignant warfare
without

larger

a

amount

of capital

than he has vet shown.
Perhaps I ought to say a word in reply to
the weighty aud crushing argument contained
in the following paragraph:

Major Shorey

is not so thorough a Republican that he can set himself up as dictator; tor
I learn that the election of a Democratic clerk
of courts in Cumberland is quite as much due
to his influence as that of auv other man.
If this means anything, it is not that being in
good standing in the Republican fold, on account of an alleged political misdemeanor, 1

have no right to speak in complimentary terms
of office-holders of the Republican persuasion!
This is really a sublime idea, aud is worthy
the keen imagination of the author of the malignant communication to which I have referred.
But the statement is not true, as I
have no such influence as he attributes to me.
If I did anything to contribute to tde result
referred to, it was to quietly g've one of the
three hundred or more votes which constituted
Mr. Littlefleld’s majority; and, for reasons entirely satisfactory to themselves, upwards of a
hundred Republicans in this section committed a like misdemeanor
I have no apologies
to offer for my course, as I
always vote according to my convictions of duty without any dictations from any source.
If, however, I am
not greatly mistaken as to the
authorship of
the communication in which this
“home
thrust” is made, 1 venture to assert tbat|to the
writer thereof, more than to
any other one
hundred men in this county, Mr Li ilefi dd is
indebted for his election as clerk of courts
Very truly yours,
H. A. Shores’.
News and Other items..
Two hundred years ago. the Plymouth colony forbade the celebration of Christmas by an
ordinance and a penalty.
An Englishman has been found guilty of
manslaughter, because he preferred prayer to
physicians for a sick daughter. The girl died
and the father is to be punished for
neglect.
Chock Wong, one of the editors of a Chinese
in
San
paper
Francico, has declared his intention of takiug out naturalization
papers in the
United States District
Court,which will test the

question

of the

right

of

Mongolians

to become

citizens.
A New York horticulturist sells Baldwin
apples at $10 a barrel. He takes a slip of paper
and cuts children s names; then
places the
paper around the apples when they begiu to
color, and in a week or two Mamie,

Jobooie,Minnie
id

a

presented

of remarkable force and

originality.

“Ginx’s Baby” Jenkins, through his intense
self-conceit, is coming to be considered in London as somewhat of a nuisauee. A short time
ago, he called on the editor of a prominent
daily “on urgent business,” and, being shown
up, stated that he was about to change his pub*
lisher, and that he wished the fact announced.
The editor glared on him speechlessly for a
few moments, theu replied:
“Certainly, certainly; and when you change your bootmaker
let me know, and Pll announce that, too.
A young man of Chicago, possessing a wide
circle of fashionable aquaintanee, has set np in
business as a professional introducer. For a
fee varying in amount from $5 to S50, he will
introduce youug

women

to

the fellows

they

are

just dying to know, or for a similar amount,
with a percentage if anything comes of it, he
will make young meu acquainted with the idols
they have at a distance adored. He is also prepared, with neatness and dispatch, to advance
the suits of customers, or to set back rivals with
iuuendoes as to their character and connectionel
aud hopes by a strict attention to business to
merit the further confidence and orders of
those who have been
in the past.

pleased

to

patronize

Schooner Abandoned.
New York, Dec. 28.—A Loudon Jespatch
Bays the schooner Bonnie Ives, Whitaker, before reported a3 bound from Boston to Ellsworth, was abaudonded in la'itude 33, long. 59.
Her crew were rescued by the Norwegian brig
Oscar, from Havaua, and taken to London.
In

4-cnernl.

An official suivey of tbe steamer City of Being yesterday found tbe repairs satisfactory.
Tbe ship is in a thoroughly efficient condition.
Brig Aunie Lilie of New York, from Cedar
Keys for Ken nebunk port, before reported ashore
at Nauset, was floated inside the bar ou tbe 27th
inst. at high water. The tug L. A Belnapwill
endeavor to tow her her over the bar next high
tide.
_

luicr-Oceon’s Story Denied by Whiskey Dealers.
Louisville, Ky., Dec. 28.—J. A. Cunningham, a whiskey dealer of high standing in
Louisville, publishes a card in the CourierJournal regarding the charges of the InterOcean, in which he says the same are totally
unfounded. He furnishes abstracts of all the
correspondence relating to the seizure of his
whiskey, and shows conclusively that Bristow
has not been his couusel.
Nor was he ever
spoken to by himself concerning the case. Rethat
Bristow was disthe
statement
garding
missed after becoming Secretary, Mr Cuuniogham says the story is false, and that the case is
still pendiog.
In regard to Douglass’ action in the case, Mr.
CunniDgbam says the commissioner agreed in
April last to re'ease his goods it the owner
would agree to relieve the government of any
damages that may have resulted from the seizHe also furnishes some correspondence,
ure.
showing that Douglass made several propositions to compromise, at the same time statiDg
that he was of the opinion that the case was a
weak one.
'I he

FIRE DAMP EXPLOSION.
Men

Throe

Killed

and

Several

Injured.

him

MATTERS IN MAINE.
THE

BANGOR WATER WORKS,

Thorough nml Satisfactory Tests.
Bangob, Dec. 28.—To-day has been an interesting one to our people, as the contract test
of the Holly water works, just completed, has
been made. The first test consisted of playing
twelve 1-iuch streams from hydrants in the vicinity of East Market Square. Streams played 140 feet high, with 100 pounds pressure at
the works. The next test was through a 2-inch
nozzle, 282 feet horizontally with 155 pounds
pressure. At 2 p. m eight streams were played from hydrants on East Broadway and on the
corner of York and Broadway, between 170 and
180 feet high, pressure 135 pounds; elevation
abovo low water mark 120 feet. The next test
was
playing six streams; height reached 124

feet,

pressure 145 ponnds; elevation above low
The last test was (oar
water mark 150 feet.
streams from the top of Thomas hill, 220 feet
above low water mark; height of stream 120

feet; pressure 170 pounds. The tests have been
highly satisfactory, and were witnessed by large
The cost of the works is
crowds of people.
8186,000.

Lotteries in St. Louis.
St. Louis, Dec. 28.—Detective O’Neil bought
a lottery ticket yesterday in the
sub-office of
W. H. Rothschild, and then arrested him for
selling the ticket. Tbe accused was admitted
to bail, and the case set for the 13tb prox. The
purpose is to test the constitutionality of the
recent order of the board of police commissioners to arrest all venders of lottery tickets, and
the case will be carried-to the highest courts.
|
Crimea and Casualties.
The night express train on the Vermont Central was off the track at Middlesex yesterday
morning. No one injured.

Jasper, Florida,

yesterday.

Saturday night

Fire in

Lovell.

NEW

HAMPSHIRE.

Political.
Manciiesteb, Dec. 28.—The Democratic convention assembles at Concord January 12th.
War l caucuses for the city have not yet been
called. Both parties are closely watching each
other, and an exciting straggle is anticipated
for possession of the municipal offices.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Abraham Jackson.
Dee. 28.—The jury in the case of
Abraham Jackson, the noted defaulter and
forger, rende ed a verdict this afternoon of
guilty on all three counts of the indictment
against him.
The Month Boston Explosion.
Experts employed by the coroner's jury to investigate the cause of the recent South Boston
gas explosion, have discovered that the drop
cock of the gas main had been left open
through the carelessness of an employe of the
gas company, causing a rapid accumulation of
gas, which in some as yet unexplained manner
became ignited, causing the explosion.

a

nearly destroyed by fire |

boarding

house

on

diary.

Gov. Gaston will sarrender to the New York
authorities Gustavos Abbott of Boston, who is
charged with obtaining $1700 worth of carpets
from a New York house on false representations.
The charges of forgery against Waddy
Thompson have been dismissed, aod the charge
of felony against him will be heard Jan. 20th.
METFOSOLOKICAIi
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
I
Officer, Washington. D. C.,
December 28, (1 A. M.)J
For Blew England.
and Middle states, N E. to S. E. winds, cloudy
or partly cloudy weather, falling barometer
and stationary temperature.

College Rawing Aeeeetatiea.
New York, Dec. 28.—The Princeton UniverThe

sity

will remain in the rowing association,
and in a card, deprecates the action of the Yale
and Harvard crews.
President Rees of the Columbia College boat
club, denies the statement of Harvard, that
there were straDgers in the Colombia crew last
year, as the names of all who rawed are on the
regular college books.
crew

NEW TORE.
Frank Moulloa Sues Beecher.
New York, Dec 28 —Frank Moul on yesterday instituted through Roger A. Pryjr, a civil
suit in the Saprfeme Court of Brooklyn, for
S50,000 damages.against Henry Ward Beecher.
The papers were served on Beecher personally
The complaint
at his residence last evening.
sets forth the cause of the action as malicious
of
Moulton
Beecher.
by
Only a
prosecution
single question will be at issue in the coming
suit. This will be the truth or fa sity of Moulton’s allegations that Beecher committed adultery with Mrs. Tilton. For the determination
of this question Mrs Tilton will be a vital witness, and will certainly be called as well as a
number of others whose testimony was excluded on the Beecher trial.
The trial will be a
short one.
Respited.
Utica, Dec. 28.—Lodicia Fredenburg and
her son Albert Fredenburg, sentenced to be
hanged in Herkimer county on Friday, for the
murder of Orlando Davis at Gray last summer
have been respited for 35 days by Gov. Tilden,
and it is probable that they will not bang.

WASHINGTON.

or

Jamie,
Susiejappears on the apples
These picked and barreled

large red letters.
by themselve* bring fancy prices.

A very pleasant and amusing incident is related *n the Vermont newspapers to illustrate

The

Postal Union Treaty.

Washington, Dec. 28.—The General Postal
Union Treaty going into operation inFrance on

the 1st of Janary next, the postal union rates
will take effect ou that date, namely: They are
five cents per half ounce on letters, two cents
for postal cards, two cents for newspapers
each, if not exceeding four ounces, and two
cents per ounce for other printed matter and
patterns of merchandise.
International Money Orders.
The Postoffice Department has received a
despatch from the British Postmaster General
saying “money orders advised on the lists from
the United States largely exceed the usual
amount.
Please remit 30,000 pounds on acThis unusually large balance is account.”
counted for as the result of International monfor
orders
ey
holiday presents. Twelve thousand pounds sterling had been remitted before
the receipts of this telegram and tbe balance
will be liquidated in the ordinary course of bus1JJCCO.

Austrailinn mails.
Poitmaster General Jewell has today notified the British Postal authorities that from
and after the 1st of Jaouary next, his department will demand from them, the payment of
the full cost of transporting Austrailian mails
across the Continent, which are now transport^ at an actual loss under Great Britain’s
conttructicu of the postal union requirements.
The matter has been a subject of official correspondence lor nearly a year, and the Postmaster General now makes a demaud in the
hope of bringing it to a prompt conclusion.
K lirecncnt «f Legal Tender Kates.
The Secretary of the Treasury has given direction for the retirement of $614,550 in legal
tender notes on account of the national bank
circulation issued during the month. This will
leave the outstanding legal tenders until a further reduction at $371,827,222.
No Cabinet meetings this Week.
There was no meeting of the Cabinet today,
and unless some special occasion arises requiring consultation, there will ba no meeting during the present week.
Internal Revenue District Consolidation.
The work of consolidating the internal revenue collection districts throughout the country
has been completed. The number of districts
is reduced from 20!) to 163.
No further reduction is contemplated.
The annual saving to
the govert meut by the consolidation will be
about $250,000, nearly $200,COO of which is in
salaries.
The

South Carolina’s Judiciary.
ffla*s Electing in Charleston Sustain*'
Cov. Chamberlaia ia Kefusing to Corn

A

Whipper.
Charleston, S. C., Dec. 28.—The largest
anti most enthusiastic public meeting held in
Charles on since the war, took place this eveumission

1

call to sustain the action
^oy Chamberlain in refusing commissions
to Whipper aud Moses.
Resolutions were
unanimously adopted demanding the action of
the legislature ia electiug them; protesting
against their elevation to the. bench, and avowing their unalterable purpose never to allow
them to occupy the position.
The resolutions
further declare that the colored people shall be
and
the
rights
protected in all
privileges guaranteed by the constitution and laws, but the
avowed purpose that there shall not be equality but a domination of tbe’r r*ce over the
property and rights of the white people of the
state will be resisted to the last, and under to
circumstances shall it prevail.
resnonse t0

a

HhoolM a Ergi*lalor.
New Orleans, Dec 28.—E. L. Pierson, a
Republican member of the Legislature from
Natchitochez, was shot and instantly killed on
Sunday by Mr. Cosgrave, editor of the Vindicator.
The difficulty grew out of abuse of
Pierson by Cosgrave in his paper.
An Editor

known.
A boy answering the description of Charlie
Boss was placed on the Montreal train at Nashua, Monday night.
Judge Wylie of Washington, has decided
that the boy acrobat, Prince Leo, be handed
over to the officers of the society for the prevention of cruelty, holding that the Poole?,
brothers of the boy, have forfeited all right
to his services by reason of inhuman treatment.

Ex Gov. Newell of New Jersey, President of
the national council of the Union League of
America, has issued a notice countermanding
the meeting ordered to be held in Philadelphia
next month, and convening the sub committee
at the Astor House in New York, on Thursday, Jan. Ctb, at noon.
Theodore M. Vale, now assistant superintendent of the railway mail service, will be appointed superintendent to succeed Col. Bangs.
Judge Donahue gave a docision yesterday
moming.declatiug the recognizance of Tweed’s
bail on the seven recent indictments to be forfeited.
The representatives of Lao and Walker of
Pbiladephia, have applied for bankruptcy,
which is resisted by creditors. Their liabilities
are $100,000, and if not put through a bankrupt court, they will be able to pay 50 cents on
the dollar.
The Cincinnati Methodists discussed Bishop
Haven’s remarks, but took no actiuu.
The Centennial year will be ushered in at
Philadelphia on Friday night by a grand cele_

FINANCIAL AND COntEKCIAL
Portland Wholesale Market.
Tuesday, December 28.—The markets arc dul)
and show but little change. Goods are seding slow
and In small lots. The sugar market Is firm at 10|c
for granulated and 9Jc lor extra C. Flour is quiet
ana there are but few sales to note. Grain is firm
and the large supply of new corn keeps the prices
unchanged. The demand is good.
Bonded Freight.
Bonded freight shipped by Grand Trunk Railway
on the 28th, viz.: 170 cars destined for Liverpool, St.
John and Halifax containing 1600 bbls flour, 1200
bush corn, 2124 bush oats. 12,616 bush wheat, 23 158
bush peas. 1200 bush oatmeal and 1218 bbls extract
of hemlock bark.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
True & Co.
Roston
LSales at the Brokers’ Board, Dec, 28 ]
9 Boston & Mains Railroad.108
5 Eastern Railroad.
10
Stock Market.

IVew York Stock and Money Market.
New York, December 28—Evening—Money was
easy throughout the day at 6 @ 7 per cent, on call.
Foreign Exchange was dull at 4 85 and 488} for bankers 60 days sterling.
Exports of produce from this port for the week
ending to-day, $3,379,494, against $5,256,477 for the
corresponding week in 1874. Total exports of produce since January 1st, this year, were $254,490,921, against $286,929,100 lor the corresponding period
in 1874.
Gold was firmer towards the close, when it advanced to 113; the opening and lowest price of the
day was 112}. The rates paid for carrying were 1*
2, 3, 2}, 4, 4}, 5, 7 and finally 6 per cent. The clearances at the Gold Exchange Bank were $46,549,000.
The Customs receipts were $230,000. The Assistant
Treasurer paid out to-day $2,140,000 in interest and
$60,000 in redemption ot 5-20 bonds. The Assistant
Treasurer has thus far paid out $3,604 000 on account
of the January interese. Governments were firm and
in good demand. State bonds dull. Railroad bonds
strong, especially for Pacific issues, on which some
large transactions took place.
Union Pacific firsts sold at 105} @ 105}, and closed
at 105} bid, 106 asked; Sinking Fonda advanced to
95; the upward movement an the Stoefc Exchange
made a farther progress to-day, when prices advanced } @ 1} per cent
There was considerable increase in the volume of business and the transactions
were better distributed than of late.
The advance
was most marked in Western shares,
although
among the Eastern roads New York Central and
New Jersey Central also figured in the rise. The
improvement in Western shares was stimulated by
rumors from Washington that the Supreme Court
decision in granger cases would be favorable to the
roads. It was also stated that a representative of
the Grand Trunk of Canada was in town endeavoring to arrange the existing completion of Western
bound freights. The largest advance was in Union
Pacific, which rose Irom 74} to 75}.

Hurricane.

Phillipine Islands laid Waste

TWO

HUNDRED
LIVES

AND

FIFTV

LOST.

Madrid,

Dec. 28.—Intelligence from the
Philliuine Islands gives the details of a dreadful hurricane there the 30th of last month.
The storm was particularly severe in the provinces of Albay and Camarine, which form the
southeasiern part of the island of Luzon. Two
hundred and fifty lives wero lost and 3300
dwellings destroyed. Many cattle perished,
and the crops in all directions were ruined.
FROM CHINA.
Dis-alisfactiou With the Negotiations
With the English.
San Francisco, Dec 28.—Files of Hong
papers contain the following:
Placards censuring the Chinese government
for arranging terms with Mr. Wade appeared
in Pekin, but were immediately removed by the
authorities. An uneasy feeling prevails among
the native officials regarding the recent negotiations
It is reported that fresh information
implicating the Mormein authorities in Mr.
Margaray’s murder have beou discovered.
Telegrams have just been received indicating
that anything but satisfactory feeling prevails
among the Chinese .with regard to the receDt
negotiations. Thev appear to bear out what
was before stated, that the difficulty has only
been settled temporarily.
Heavy Failure at Manilla.
There is now no doubt whatever of the failure of Bussell &
Sturgis, merchants of Manilla.
On the fact becoming known in Manilla a
regular panic ensued. This state of affairs
lasted some days, but by the time the steamer
left the panic had passed away, although confidence is very much shaken.
The local liabilities will range from $2,000,000 to $2,500,000. It
is believed in certain influential and interested
quarters that arrangements will be made
whereby the bouse will soon be enabled to resume.

CUBA.

of
Intervention—
European
Our Government Will Object.
New York, Dec. 28.—A Madrid special
says there is a rumor that a European intervention in Cuba will soon be made, and thatjthe
United States government is aware of the fact.
Washington, Dec. 28.—It is asserted in
prominent circles that if as reported in London,
“there is a near advent of European intervention in Cuba” our government would inform
such powers as might combine for this purpose
that their course would be highly offensive to
the United States, as it wonld imply a design
of controlling affairs in localities contiguous to
this country, thereby injuriously affecting our
commercial and political interests, and for this
a part trom
otuer considerations, the
reason
United States would continue to act in the
spirit of the Monroe doctrine.
Success of the British ut Perak.
London, Dec. 28.—A special telegram from
Perak to the Times this afternoon, says the
British now hold all the important positions in
The Maharajah Lela has
that neighborhood.
fled and taken refuge in Siamese territory.
British power is supreme at Perak, only the
murderers of Mr. Brich, the resident, being in
Humors

arms.

Be in forced.
San Sebastian, Dec. 28.—Considerable reinforcements have been sent to Hernani.
Operations in Guipuzcoa will begin immediately.
Letter from Thiers.
Paris, Dec. 38.—Ex-President Thiers has
written a letter reserving the right of choosing
between the Senate and Chamber of Deputies
if be should be elected to both houses. He
adds that all his wishes are for the establishment of a conservative republic.
French Assembly.
The Assembly continues the consideration of
the press bill in detail, and has adopted all as
An amendment has
far ns tbe fourth clause
been carried depriving the prefects of the power of summarily forbidding the sale of journals
in the streets. The consequence will be to cancel orders now in force, by which the sales ol
seventy-five journals in the streets is prohibited.
Foreign Notes.
The London Chamber of Commerce has passed resolutions recommending tbe adoption by
the government of a policy of incidental protection as tbe most beneficial for the country
under the present circumstances. Also for the
removal of reciprocal trade ielatious with the
United States.
A London special says a serious disturbance
occurred at Baunsfoot, county of Armarch.
Ireland, resulting from the marriage of a
The Protestants
Pro estant girl to a Catholic.
attacked the hou-ie where the marriage took
the premises.
wrecked
and
completely
place,
Several persons were killed and others wounded badly.
It is rumored that the difficulties between
Holland and Venezuela will be settled by diIlernani

Quiet reigns in Hayti. It is announced that
from the 1st ol January, 1877, coffee will pay a
doty of $1.80 per quintal, instead of S3 as here
tofore.
A special from Paris to the Morning Standard reports that the Orleans priuces have decided not to take seats in tbe senate or chamThe Due d’Aumale has
bers of deputies
written a letter declining tbe nomination for
either bouse.

twin;

11 ci

United States 10-40 coupon.
117I
CurrencV 6’s ex.*.122|
The lollowmg are the closing quotations
ot
Stocks:
Western Unic n Telegraph Co—ex diy....734
Pacific Mail..
N Y Centra) aud Hudson R.consolidated,rex-dv. .104}

Erie.
15|
Erie prelerred.31
Michigan (Central
90}
Union Pacific Stock,x-d.75}

Panama.125
Lake Shore. 59}
Illinois Central,.
96}
Chicago & Northwestern.
383
.553
Chicago & Northwestern preferred..
Chicago & Rock Island...- 104}
St. Paul Railroad. 35J
St Paul preferred. 674
Atlantic & Pacific, preferred. 3$
Atlantic &;Pacific Telegraph. 18

Missouri

plomacy.

Cincinnati,December 28.—Lard quiet and steady;
steam 12 34$ @ 12 37$ on spot; 13 25 buyer for March;
kettle at 13 00 @ 13 25. Bulk Meats "are quiet and
steady; clear rib 15 days in salt I0$c loose; long cut
hams 10 boxed; also sales shoulders and clear rib at
8 40 @ 11 buyer April. Bacon steady and unchanged;
Green Meats quiet and steady; shoulders at 6$ @ 78;
sides 9 85; hams 10$ @ 11. Whiskey quiet and steady
at 1 09. Live Hogs dull, common light 6 65 @ 6 9u;
fair to good packing at I 00 @ 7 20; choice heavy at
7 25 @ 7 30; receipts 3780 head; shipments none.

Detroit, December 28.—Flour steady. Wheat is
dull and unchanged; extra White Michigan at 1 35
bid; No l White at 1 26 bid; No 2 at 115$. Corn unchanged ; No 1 Mixed new at 50c. Oats firm; Mixed
at 37.
Receipts—640 bbls flour, 33,000 bush wheat, 5480

bush oats.
Shipments—900 bbls flour, 5600 bush wheat, 625
bush corn.
Cleveland, December. 29.—Petroleum market is
heavy and unchanged; standard Whiteat 9$; Ohio
test 10$; Michigan test 13 tor car lots cash.
New York, December 28.—Cotton dull; Middling

bush com, 1200

uplands 13$.

Savannah, December$28.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 12$c.
New Orleans, December 28.—Cotton is irregular
and weak; Middling uplands 12$c.
Dec. 28.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands

^Mobile,

Charleston, Dec. 28.—Cotton steady; Middling
uplands 128c.
European markets.
London,December 28—2.30 P. M.—Consols at 94
1-16 for money and account.
London. December 28—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States
at 14$.

new

f>s at. 1043.

Frie

Railway

Liverpool, December 28—12.30 P. M.—Cotton is
and unchanged; middling uplands at 6 15-16;
o Orleans at 7 3-16d;
sales 8,000 bales including
1,000 bales for speculation and export,

3uiet

“O wearisome condition of humanity!”
How many wretched homes in our land!
How
many heart-broken invalids! Life with many signifies a mere onerous existence. All are subject to disease, but when health is removed the hope is nearly
gone out. Sickness is usually incurred through ex

posure or carelessness
Especially is this true with
those diseases peculiar to woman. Through her own
aud
she
is made to drag out a misimprudence
folly
erable existence—a source of annoyance and anxiety
to her friends, and anything but a comfort and pleasure to herself.
Exposure to the cold at times when
she should be most prudent, and overtaxing her body
with laborious
are both fruitful causes
of
many of the maladies from which she suffers.
Gradually the bloom leaves her cheeks, her lips grow
ashy white, her vivacity departs, she continually experiences a feeling of weariness and general
and altogether presents a ghostly appearance. What
does she need? Should she take some stimulating
drug, which will for the time make her “feel better.”
or does her entire system demand reparation?
She
requires something which not only will restore to
health the diseased orgaus, but will tone and invigorate the system. Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription
will do this.
It imparts strength to the diseased
parts, brings back the glow of health, and restores
comfort where previously there was
only suffering.
Every invalid lady should send for “The People’s
Common Sense Medical Adviser,” in which over fifty
pages are devoted to the consideration of those diseases peculiar to women.
It will be sent, post-paid,
to
any address, for $1.50. Address, R. V. Picree, M.
D., |World’s Dispensary, Buftalo, N. Y.
Agents
wanted to sell this valuable work.
oc29
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employment,

languor,

Pacific.12}

The following were the quotations lor Pacific Railroad securities:
.Central Pacific bonds.
1074
Union Pacific do...1053
Union Pacific land grants. 101$

Sinking Funds.94}

doubt but that it is the most efficacious medicine ever
discovered for the eradication of the above enumerated maladies.
dec29eod&wlw
MARRIED.
In Lewiston, by Rev. S. F. Wetherbee. John McLaughlin of Auburn and Miss Eva McBride of Lewiston.
In Lewiston, Dec. 25, by Rev. S. F. Wetherbee,
B. A. Damon of Palmyra and Miss Myra S. Stackpole of Plymouth.
In Jefferson, Dec. 12, Thos. P. Shay of
Augusta and
Miss Olive A. McCobb of Jeffersou.
In Waldoboro, Dec. 19, Thos. J. Rivers of
Cushing
and Miss Avalena A. Nason of Waldoboro.

Watertown Cattle market.

Providence Print Cloths market.
Providence, December 28 —The Printing cloths
market steady at 4| for 64 @ 64
goods; standard and
extra white In moderate demand.
Domestic markets.
New York, December 28—Evening.—Flour—receipts 19,237 bbls; 4the market is strongly in buyers
favor with a limited export and home trade inquiry;
sales 9900 bbls; Superfine Western and State at 4 25
4 50; extra Western and State 4 90 @5
50; choice
0 at 5 55 @ 5 90; White Wheat Western extra at 5 95
@ 7 00; Fancy at 7 05 @ 7 75; extra Ohio at 4 80 @
7 25: extra St Louis at 5 25 @ 9 00; Patent Minnesota
extra good to prime at 6 75 @ 7 25; choice to double
extra at 7 30 @ 9 00, including 1500 bbls extra Western at 7 15 @ 5 30 ; 7000 bbls extra Minnesota at 5
70;
2000 bbls city mills extra witbiu range at 5 25 @ 6 25;
the market closing dull: Southern flour at 5 00
@
8 75. Rye flour is steady at 4 50 @5 50.
Cornmeal
is more active at 315 @ 3 90.
Wheat—receipts 29,500 bush; the market is dull and still in buyers favor, closing with a little more tone; sales of 43,000
bush; 99c for rejected Spring; 97}c for inferior ungraded Spring; 98c for no grade Spring; 1 08 for No 3
Chicago;!24 for No 2 Milwaukee afloat;1 38 for prime
old No 1 Minnesota in store; 1 20 for good new Winter Red Western; 1 45 for cnoice Amber
Pennsylvania and nominally; 110 @ 111 for No 3
Milwaukee;
118 @121 for No 2 Chicago; 130 @132 lor No 2
Spring. Rye is quiet. Barley is dull; sales of 1,000
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West at 110. Barley Malt is quiet and unchanged.
Com—receipts 42,132 bush; the market is a shade
easier with only a limited export and home trade de
mand; sales of 59,000 bush ;70c for inspected common
old Mixed Western; prime old uninspected held at
73c; 58 @ 60c for no grade new Western Mixed: 63 ffl
64c for graded low Mixed; 64 @ 64}c lor new Yellow
Southern. < )ats—receipts 16,150 bush j the market is
dull and slightly in buyers favor; sales 34,000
bush;
45 @ 48c for Mixed Western and State; 48c for New
York inspection Mixed; 46 @ 50c for White Western
and State.
Hay is unchanged at 80 for shipping
Cottee—Kio dull, heavy and nominal; cargoes at 161
@ 19}c gold; 16} @ 20}c gold for job lots. Sugar is
quiet and unchanged at 8 ffl 8}c tor fair to good refining; 81c for prime; 300 Centrifugal at 8}; refined
quie and unchanged at 10 @ I0}c for standard A;
10}c for powdered and granulated; 10} @ lojc lor
crushed. Molasses—Orleans quiet at 50 ffl 60c. Rice
is quiet.
Petroleum is steady; crude at 7}ffl7Jc:
1000 bbls at 7}c; refined at 12Jc; cases at 17
@ 19}c;
at
Naptha
8} @ 9}c. Tallow quiet at 9 15-16 ffl 10.
Naval Stores-Kosin is quiet at 1 65 @ 1 75. Turpentine firmer at 37}c. Pork is nominal; 100 bbls of
Wostem prime mess at 19 25 @ 19 50; new mess job
lots 20 75 seller December; 20 90 seller January; 20 50
@20 75 seller February.
Dressed Hogs steady at
8} @ 8J for Western. Beet is quiet. Cut Meats—
Western quiet; middles are dull and heavy; 10} tor
Western long clear; 11c lor long and short clear.
Lard is heavy; 250 tes prime steam at 12 15-16; 500 do
seller December at 12}; 3000 tea January at 1213-16’
2200 seller February at 13; 1500 seller March at 13 316. Butter unchanged. Cheese unchanged Whiskey
quiet at 115.
Freights to Liverpool—market scarcely so firm.
Chicago, December 28—Flour is dull. Wheat
is weak and lower; No 1 Chicago
Spring at 1 04;
No 2 Chicago Spring »t 94}c on spot; 94Jc seller for
January; 951 ffl 96c for seller February; No 3 do at
75}c; rejected do at 63 @63}c. Corn is active and
lower; No 2 Mixed at 474e on spot; 47}c bid seller December; 43}c bid seller January; 42}c bid seller for
February: rejected 35 @ 40c. Oats are quiet and unchanged ; No 2 at 30c on spot; 30}c seller for January. Rye unchanged at 674 @ 68c. Barley firmer at
82Jc on spot; 80c seller February. Dressed Hogs in
good demaud at full prices at 7 75 ffl 7 85. Pork is
active and lower at at 18 90 on the spot; 19 174 seller
for February; 19 40 @ 19 42} seller for March. Lard
is in fair demand and lower at 12 10 $) 12 124 on the
spot: 12 30 seller Febtuary. Bulk Meats steady;
shoulders at 7c; clear rib and clear sides 10}. Whiskey active but lower at 1 09.
Receipts—20,000 bbls tiour, 61,000 bush wheat, 109,000 bush corn, 21,000 bush oats. 21,000 bush barley.
2000 bush of rye.

Shipments—11,000 bblsltiour, 21,000 bush wheat,65,11,000 bush oats, 6,000 bush barley.

000 busb corn,
390 bush rye.

Toledo, December 28.—Flour dull. Wheat dull;
No 1 White Micblgah 1 25}; Amber Michigan 1 18};

seller for January at 119; seller February at 1 23 ffl
1 24; seller April 1 26; No 2 Amber
Michigan at 1 01;
No 2 Winter Red Western at 1 21: No 3 Red at 1 00.
Corn is dull; high Mixed 534c; new at
48}c; seller for
December at 48c; low Mixed new at 47c ;no grade new
at 41} @ 42c; damaged new 40c. Oats are dull; No 1
at 39c; No 2 at 36c. Clover Seed is steady and in
moderate request at 7 25 @7 30. Dressed Hogs are
steady and in moderate demand at 7 8u ffl 7 85
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour; 10,000 bush Wheat, 22,000
bush Corn, 3000 bush Oats.
Shipments—2000 bbls flour, 5,000 bush Wheat. 31.000 bush Corn, 2000 bush Oats.

Milwaukee, December 28.—Flour is quiet and
unchanged. Wheat steadyjNo 1 Milwaukee at 1 03};
hard do 110; No 2 Milwaukee 96}c; seller January at 96}c; seller February at 98}c; No 3 Milwaukee
78}c. Corn is dull and lower :No 2 at 47 ffl 471c. Oats
Arm; No2 at 31c. Barley irregular; No2

Spring

(trom Wilmington)

servey,

VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 25th, sch Frances L
Godfacy, Wheaton, Portland for New York; Lottie
Ames, Nash, do, (and both sailed).
BCSTON—Ar 27th, brig Lizabel, Mahoney, Salem;
seb N J Miller, Harris, Miragoane.
Cld 21st, sch Wesley Abbott, Milliken, Jacksonville
Sid 7th, ship David Brown; brig Kremlin.
Ar 28th, barque Sarmiento, Adams, Rosario; schs
Convoy, Cook, Calais; Otranto, Hammond. Ellsworth; Loduskia, Means, and Capt John, Frank, do;
Hero, Savage, Belfast; Empire, Ryan, do; Superior,
Bragdon, Wiscasset; Olive Elizabeth, Randall, from
Portland.
Cld 28th,

brig Winfield, Bibber, for Matanzas; sclis
Telumab, Bennett, Mayaguez ; May Evelyn, McLearn, Port au Prince; Chromo, Hoyt, do.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Yokohama —, ship Lathly Rich, Lewis, from
New York.
Ar at Sunderland 10th inst. barque Ellen Dyer,
Clapp, Stettin.
Ar at Bremen 23d inst, barque Xenia, Reynolds,
Ar at

Baltimore 23 days.
Ar at Alicante Nov

Philadelphia.
Sid tm the

Clyde

In Lewiston, Dec. 18, Mrs. Mary Rodiek, aged 75
years 6 months.
In New Sharon, Dec. 19, Miss Ada B. Jordan of
Lewiston, aged 22 years.
In Milo, July 6, Rev. Gershom Lord, aged G5 years;
Dec. 5, Mrs. Betsey J. Lord, aged 64 years.
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FROM

Calais.

port 10th, schs John W Welt, from Norfolk; W
F Cushing, from do.
Ai at Port Spain 4th inst, sell Quoddy, Fanning,
6
Philadelphia.
Sid Nov 26, brig A S Pennell, Noyes, Bonaire.
Ar at St Thomas 12th inst, schs Maggie Harthorn,
Small. Port Spain: Susan P Tburlow, Tabbutt, from
Cardiff: lGth, brig J F Merry, Bradley, do.
Sid 16th, brig Ciarabelle, lor Cienfuegos, seeking.
Arat Havana 24th, sch Geo Walker, Cole, Portland.
Sid

25th, brig Adelia McLoon, Munroe, New York;
Eva N Johnson, Eaton, Pascagoula.
Ar at Cardenas 24th, sch Fred Jackson,
PetteDgill,
Portland; Lucy, Colwell, St John, NB.
Ar at Sagua 22d inst, barque Jose D
More, Carlisle,
New York.
Ar at St John, NB, sch John Boynton, Cook, from
Boston.
Cld 25tb, sch Virginia, Bangs, Port au Prince.
SPOKEN.
Dee 17, lat 39, Ion 64, ship Rufus E Wood, Davis,
from Boston for San Francisco.
Dec 9, lat 25 35. lou 49 24, brig Clara Jenkins, from
Malaga for New York, 60 days out.
Valuable medical Treatise.
The edition for 1876 of the sterling Medical Annual,
known as Hostetter’s Almanac, is now ready, and
may be obtained, free of cost, of druggists and general country dealers in all parts of the United States
and British America, and indeed in every civilized
portion of the Western Hemisphere. It combines,
with the soundest practical advice for the preservation and restoration of health, a large amount of interesting and amusing light reading, and the calendar, astronomical calculations, chronological items,
&c., are prepared with great care, and will be found
entirely accurate. The issue of Hostetter’s Almanac
for 1876 will probably be the largest edition of a medcal work ever published in any country. The proprietors, Messrs. Hostetter & Smith. Pittsburgh, Pa.,
on receipt of a two cent stamp, will forward a
copy
by mail to any person who cannot procure one in his
A

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 109,000.

York. .Cientuegos.... Dec 30
Canima.New York.. Bermuda.Dec 30
Colon.New York.. Aspmwall.... Dec 31
Pommerania.New York. .Hamburg.Dec 30
City of Vera Cruz. New York .Havana.Dec 30
Scandinavian.Portland... .Liverpool.Jan i
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 1
California.New York. .Glasgow.Jan 4
City of Chester.New York.. Liverpool.Jan 4
Nevada.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 5
City ot New York..New York..Havana.Jan 6
Parthia.Boston.Liverpool.Jan 8
Sardinian.Portland... .Liverpool.Jan 8
Claribel.New York. Jamaica. &c .Jan 8
Peruvian.Portland .Liverpool.Jan 15
Nova Scotian.Portland... Liverpool.Jan 22
Sarmatian.Portland... Liverpool.Jan 29
..

Miniature Almanac .December 39.
Rises.7.30 I High water.12.30 PM
Sun Sets.4.35 | Moon sets. 6.10 PM

MARINE 3STEIWS,
PORTLAND,

Tuesday, Dec. 2§.
ARRIVED.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Sch Lyndon, Cassidy, Boston, to load for Eastport.
Sch Neptune, Holmes, Machias--lumber to Kutus
Deering. Brought in Capt Colson and three men of
schr Winona, burnt oft' Old Man’s Ledge. See Memoranda.
Sch N Jones, Flynn, Machias.
Sch Siak, Sherman, Machias for Newburyport.
Sch Reno, Libbv, Machias tor Boston.
Sch Emeline, Roberts, Wiscasset—heading to A L
Hobson.
Sch Capitel, Tarr, Round Pond.
CLEARED.
Sch Sophie, Bunker. Charleston—W II Preble.
Sch C W Dexter. Dunton, Wiscasset, to load lor
Providence—Cnas Sawyer.
Sch Rose, Stickney, Eastport—Nathl Blake.
Shipbuilding—Master Rufus N Merrill, at his
yard. Back Bay, has stretched the keel for a fine
clipper schr of about 115 tons, to be 76 feet on deck,
22 feet beam, and 7§ feet deep, adapted to the fishing
or fruiting business.
She is to be built ot the best
seasoned wood and will be first class in every respect.
for
Partly
sale, including master’s share.
[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.!
BCoTHBAY, Dec 21—Ar, brig Albert Dewey. McLellan, Round Pond for Leith. Scotland; sch Lucy
Church, McGowan. Windsor. NS. tor Boston; J B
Stinson, Stinson. Swan’s Island for do.
Dec 25—Ar, sens Olive Branch, Tyler, Boston for
Calais; Polly & Clarisa, Ball, Portland.
In port, schs Alice C Fox, Rowe; Addie Warner,
Lewis; Kate McClintock, Sargent, and Allen Lewis,
Farmer, waitiog.
LFROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Ar at New York 28tb, barque Chas T Russell, lrom
Millbridge; Jas E Brett, Liverpool; brig Clara Jen-

kins, Malaga.

Ar at Cardenas 23tb. brig Hattie M Bain.Tbestrup, Baltimore; 27tb, sch Ellr M Watts, Swansea.
Ar at Matanzas 24th, sch A H Waite, Pettengill,
Shieldsboro; 25th. brig L M Merritt, New York.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Nof 3, barque Adelaide Norris,

Tukey, Bordeaux.

At Barbadoes Nov 28, schs Mary Patten, fin Bangor; Jos Oakes, from Norfolk.
Sid fm Padaug Oct 12, barque T F Whiton, Carver,
New York.
Ar at Samarang Oct 29, ship Mary Goodell, Ames,
New York.
MEMORANDA.
Sch Winona, Colson, from Bucksport, of and for
Boston with hay, took fire about 6 o’clock. Monday
evening, when off Old Man’s Ledge, and was burnt
down to the water’s edge. Cargo insured. No insurance on vessel.
The crew were brought to this port
by schr Neptune, from Macliias.
Sch Martha Brewer, hence tor Belfast, was run into
Monday night by steamer City of Richmond and lost
anchor and chain. The steamer sustained only light
damage to top works.
Sch C W Dexter. Capt Dunton, which put into this
port a few weeks ago with keel broken, by going
ashore at Cape PorpioBe, has been in the dry dock
and repaired. Her cargo of salt was forwarded to
Augusta by rail.
Brig D M Dickey, 86 days from London for New
York, was spoken 23d inst, lat 41, Ion 64 50, and was
supplied with provisions.
Barque Ada P Gould, Merritt, at Philadelphia tm
Liverpool, reports heavy weather on the passage aud
lost aud split sails.
Sch Alzena, Plummer, from Copenhagen for New
York, put into Nassau, NP, 21st inst, with loss of
sails and short of provisions.
Brig Edith Hall, (of Rockland) Bunker, at N York
from Cephalonia, reports heavy W and N W gale- the
latter part of the passage and broke jibboom cap,
carried away cutwater, and lost and split sails.
Brig Alex Nichols, Peters, at New York from Porto
Rico, reports a heavy gale 12th inst, in lat 27 38, Ion
71 49, aud lost aud split sails, stove bulwarks. &c.
Brig Selma, from Aspinwall Nov 19 for Pensacola,
put back Dec 12 with all hands sick. Capt Maguire
died 17th.
Sch Angola, Wooster, from Cape Haytien for Boston, 25 days out, put into New York 26th short of

provisions

aud water.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
ASTOCIA, O—Ar 17th, ship Gatherer, Thompson,
Honolulu.
NEWORLEANS-Ar 27th, ship Iudia, Patten,
London via Key West.
PASCAGOULA—Ax 18th, brig Ortolan, Dyer, Matanzas; scb Martha Maria, Veazie, Port au Prince.
22d, brig A H Curtis, Merriman, Cardenas; sch
J W Como, Chisholm, Matanzas, (aud cld for New
Orleans.)
KEY WEST—Ar 27th, ship Majestic,
Gibbons,
Amsterdam.
Sid 27th, sch Maud Webster, for Pensacola.
PENSACOLA-Ar 23d, schs Seth W Smith, Marshall, Port Spain; Hector, Biggins, Trinidad.
FERNANDINA—Ar 20th, brig Mary C Comery,
Harwood. Bermuda.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 20th, sch Ella, Mitchell,

Nuevitas.
Ar 22d. 9ch
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20th

Croston, tor New York.
Ar at Aspinwall 13th inst. sell B J Willard, Woodbury, Philadelphia.
Ar at Barbadoes 18th inst, sch Alice T
Boardman,

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
NAME.

30, brig Stephen Lishop, Gilkey

inst, barque Idella Berry,
Turner, (trom Greenock) tor Demarara.
Sid fm Liverpool 9th inst, ships Invincible, Strickland, Penang; Sterling, Baker, New York.
Ar at Liverpool 26th inst, ship Jos Fish, Stackpole,
Savannah; brig Josefa, True. Bath.
Oft Hoint Lynas 9th inst, ship Golden Rule, Morse,
trom Liverpool for New Orleans.
At Montevideo Nov 10, ship Enos Soule. Drinkwater, for Callao; barque Woodside, Montgomery,
tor Cape Town. CGH, with mules ; J H Bowers,
H .IrtlOI'a Cn. Vn1nn.nI/.n OA.l.

In Cape Elizabeth, Doc. 23, Alice F„ only child of
Frank P. and Flora A. Cummings, aged G months

and 13 days.

Pommerania

for Bath.

Millie Trim, Drinkwater, Martinique,
SAVANNAH—Sid 25th, sch Hattie Turner, Hupper, Boston.

The Annual Meeting of this Society will be held on
FRIDAY EVENING, December 31st, at 7 o'clock, at
Rossini Hall. A full attendance Is desired.
L. G. JORDAN, Secretary.
dec29
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FOREST
Health and long life

are

secured only by carefnl

attention to the first symptoms of disease. The sore
throat and slight cough are warnings that should be
heeded at once; it not immediately arrested they will
end in Catarrh or Consumption—perhaps death. To
the inflammation and allay the cough, pure
contained in the “Forest Tar Troches,” is the
best article for this purpose. Get them of your drugremove
tar

as

gist

with

the

BAILEY & AO YES
will say to all who have received
Christinas presents and desire to
make a return in a IV'ew Year’s
gilt that they have a lull and complete Hue ot Elegant Books and
Fancy Stationery of' all prices.
They offer their entire slock

AT RETAIL
at the lowest rates.
There is nothing more acceptable than a good Book or a box ol

or

TAR

BOOK”

send 25 cents to the Forest Tar Co., Portland, Me.
a sample box.
octl5sn9m*

for

EXCHANGE STREET.
de28
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Compound Syrup of Lungwort works tbe
best of any Cough medicine I ever bad iu my
GEORGE E. ROSS,
family.
at CAPT. J. B. COYLE’S.
Deering, Nov. 19,

I agree with tite hove tatement.
E. A. MALSTON.
ma2sntf

DEATH
WILL BE
YOUR DOOM !
the medical records show
plainly that in nine cases out of
ten the disease known as Catarrh
was the forerunner of Consumption, which, when fastened on a
person is like the grasp of the hidThere is no eseous anaconda.
cape until death relieves them
from its torture and they are laid
in the grave. Friends may say
they died of Consumption. ’TIS

Yes,

CATARRH
KILLED THEM

edy

RADER’S
GERMAN SNUFF,
this horrid complaint can be cured?
At this season of the year, when
by nndue exposure and the
en changes in the weather,
are liable to catch cold, we advise
them to carry in the pocket a box

Sle,

GERMAN SNUFF,
when they suddenly take cold
and feel all the organs of the nose
and head stopped up they can
promptly take a remedy to at once
loosen the mucous, which if allowed to stay becomes
so

poison
THE

in

Si SC Aik,
How often do we hear people
say, “My head is thick and I cannot think.”
Don’t yon know
what is the trouble 1
Yon have
Catarrh. It has .just commenced
to take possession of your body.
Now, if you are wise you will take
a few pinches of the

GERMAN SNUFF
and rid your nose and head of that
which in time will kill yon.
Do
yon doubt it 1 Well suffer away.
Use up three or four handkerchiefs
a

Go around

day.

a

walking

gists.

If you

remote

from

ih

30 cents to the agent and receive

send

United

General

Renne’s

CALAISJONDST

SWAN &

deodsnCm

BOOKS

ST.,

Are prepared to exchange City of Calais Bonds aid
Lewy’s Island Railroad, due December, 1876, giving
therefor City of Calais Municipal Bonds due December,1891, without expense or loss of interest. No
city in the state stands better financially than Calais, and this is a very desirable exchange for all
holders of the first issue above named.

Highest Market Rates paid for
Called 5-'iO Government KouiIm,
Ntnte of Maine Bonds.

Calais aid Railroad Bonds.
FOR SALE,
PORTLAND CITY R. R. AID.0’*
PORI'LAND CITY MUNICIPAL.0’n
CLEVELAND CITY.0’*
CLEVELAND CITY.7>%
TOLEDO CITY .7-n
NT. i.OUIN COUNTY GOLD.6’*
MAINE CENTRAL R. K.7’i
and

other desirable securities.

Swan

cto

200 HUDDLE
Portland, Dec. 4, 1875.

Barrett,
STREET.
sn3m

J. R. COREY Sc CO.
_

decM
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FOE

THE

184

—

Middle
has received

Street,

immense stock of

an

SENSIBLE.

USEFUL,

COMFORTABLE

Presents in

Dry Goods

Suitable for the Season.
No

one

shouldput

a Dollar until they have
RE1.IBAI.E STOKE

out

called at the OLD

184

MIDDLE

L

STREET

EACH,

Always the Largent Ntock,

The Best Goods,
The Lowest Prices.

del6(12wis

AGENCIES.
S. M. PETTENGILL & CO.’S
ADVERTISING

AGENCY

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Fork Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the United States and British Provinces.

S. R. NILES,
ADVERTISING

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
all cities and towns ol the United States. Canada
nd British Provinces.
J'iice No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

T. C. EVANS,
ADVERTISING AGENCY & PRINT*
EBS’ WAREHOUSE,
106 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

DODD’S
ADVERTISING AGENCY,
121

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Advertisements receined for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any Information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly ftiumlshcd.
HORACE DODD.

&

RATES

LOCKE,

Newspaper Advertising Agents,
ROW, NEW TORE.

34 PARK

J. H. Bates, late ol

D. R. Locke, o Locke A
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.
S. M.

Pettengiil

& Oo.

Down,
Down

Down
To Hard Pan Prices !

Tea Sets, Ice Pitchers, Castors,
Batter Dishes, Pickle Stands
Berry Dishes. Card Receivers, Vases, Toilet Stands,
Cups, Cake Baskets, Ac.

Call and examine my goods before you

purchase,

COMPLETE,

A. H.

ATWOOD,

Gold and
27

STANDARD WORKS

Silver

MARKET

Plater,

SCIUARE,

TJP ONE 5'LIGHT.

decll_

—IN-

dtf

CUT GLASS

SETS AND SINGLE VOLUMES,
in

greatly

at

PRICES !

REDUCED

His lfne is

his counters.

FULL AND

FOR

every variety of binding.

DOORS, WINDOWS,
CABINS, &c„ Ac.

SHIPS

undersigned Is now prepared to furnish cut
glass, either white or enameled in any quantity
and at the shortest notice.
The workmen employed are men of experience and
are as skilful as any in New
F.ngladn, and all work is
warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and tableware cut and engraved to any

1JHE

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
Elegantly Bound Bibles,

design
A

of letter,

FINE RUSSIA LEATHER POCKET BOOKS,
Juvenile

name or

wreath in the best manner.

and original designs lor Door,
lights, may be seen at my store or may

of
variety
and (Jar

Ship

new

be had or. application by mail.
my term* are as lew an
in the country.

can

be •btainrd

C. EL FARLEY

Books,

4

Exchange Street, Portland

ap29dtf
and in fact everything which

FIRST

CLASS

can

be found in

BOOK

a

STORE,

all of which will be sold

LOW

VERY

Please examine tlii
Stock
fore making your purchases.
dels

!
be«12w

HEALTH LIFT !

BARRETT,

200 MIDDLE

In Every Variety.

Druggists

Agents, Portland* Me*
novl7eod&w6m

Domestic and Linen Goods

My entire Steck will bo Bold

Magic OH !

aul7

Flannels, Twilled, Striped
and Checked Flannels,

a

L. DAVIS

HALL

J. W. PERKINS & CO.,
General

Shaker

PLATED WARE,

RKNNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Rheumatism,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Neuralgia,

RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Sprains,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Bruises,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Colic,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Cholera Morbus.
REN N E’S MAGIC OIL cures Coughs,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Sore Throat,
And is sold by all dealers in Medicines.
WM, RENNE & SONS, Proprietors, Pittsfield, Mass.

A Full Assortment.

States, SMITH, DOOLIT-

£0 Tremont Street, Boston,
dec 7

frees,

aches and pains your temper spoil?
Is sure by using

GOODS !

DRESS

Agents for

including all the

let

cure

Beavers, Chinchillas, Cloakings,
Cloths, Cassimeres, Repellants,
Ladies’ Cloths in Plaids, Plain and
Mixed, Blankets, White and Colors, Cheap, Black Cashmeres and
Briiliantines, Black Silks, the
best makes, Thibets.

city

ntf

Why

A

W oolens!

sale by all drug-

For

are

box by return mail.

happy to see all who desire rebel
from Buttering. The Dr. is a regular graduate of two
of the first Medical Schools in the country; has bceu
in exteusive practice for 20 years. His success in tho
severer foims of disease, both acute and
chronic,
warrants hi9 saying he

cosrsTjr.TA/riojsr

Square Woolen do.

GERMAN SNUFF.

where he will bo

decs

—

and Paisley Long and Square
do. New Designs in Striped Long
and Square Cashmere do. Woolen
Long and Square Shawls, Plaid,
Plain and Borders. Black Thibet
Long and Square Shawls. Heavy

mass

of rotenness, with HEAVY HEAD,
DULL EYES, BAD BREATH, and
DEPRESSION OF SPIRITS, a
curse to yourself and a nuisance
to all who come in contact with
yon, if you must be so obstinate as
to not purchase one box of

liate of Philadelphia,

Never fails to cure where a care is passible.
Particular attention paid to the treatment ot those
diseases peculiar to the female organism anil Bit.
I.IEP OlIARAltfTKKD without resorting to
that Uisiasterul and Painful Trealmenl so
much in vogue at present.
Office Hours 9 la 19 A, ML, 1 la 5, and 7
to 9 P. M.

IN

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

on

Respectfully informs the citizens of Portland that ho
is permanently located In
Mechanics’ Hall Building:, Booms 1 and 2,

e!

l

invites the public to examine the fine stock ot

SURGEON,

large assortment

HOLIDAY TRADE.

And if yon doubt the fact look
back and call to mind how it was
first a cold, then Catarrh and last
Consumption.
Why will people
suffer when by the nse of the rem-

NOTICE.

PHYSICIAN AND

a

SHAWL S,

—

Bonds.

THAYER,

just received

FALSE.

WOODBURY* MOULTON.
nov29
07 Exchange Street,
deodsnly

DR.

Have

1875.

Highest Kales Paid for Called Govern

MEDICAL

No. 227 MIDDLE ST.,

mere

BAILEY & AO YES,

TLE & SMITH, Wholesale

meat

& Co.,

Corey

Fine Camel’s Hair Styles, Cash-

the

6 per cent. City of Portland, Municipal.
6 per cent. City of Portland, aid R. R.
6 per cent. City of Bath.
B per cent. City of Rockland.
6 per cent. City of St. Louis.
6 per cent. County of St. Louis, Gold.
7 per cent. City of Chicago.
8 per cent. City of Toledo.
7 pt r cent. Maine Central R. R.
6 per cent. Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.,
Gold.

J. R.

Fancy Stationery.

Price 33 cents.

“FOREST

DRY GOODS.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Eastport; Mary Riley, Riley, Boston; Bedabedec,

Lewis, New Bedford.
Ar 28th, ships Corsica, Stetson, Manila; Anahuac,
Matthews, Iloilo; barques Gentoo, Staples, Calcutta;
Neversink, Jarvis, Antwerp; Cbas T Russeil, (new)
Hamilton. Millbridge; brig Clara Jenkins, Coombs,
Ma aga; sch Sarah Eaton. Pensacola.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 25th, 6ch John L Tracey, Me-

neighborhood.

DIED.

Sun

Watertown, Dec. 28—Cattle Market.—Receipts of
head: the market lor Cattle is very dull; there
was a light supply in sales and considerable indifference was shown about buying;
supplies were
largely from Chicago; sales of choice at 9 75; extra
at 8 50 @ 9 50; first quality at 7 00 @ 8 25; second
quality at 6 00 @ 6 75;third quality at 5 00 @ 5 75.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts of 2776 head. The
trade Is sluggish with no improvement in prices; we
quote sales in lots at 2 00 @ 3 23 each; extra at 3 50
@ C 50.

i.-w»TVA*

Ar 22d. ech C W Holt. Delay, New York.
Ar at Tybee 27tb, brig H B Cleaves, Cummings,
Liverpool.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 29tb, sch Helen M Conden, McCarty, Belfast.
CHARLESTON—Cld 23d, sch Arthur Burton, Frohock, Boston, (and sailed 24tb.)
Sid 27th, brig Cadet, Leighton, Liverpool.
FORTRESS MONROE -Passed in 26tli. sch Ruth
Robinson, Rogers, from Hamburg for Baltimore.
Also ar 2Gtb. brig Annie Gardiner, Havener, Pernambuco, tor orders.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2G(b, barque Ada P Gould,
Merritt, Liverpool.
At Delaware Breakwater 27th. barque S W Holbrook, for West Indies; brig L Warren, tor NYork;
schs Abbie Wasson, from Maracaibo tor do; Maggie
Todd, trom Pensacola for Philadelphia; Congress,
Philadelphia for Portland; Annie D Merritt, from
Wilmington for New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 26tb. brigs Edith Hall. Bunker,
Cephalotiia. Sept 27th and Gibraltar Nov 2d Jennie
Phinney, Brown, Buenos Ayres 52 days; Tulu, Miller, Belize; Alex Nichols,Peters, Porto Rico 23 days;
schs Angola. Wooster, fm Cape Haytien for Boston;
Bangor, Jordan, Fall River; J C Craftfs, Greeley,do;
L Holwav, Bryant, and Franconia. Jordan, Provi
dence; George & Albert, Nantucket; J F Carver,
Bobbins. Bangor; Tennessee, Gildersleeve, Deer Isle;
Mary B Harris. Crowley, and C S Edwards, Corson,
Calais; Mercy T Trundy.Crowley, do; Boaz.Coombs,
Fall River ; Kate Newman, Newman, Vinalhaven
for Philadelphia; Sea Foam, Philbrook, and Philanthropist, Coombs, Bangor; W B Darling. Pendleton,
and Nicola, Randall, Providence; Saboa, McLean,
Calais; Lucy, Colwell, New Bedford; Tim Field, Leland, New Haven; Idaho, Jameson, Rockland; Marcus Hunter, Henley, Wood’s Hole; Mary Lymuburner, Coombs, Salem.
Ar 27tb, barque Lavinia, Davis, Havre 65 days;
schs Collie, Atherton, Cape Haytien; Percy, Allen,

Wiiat other medicines have failed to do Hunt's

Remedy surely accomplishes, the perfect restoration
to health of those afflicted with dropsy, Bright’s disease, kidney, bladder and glandular complaints, diabetes, gravel, errors of youth or mature age, incontinence and retention of urine, excesses, intemper,
ance, female irregularities, general prostration of the
nervous system, loss of appetite, etc.
There is no

845

vuuu

Cld 2l6t, sell Charlie Steadman, Duulon, Philadel-

phia.

5-20’s, 1865,old.115}

United States 5-20’s, 1865, new.-.119}
United States 5-20’s, 1867.122}
UnitedJStates 5-20’s, 1868.122}
ITnifivI Sfal'OB

The

Receipts—2000 bbls flour, 12,000 bush wheat,40,000
bush barley, 0,000

bush corn, 4,000 bush oats, 35,000
bush rye, 000 hogs, 2145 cattle.

ernment

United States

Fearful

98 @ 99c: No 3 do 60c. Rye is unsettled and easier:
No 1 at 67 @ 68c. Provisions are dull. Mess Pork at
18 80. Lard—prime kettle at 12$. Sweet Pickled
Hams at 10$ @ 11c. Dry salted meats—shoulders at
63 for loose; middles at 9$ @ 10$ tor boxed. Dressed
Hogs are easier at 7 75.
Receipts—3.000 bbls flour, 88,000 bush wheat, 0,000 corn, 00,000 bush oats, 000 bush barley, 0000 bush
rye.
Shipments—2g.000 bbls flour, 39,000 bush wheat, 000
bush corn,0,000 bush oats, 0000 bush rye.
St Louis, December 28.—Flour is quiet and unchanged, Supertine Fall at 3 50 @ 3 75; extra Fall at
3 75 @ 4 25; double extra do 4 35 @ 4 75; treble extra
4 75 @ 5 25. Wheat is generally dull; No 2 Red Fall
sold a shade higher and options were more active;No
2 Red Fall at 1 40 @ 1 40$ cash; l 47 @ 1 47$ seller for
February; 1 49$ @ 1 49$ seller Mareb; No 3 do 1 26.
Com is in good demand and a shade higher; No 2
Mixed 38 fa) 38$c cash; 38$c bid seller for December;
41$c seller March. Oats are steady and very little
doing; No 3 at 33$ @ 34c cash; 35c seller February.
Rye firmer; No 2 at 68c. Barley quiet and unchanged and little doing. Whiskey is quiet and steady at

The following were tne closing quotations of Govsecurities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881, coup...128}

F O R E I G N.

Conviction of

$200,000.
J. A. Smith, and G. & J. A Smith, wuolea
Liadealers of Worcester, have suspended.
bilities from $300,000 to $000,000.
Asse's not

the Cin-

cinnati Southern Railroad near Harrodsburg,
Kentucky, was fired into by unknown parties,
and Martin Crum was killed, and a man named
McCarthy wounded.
The Pioneer Works, a mile and a half east of
Montpelier, Vt., were burned Monday night.
Loss $6000; insured for $3000. Probably incen-

_

Fbvebobg, Dec. 28.—The dwelling house of
Asa T. Pray of Lovell, was burned at an early
hour this morning. Loss about81000; partially
covered by insurance.

was

in Chelsea, yesterday.
The Kingdom of Siam will take part in the
Centennial. glOo.OOO will be appropriated for
its display.
The Bostou Journal has a rumor of the discovery ot $250,000 worth of bonds of the Erie
railroad, said to be in excess of the amount entered on the books of the company, it doubts
the correctness of the slory.
The liabilities of Cipperly & Collins, hat
dealers of New York, are from $100,000 to

bration.

Wilkesbarre, Pa., Dee 28.—An explosion
of fire damp occurred to-day in the Hutchinron mines near Kingston, killing three men
and severely burning a number of others.

beer drinkers!”
Such an interpretation of
the language used in my paper is unjust, and I
think I am justified in characterizing it as

dodge”

was

HUMOR FELECRAm
Hod. Charles Hubbard, ex-state Senator,died

NEWS.

Boston,

Webster.

as

member of

a

tion, where ho

MAI1INE
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Look at these Prices.
MEN’S RUBBER BOOTS,
BOYS’RUBBER BOOTH,
YOUTHS’ RUBBER HOOTS,
WOMEN'S RUBBER BOOTH,
MISSES’ RUBBER BOOTS,
CHILD’S KUBBEK BOOTS,
MEN’S RUBBER OVEHS,
WOMEN’S INT. SANDALS,
MISSES’INT. SANDALS,
CHILDREN'S INT. SANDALS,
MEN’S BUCKLE ARCTICS,
—

AT

94.40
4.43
173
1.40
1.40
03
MO

37
30
4S
1.43

—

THORODHGB GYMNASTIC SYSTEM Hall’s Rubber Store,
—

LADIES
IN

FUR

AND

UNDER

—

ocH

GENTLEMEN

TEN MINLTE1 ONCE A DAY.

Doubles the strength in three months* Does not
fatigue nor exhaust. Refreshes aim invigorates.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.
Exercise ami Salesroom,

237 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
1. U. ©ALBERT, Proprietor.
tf

no25

oystersT
Cargo nice Cape Cod plants for sale by
Cargo* Barrel, Bushel, Peck, Gallon or
Quart Price, 1 bu 60c, 5 bu 33c. lO bu.
SOc* lOO bu. 43c, gallon UOc,.qt JOc For
sale on board Hch. Winged K acer ut Long
Wharf. Apply to Mailer ou board or lnof E. FKEE.T1AN, 117 Co mineral Street.
dec24dlw

Saire

EALMOUTH HOTEL.

dtf

JOHN KINSMAN,
keeps constantly on band

Gilt,

Glass

a

fine lot of

and

Bronze

CHANDELIERS.
Also

a

PORTABLE

large variety of

DROP-LIGHTS,

Excellent tor Christinas Presents.

128 EXCHANGE STREET.
<Iecl8dtf
Wholesale and Retail cheaper
than can be bought at any other factory In
Maine. Parties wishing to purchase can save money,
if they will come to my Factory In Gorham, opposite

SL.EIGHS.-At

Depot.
nov3

WHITMAN LESLIE.
dtt

•

THE
WEDNESDAY

PRESS.

MORKISG, DEC. 29.1875

THE PBE88
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros.. Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.
At
At
At
At
At

Biddeford, of Phillsbury.
Saco, of L. Hodgdon.
Waterville, of J. S. Carter.

Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

AND VICINITY

CITY

A<irrrti*rment* To-I»ny.

Wow

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Portland Museum—The Varhle Heart.
New Year’s Ball—Brown’s Hall.
Plymouth Cnurch—Sociable.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Citizens’ Mutual Relief Society.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
One Thousand-Owen & Moore.
Visit Lamson—Holiday Gift.

Postmaster.

Assistant-Postmaster

Office Hours.
Fiom 8 00 a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
0 Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10

a m.

Portland, Me., Dec. 24, 1875.
A*rival and Departure ol Hails.

Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 1.20
p. m. and 12 30 a. m. Close at 8.20 a m, and 2.30 and
9.00 p.m.
Bostou and the West. Arrive at 5.00 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and M£ine
Railway. Arrive at 1.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at
8.20 a m and 2.30 p m.
Great Soutnern and Western. Arrive at 1.20
p. m.
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.20 a
m, 2.30 and 9.00 p. m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close aU2.30 P. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 3 00 p. m.
Close at 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
Kxpress, Augusta, Bangor and the Fast. Arrive
at 2.00 am. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowbegan, intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 2.20 p. m. Close at 12.45 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. It. Arrive at 8.45 a
m.
Close at 6.30 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., 3.00
and 6.30 p. m. Close at 6.30 a m, 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
Rochester. N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.45 and 11.25 p m. Close at 7.30 a m, and
3.30 n m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 11.25 am, and 5 55 p m. Close at 7.45
а. m. and 2.10 p m.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at
б.50 a m.

Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive

Close at 5.00 p

at

6.00

a m.

m.

Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jouespert and Machias, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a in. Close Saturday at 3.?0 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line direct close every
Sat urday at 3 p m.
Foreign Mai.s, via New York, day previous to sailing of steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Collections from Street letter boxes at 7.00 a. m.,
12 m. and 2 00 and 8.00 p. m.
U. N* District Coart.
Dec. 7, 1875.—In Equity. Joseph Williamson &
als, assignees, vs. Joslah A. Colcord & ux.
FoxJ. This cause arises from the depredations
committed on our commerce by tho rebel cruiser
Florida in March 1863.
At that time tho bankrupt, Josiah A. Colcord of
Stockton in this District, was master and a part
owner of the barque M. J. Coleord, which was destroyed by the Florida on the 27th of March while on
her voyage from New York to Cape ot Good Hope.
The interest of said Colcord, as master and owner, is
stated to have been something over $11,000, for the
recovery of which sum, under the Geneva award,
a petition in belialt of MrO. Colcord, is now pending
before the proper tribunal at Washington.
Capt. Colcord, sometime after his return to the
United States, became a member of the firm of Colcord, Berry & Co. The firm proved insolvent, and
having been adjudged bankrupts, the complainants
were chosen and qualified as assignees in bankruptcy
of said estate, and they have also filed their petition
at Washington lor the allowance to them of this
claim for damages, for the benefit of said Colcord’s
estate, and have instituted this bill to have the respective rights and interest in the award, which may
be made in this behalf, ascertained and determined
between them.
The respondents in their answer allege that in Sept.
1863, Capt. Colcord “in consideration of love and
aflection and for other good and sufficient considerations did give, assign, transfer and set over to his
wife said Martha J. Colcord said claim, arising
from the loss of said barque, and that he has not since
that time had or pretended to have any ownership
or control over said claim, but that said
Martha J.
Colcord has exercised such ownership and control
and has always represented and held herself out as
the owner of such claim.”
Under the laws of this state, husband and wife
may contract directly with each other, but when
payment was made for property conveyed to her
from the property of her husband or it was conveyed

by him to her, without a valuable consideration paid
therefor, it may be taken as the property of her
husband to pay his debts contracted before such purchase. R. S. 1857. c. 01.
In Mitchell v. Winslow 2 Story, 650, Mr. Justice
Story decided that the assignee takes the property of
the bankrupt, subject to all legal and equitable
claims of others, and is affected by all the equities
which can be urged against the bankrupt.
This
principle has since been reaffirmed scores of times,
by the various Courts administering the bankrupt
law, including the Suprome Court of the United
States—18 Wall, 332, Cook v. Sellis, and if the bankrupt is estopped, his assignee is also estopped.
In 1863 the bankrupt was free from debt. I am
therefore brought to the consideration of this cause,
as if the parties were husband and wife, each claiming the benefit of the award, aud the rules of equity,
which would be applicable if the case was pending
between those parties must govern and control my
decision in the present suit.
The suoject matter of this controversy is of that
uncertain and indefinable character that the researches of neither counsel or court have discovered
any authorities directly applicable and which are
decisive of the questions here presented. The claim
was not against a foreign government for indemnity
for damages occasioned by its authority, as was the
case of Comegys vs. Vasse. 1 Peters, S. C., 193, but
it is one degree more remote and contiDgent, being
for recompense for injuries suffered from this rebel
cruiser which, as our government contended, had
been permitted, through the negligence of the British authorities, to be constructed and equipped and
to depart from British territory to accomplish its
piracies, and by reason of such negligence indemnity
was demanded from the government of Great Britain
for the damages thus inflicted on our commerce.
Our own government was not responsible and no
valid claim could be made upon it for redress by the
sufferers. Great Britain had not directly committed
or authorized these depredations to be made, and it
was only on the ground of her failure to comply with
her obligations under the rules of international law,
that any redress could be sought against her, for
the wrongs thus sustained. It is difficult therefore
to imagine a claim of a mote precarious nature,
wholly dependent on the willingness of Great Britain
to acknowledge and make satisfaction for the consequences of her misdoings, or submit the same for decision to the arbitration of others, by which latter
course her
accountability was subsequently established.
fested by any evidence whatever of a documentary
nature but the whole claim resting and being in
mere expectancy and possibility, it was not susceptible of a donation, and therefore, that there could be
Colcord by her
no valid gift of the same to Mrs.
husband. It is certain that there was nothing in his
control or possession, which could^be so given and delivered as to constitute, at law, a complete and perfect gift and confer a legal valid title to the donee;
but equity recognizes many rights, expectancies and
possibilities, as being the subject matter of a gift or
transfer, so far as to confer an equitable interest
therein, which a court of equity will acknowledge,
sustain and protect as sufficient to divest the donor
of any rights thereto, provided he has done all that
was reqniste to perfect and carry out his intentions
3.|White & Tudor Lead. Cases Eq. 307,308, 343, 344,3
Amer. Ed. In the light of the authorities therein referred to and commented upon, I am inclined to hold
that the subject matter of the present controversy
was such that equity would sustain and protect the
rights and claims of the wife thereto, if all was done
that was requisite, to accomplish the purpose 01 the
husband to vest the same in his wife.
It is necessary therefore, to critically examine the
evidence and see what was said and done between
the parties, at the time of this alleged gift, as it is
not claimed, that any writings of any kind, were executed by either party, or that there was then or at
any subsequent time, any symbolical delivery of any
thing whatever, either documentary or otherwise.
The

answers

ot both the

bankrupt

and bis

would receive from it.
Opposed to this testimony is the statement of Capt.
Colcord in his deposition given before the register, in
July 1873, in which he says “he gave the claim to Lis
wile shortly after the vessel was burnt, but he did
not recollect whether it was done in writing or not.”
The evidence of Mrs. Berry, a sister-in-law of Mrs.
Colcord, tends to establish, from the admissions of
Mrs. Colcord, that her husband, long subsequently to
this alleged gift, undertook to manage and control
the disposal of this claim, and that the wite made no
objection thereto. Mrs. Berry testifies that at one
time Mrs. Colcord told her “that her husband had
sold the claimat a subsequent time Mrs. Colcord
said “that they had had a talk of selling but did not
sell.” In the last conversation Mrs. C. said “that
the witness was mistaken about hearing her say that
that he
Capt. Colcord had sold the claims
talked of selling them or had an idea of it. *
Alexander Staples states in his deposition that
Colcord told him, in the presence of Mrs.
“that
he had sold out his claim—sold to Western parties.”
Mrs. Colcord then said, “You have just owned up,”
and seemed to express some surprise that he had not
told her before.
When we consider the failure of memory of Capt.
Colcord, in his not being able in 1873 to remember
whether he had or not executed any writing to perfect
this gift, and also that his first statement in his deposit
tion was that he told his wile he would give her the
claim, and the subsequent admissions of both him
and bis wife, that he had exercised acts of ownership
over it, by claiming that he had sold it, or talked of
selling it, it may not be an unreasonable conclusion
for the court to draw, from all the evidence, that all
that was in fact declared
him at that|time, was a
purpose and intent on his part to give to his wife
whatever he might thereafter realize from this claim,
and that he was still to retain his control over it and
enforce it, in such manuer as circumstances might
subsequently render proper, and that it was not his
intent to cast upon her the whole responsibility ot
prosecuting and maintaining the claim in the future,
as might be requisite.
All the facts to sustain the
claim were peculiarly within his own knowledge,
and it would he much less difficult for him to procure the required proof when wanted. And the language then employed, without any great restraint
as
may be considered of a promissory nature
he first expressed it “that he would give the claim
to her” instead of an actual present gift, as it is quite
evident, the examining counsel understood was important should be established. If the lair import of
what then took place was a mere agreement and
promise on his part that when he should realize the
amount he would give it to his wife it would remain
simply a promissory arrangement, and would not
constitute a complete and perfect gift, and would
not be obligatory on him or his assignee in bankruptcy, in a court of equity.
The case of Jones v, Locke, L. R. 1, Chancery Appeal Cases, 25, is certainly a stronger one than the
present, as establishing a gift. In that case, a father
put a check of £900 into the hands of his son, tine
months old, saying to his nurse, “Look you here: I
give this to baby; it is for himself, and I am going
to put it away for him, and will give him a great deal
more along with it.”
His wfie said, “Don’t let him
tear it;” and he answered, “Never mind if he does;
it is his own, he may do what he likes with it;” he

positively,
Capt.
Colcord,

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
C. W. GODDARD
J. W. YORK

what L c would do for her in the future. Mrs. Colcord’s statement is substantially in accordance with
the latter statement of her husband, and she adds
that her two daughters were piesent in the room at
the time, and she said to them, “Girls remember
that your father has given me these claims.”
The
testimony of the daughters, who were then quite
young, one who has since married being then only
fifteen, substantially agree with the mother’s statement, and they also testify that Capt. Colcord frequently spoke in the family of the claim as his wife’s,
and would allude jokingly to the large sums she

by

simply,
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to put this away for my son,” aud he locked it in his
iron safe. Shortly after he died, and the check was
found amongst his effects. It was held by Lord Chancellor Cranworth that there had been no gitt to, or
valid declaration of trust tor the son.
Waiving this view of the evidence and conceding
that the intention of Capt. Colcord at the time was
to divest himself of all right of Tedress which he
might have for these losses and to vest the same in
his wife, I am nevertheless of the opinion that as
thare was no valuable consideration therefor and no
delivery of any written transfer or document of any
kind, all resting on mere words on his part, he had
not by what then took place perfected and accomplished his purpose, that there was still remaining
the locus penitentiae, and that he might at any time
afterwards, before the wife bad received the fruits
of the intended gift, convey or transfer the same to
any other party, or could enforce his claim, before
the courts created for that purpose, in his own behalf and for his sole benefit, and that such right
passed to his assignee in bankruptcy.
Where the assignment from its own nature or that
of the subject matter assigned, does not pass the
legal title, it can only be good as an executory contract and requires the assent of both parties and the
support of a consideration. In the present case the
only consideration arose from the relation of the parties, husband and wife, which is a good and meritorious but not a valuable one. 1 M. & Craig, 226. Edwards vs. Jones. In Ellis vs. Nemmo. Lloyavs Gould.
333
Lord Chancellor Sugden held that the meritorious consideration of providing for a child was sufficient to authorize a court of equity to enforce an
executory contract for that purpose against the donor, but this decision was subsequently abandoned by
him, and was not approved by other equity tribunals
and “it is now the settled law of England that an
executory agreement founded on a meritorious consideration, will not be enforced against the donor,”
Perry on Trusts 74.
Lewin on Trusts, p. 99, states “at the present day,
it seems to be established that even as against volunteers claiming under the settler whether with or
without any possession aliunde a voluntary agreement, whether under seal or not, whether coupled
with a valid trust of other property settled at the
same time or not cannot be enforced on the mere
ground of meritorious consideration.”
In Perry on Trusts sec 109, it is said “that the tendency in the United States is to sustain and carry
into effect an executory trust in favor of a wife or
child, founded on a meritorious consideration, if the
instrument is under seal, though the rule is not fully
established, and perhaps upon thorough consideration would not be acted upon.”
On page 81 Mr.
Perry says “that the courts say, that tney will not
execute a yoluntary executory agreement, unless it
is under seal.” He cites in support of this, 1 Barr
445, Kennedy v. Ware, in which it was decided
“that an equitable assignment of a chose in action
to a daughter by her lather, m consideration of love
and affection was void,” and Caldwell v. Williams
1 Bailey Eq. 175, opinion of Harper, Chancellor, who
says, “so me agreements, which are termed volun- \
tary, are executed in this court, when made in favor
of a wife or children, but these are always agreements by deed or covenant, agreements under seal/
which imposts a consideration and renders them'
valid at law. There is no instance of an agreement
being enforced, which is not only voluntary, in the/

j

equity

sense

of the word, but is also nudum pactum)

at law.”
)
In 2 G and J. 206, Pennington v. Gittings, it wasi
held, that a mere executory contract, cannot be sup-/
port on the consideration of love and affection and ait
nrift midor cn/>lt .(mnniotiiniiiic nnnnrvf Ka moHa raa.)'

equity. See also 7 Barr. 175. Dennison v. Goehring.
In 1. L. C. in Eq. 332 it is said, “that the doctrine^
appears to be, that there must exist a valid and obligatory contract at law, as a preliminary basis, to
any equitably interference, and then, that equity
grants its extraordinary aia, only when there is an
in

actual
consideration valuable or meritorious.”
(d. 334.) “When instead of a present gift or transfer, there is a promise or covenant to give, or a
mere expression of an intention that the donee shall
have that subsequently, which the donor reserves to
himself or keeps within his control or disposition for
the time being, the question becomes one of contract, and a consideration becomes essentially necessary, to give force to that which would otherwise be
an uncompleted gift, hence the assignment of a debt,
not sustained by a consideration or by the delivery of
the instrument, by which the debt is evidenced will
be invalid both at law and equity 20 Vt 595. 3 Maryland Oh. 266. Hatch v. Davis, unless an instrument
of gift be executed and delivered as substitute for
the delivery of the evidence of the debt”; in the
Maryland case, there was aameritorious consideration, the^alleged gift having been made by the father
to the daughter, and sought to be enforced against
his estate. 23 Vt. 534 Whittle v Skinner.
In 17 N. J. Ch. 407. the marginal note is “Inequity where a widow seeks to establish a gift from her
husband, in|his life time, she must adduce evidence

beyond suspicion,
nothing less will do than a
dear irrevocable gift, either to some person as trustee or by some clear and distinct act of his, by which
he divest ed himself of th~ property and engaged to
hold it as trustee for the separate u*e of his wife.
To constitute a perfect gift the donor must part
with the possessoin and dominion of the property,and
if the thing be a chose in action the law requires an
and

assignment, or some equivalent instrument and the
transfer must be actually executed.”
This being an imperfect gift, it cannot, to carry out
the intention of the parties, be construed as a declaration of trust so as to make the donor a trustee for
the donee. This was so decided by the Lord Chancellor Lyndhurst in I Phillips, 342, Meek vs. Keitlewell, and he declares the authorities are conclusive

on this question.
It is but simple justice to state that nearly all the
authorities on these subjects, of voluntary trusts and
equitable assignments, will be found collected in
Smith & Tudor’s notes, to Leading Cases in
to the cases of Ellison v. Ellison, and Rowe vs. Davison.
They are carefully analyzed by the learned authors, and the court has been greatly assisted in its
examination of this cause by their labors.
The objection was taken to this transfer that it fell
within the provisions of C. 81 of Acts of 1853. Vol. 10,
p. 170, by which transfers of claims against the United States are made absolutely null and void, unless
made and executed in the presence of two witnesses
after the allowance of the claim, etc. It is a sufficient answer to this objection that at the time of the
alleged transfer there was no claim against the United States to be assigned, and the case here is not
within that act.
And it has been also decided by Court of Claims
vol. 8, p. 253 Lawrence and Crowell’s case, that the
purpose of the act must be restricted to matters before the treasury, and not to matters coming within
the jurisdiction of other courts. Decree for com-

Equity,

plainants.

Reed for Complainants.
Hale for Respondents.
The case haB been appealed.

Superior Court.
DECEMBER CIVIL TERM, 1675,
SIDING.

Tuesday.—In the

8YM0NDS, J.,

PRE-

Lyman J. Pratt vs. Geo
Sweetslr, involving a right of way over plaintiff’s
farm in Freeport, the testimony and arguments on
both sides are closed. Judge Symonds will charge
the jury at halt past nine this (Wednesday) morning.
Vinton with Clark for plaintiff.
Frank lor defendant.
As soon as the jury agree upon the above case they
will he discharged finally, and the court will then
take up the assigned cases for trial without a jury.
case

of

Jluncipal

Court.

JUDGE KNIGHT PRESIDING.

Tuesday.—Roger Haggerden. Intoxication. Fined

AT

THE

Five Boys Maks
to

an

Unsuccessful Attempt

Escape from the School.

street the conversation turned to the play which
they had just enjoyed. Judging from the con-

The red and black second class cast iron buoy
gone from its moorings at South Eist

Bock, spar buoy, with corresponding marks,
has been moored in its place.
The Mercantile Library Association has decided to occupy the second story in Farrington’s
a

block, to be erected on Congress street.
The party bound from Bangor to California,

new

passed through this city yesterday morning.
There were eleven from Bangor, ten from
Portland, and five will join at Boston. Among
the Portlanders were Mr. Geo. Trefethen of
Peaks’ Island, and
family, Mr. Beal and fam-

ily,

and Mr. Babb and
family, now of Sacramento.
The Cadets hold their annual
meeting next

Monday evening.
The High School

o'f 74 hold their annual reunion at Grand Army Hall this evening.
class

heaven’s name don’t you then,”
Then there was a long pause.

Saturday afternoon the Superintendent, Mr.
Wentworth, was informed that several of the
boys bad plotted for an escape. As the boy
who gave the information was not always beas

lieved, hut little heed

was

given to the report.

however, four men were placed
building to beep guard during
Saturday night. All was quiet in the domitories during the first of the night. The boys
were sleeping so soundly that Mr. Jones, the
watchman, contrary to his orders, sat down in
a chair and aboat 2 o’clock in the morning fell
asleep. This was the opportunity for the boys,
and five of them, who were apparently asleep,

with the
were

and in

New

astir.

moment

a

as

two of them

Connections.—The I’ostoffice
ordered an extension of

Mail

mail service on the Portland & Ogdensburg
road from West Concord to Lunenburg Junction, Vt., a distance of fourteen miles. The
new service will commence on the first of Jan-

were

uary.

while the fifth reached in his pocket and secured the key. Anxious to get oat of the
building, the boy with the key jumped into the
sluice way leading from the dormitory to the
entrace of the building, aud slid down to the
door. This left four of the boys to bind the

watchmai),

About a year since she broke her
arm by a similar accident.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

On Friday last two girls who have been worktne Wiuthrop woolen mill were arrested
on charge of stealing yam.
They plead guilty
and were fined $3 and gave up six pounds of
yarn which they had stolen. It is supposed
several hundred pounds have been stolen by
these parties and others.

January.

The Oxford Democrat says that in Andover
the regular meeting of Lone Mountain
Grange, No. 131, P. of H., Elbridge Poor was
elected Master for the ensuing year.
At the last regular meeting of Alder River
Grange P. of H., of Locke’s Mills, E. G. YouDg
was chosen Master for the ensuing year.
A delegate from Bethel to the late meeting
of the State Grange in Bangor, writes to the
Oxford Democrat that during his stay in that
city he heard no one use profane language, saw
no quarreling nor a man the worse for liquor
for the time he was there, and lays it to the enforcement of the law3 and efficiencv of its ofH

of great value to the county.
On
leaving the Begister’s office, Mr. Neal will enter the prosperous law firm of Messrs. Mattocks & Fox as a partner.
Mr. Neal was ad
mitted to the Bar several years since and
previous to his election as Begister in 1871 was
four years deputy cierk in the Superior Court.
If Mr. Neal is as successful in his new relation

cers.

The diphtheria is prevailing quite extensively
in Gilead. There has been one death, and nine
reporte d.

cases

pub-

PENOBSCOT

A Valuable Invention.—Mr. J. M. Currier, the undertaker on the corner of Federal
and Temple streets, has recently invented a
metallic casket which promises to yield a fortune for some one. The invention consists of a
casket which is equal in durability and style of
finish to anv which are maimf'lptnr.id
ami
which can be sold for less than half the usual

prioe charged for

a metallic casket.
By a proknown
alone to
the inventor it is
grained in imitation of black walnut, rosewood,
stone or metal. This work is done so well that

cess

WALDO COUNTY.

The Reform Club State Convention will be
held in Belfast March 15th or 16th, in
conjunction with the State Woman’s Temperance Convention.

experienced

worker of wood cannot tell the
graining from the natural wood. The best metallic caskets last but a few years and cost upwards of $100. This casket will not cost half
that sum and will last a much longer time.
These caskets cau be trimmed as readily as any
and with no more cost, which is a great deal to
their advantage. Mr. Currier is soon to commence

YORK COUNTY.

Mr.

Benning Morrill of Eliot, tlie well known
butcher, was found lying insensible on the
track at the Market street bridge,
Portsmouth,
on Friday evening,
just as the train was about
to pass over.
His horse had become frighten-

ed, and Mr. M. had been thrown from the
team.

The Times says that Jeremiah M. Eaton,
Esq., one of the most prominent residents of
Welle, a lumber dealer and the heaviest taxpayer in that town, died suddenly ou Friday
morning of lung fever. He had been sick only
three
and

the manufacture of these caskets for the wholesale trade, and he has already received a

great
undertakers

days,

while attempting to cross the
lounge, fell on the same and

room to reach a
died in a few moments.
The Times says that the new and large barn
belonging to Mr. Eben Cook of Eliot, was
struck by lightning on Sundav night aDd burned to the ground, together with its entire contents, consisting of several tons of hay, grain,
farming ntensils and carriages. Loss $200o'insured for8600 in the Kittery & Eliot Company.

The Holt Innocents.—Yesterday was the
feast of the Holy Innocents. It was commem-

evening

At St. Luke’s Cathedral the exercises were
of a most interesting nature. A large Christmas tree contained presents, which were diswas ex-

_

cellent.
At St.

Stephen’s church there was a large
attendance ot Sabbath Schoel children and the
members of the society. Remarks were made,
and the superintendent made his annual report.
The large Christmas tree contained a cake for

Call at Collins & Buxton’s, 522 Congress
opposite Casco street, and examine the Geo
Woods & Co’s parlor organs.
For sale on the
most favorable terms, and
every instrument

every child present, and the scholars each received a present from the teachers.
Several
Christmas carols were sung, making the affair
a most enjoyable one for all present.

Something New.—The Harmonica Flute.
Just the thing for a Christmas present
Call
and examine, at Collins & Buxton’s, 522 Congress street, opposite Casco.
dc23tt

Schoonek Bukned.—The schooner Winona,
Capt. Colson, from Bucksport with a cargo of
hay, for and of Boston, took fire off George’s

Collins &

warranted.

A new lot of sheet music iust received
Buxton’s, 522 Congress street.

dc23

Island about 6
crew were all

o'clock Monday night. The
on
deck reefiog the main sail
when the fire broke out in the cabin and spread
over the vessel with such rapidity that the men
could do nothing but abandon her.
They took
a boat and were soon picked up by the schooner

prevents the hair from
out or turning gray, renews it growth,
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
ever produced.
Used by the* elite. Price only
50 cents.
aprlOdeodawly
“The sale of Adamson’s Botanic Cough
Balsam is rapidly increasing, and it will soon
become a household word. It sells far in advance ol any other remedy on our shelves.’’
Smith, Doolittle & Smith, Wholesale Druggists, 26 Tremont street, Boston.
de27
eodlw

HOME SCIENCE:
THE

An Old Feud.—Last evening a number of
characters well known in police circles met at
the residence of Mag Kirby on Franklin street,
and several old feuds were settled. Nelse
Leighton was there and took offence at some remark
made by one Bennett, and knocked him down.

NEW

AlJJfs—TO

MONTHLY,

Family Finance,
Family Education,
Family Hygiene,
Family Economy,
Family Dress,
Family Beading,

MIDDLE

Family Science.
CONTRIBUTIONS MOSTLY ORIGINAL.

BOXES,
BOXES,

~W eights.

“THE HOME SCIENCE

1

—

AND

Martha A. Brewer of Belfast.
The steamer
officers claim that the schooner was at anchor
and that she did not display the lights which
the law requires. The steamer and schooner
were both injured.

Price 5 Cents. Fifty Cents per annum,
Fer sale at bookstore of AUGUSTUS
ROBINSON,
under Falmouth Hotel,
P. S.—Four Sample Pages Gratis.
de21dlw

Real Estate Transfers.—The following
are the real estate transfers recorded in this

Apples,

county yesterday:
Portland—Peak’s Island—Lot of land from
Joseph Trefethen to Charles E. Trefethen.
Cape Elizabeth—Lot of land from Albus
R. Fickett to Eben T. Nutter.
Standish—Lot of land from George D. Beck
to Amos S. Davis.

Butter,

&c.

*** BW* Prime Michigan
Apple.
*
Eastern Baldwin..
50 Tubs Choice JBuiter.
4000 -L.bg. Cheese Irom best Maine Factories.

Goods

—

Church Sociable.—This evening the ladies
of Plymouth church and society will hold a sociable and pound party at the vestry of their
uburch, every person to carry a pound of something to be sold at auction for the benefit of
the society. It will be a pleasant affair.

SMITH

FOIt SALE

BY

STORE,

PHILBROOK,
Street.dtt
Rogers’ Groups of Statuary
Just the things for Christmas Presents.
All the new pieces to be found at

The Adelphia.—There was another
good
house at the Adelphia last evening.
The programme of the evening before was repeated.

255 Middle

The tares,

|

acio

Street,

ABNER EOWELL.
die.

new

Goods !

Cardigan Jackets, Underwear,
Buck, Cloth. Kid Kid-Lined, Cur
Top and Castor Gloves, Wool and
Merino
Sacks, Braces, Shirts,
Neckwear. Ear Muffs, Handkerchiefs, Mufflers, Collars, Cuffs, and
a thousand other things suitable
for Men’s and Boys’ wear at the
Fricos.

Scotch Wool and Heavy Merino
full lines always in
stock.

Underwear,

US

MARKET

SQUARE,

one

of the finest and best

dealfeivor

NO TROUBLE TO BIIOIV LOO DM.
Prices to suit the times and compare favorably
other houses.

with

B.

AARONSOA,

No. 13 Market Square, opposite
Old City Hall.

the Mandrake Pills will be fully satisfied that the best medicines are those provided by
use

common

herbs and roots of the fields.

Closing
—

MEN’S

Out Sale
OF

—

OPP.

PREBLE

HOUSE.

CLOTHING.

d&w4m36

FRENCH SEAL,
CILOTII, PL.USII
and the imported

Scotch Havelock Cans
FUR, BUCK AND LINED

Kid Gloves.
MAHElT& CO.,

Wc have a lull assortment of goods
in our line suitable tor

regard

Holiday

Poultry.

d3t

NEWLY FITTED UP.
Sharing, (lair Culling, SINCEINC,
Nhauifiooiug and lire.sing.

Beards, Whiskers,

to he Let at

457CONGRESS ST
JOHN F. SHERRY.
decl7

eodtf

Ohromos

2

NOWELL,

FEDERAL

HOLIDAY TRADE,
selling very low.

Also

Picture Frames, Scopes and Views, Plain
and Fancy Stationery, Diaries,
Dames, etc., etc.
Please call before purchasing. Don’t forget the
place,

SKILLIN
dec20

&

NOWELL.

330 FED1RU, ST.

Fancy Goods

of

at

TUESDAY, Dec. 28tb, commencing at 10
ON
o’clock A. M., and continuing until all is sold,
shall sell
the Stock of Goods in Store of M. & A.

we

Darling, No, 631 Congress Street. This stock conor Elegant Silk
Velvets, Silks. Sattins and RIMbins in all Shades. Cottons, Rich Matta Laces, Cords
and Girdles, Buttons and other Goods usually kept
in a first class Fancy Goods Stock. This house keeps

sists

choicest goods in the market, and

the richest and

closing up the butiness.
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneers.
dec23dtf

are now

IMPORTANT

SAL.E

Elegant

OF

New

FURNITURE
THURSDAY, Dec. 30th,

at 10

o’clock,

we

shall sell at our Rooms 35 and 37 Exchange
Street, a large and valuable Stock of new Furniture,
consisting of Black Walnut Chamber Sets, Elegant
Parlor Suits in Plush, Hair Cloth and
Reps, very
fine Easy Chairs, Hat Trees, Marble and Cloth top
Centre Tables, Library Tables, Pillar and Extension
Tables, &c., &c. Thi9 stock will be very fine and
fully equal to any we have sold.
F O. Bailey Sr Co., Auctioneers.
<lec23
dTt

ADMINISTRATOR’S
OF

SALE

—

Household Furniture
BY AUCTION,
SATURDAY, Jan. 2d, at 10 o'clock A. M., at
salesrooms of F. O. Bailey Sc Co., 35 and 37 Exchange Street, a general assortment of Household
Furniture, Carpet*. &c.

d2w

SAMUEL CHASE, Administrator.
BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.
dtd

TUESDAY, January 4th, at 3 p. m., we shall
sell the valuable Property on Fremont
Place,
known as the J. L. Boston Property. This
property
consist of a lot containing about 2500
square feet cf
land, on which isa 3 story brick house containing 13
rooms; also a 2k story wooden house,
containing 14
rooms; both oi these house are arranged for two families and furnished with Sebago
water,gas, waterlclosets
for each tenement. This
property now rents for $867.
Is in good order
Is only 5 years old and
was very thorough and
built. Will be
sold in one or two lots as desired.
Terms made
known at sale. 20 per cent of Purchaser’s
money
required at sale.
CYRUS GREEN,
I
Aaa.

ON

throughout.
substantially

JOHN DENNIS,
) Assignees
P. O. BAILSY A C O Auctioneer*.
_

We want to close out

our

ADMINISTRATOR'S SALE
—

ENDEBSOLD IN PARLOR
some

SUITS,

of our prices. A

Full Parlor Suit,
7

Pieces,

Unit Cloth or

entire stock of

4 3
3 O

MEN’S, YOUTHS’ AND BOYS’

BY

,

Very Nice.

We will make a discount of 20
per cent, on Hair Cloth Suits, and
30 per cent, on Terry or Plush,
from these prices, it parties want
such suits as are being sold by
Bostou dealers in this city.
In
Walnut Chamber Sets we are selling at prices that dety competition. We have 25 Marble Top Ash
Chamber Sets that we bought for
Cash from a Bankrupt Stock, the
same Sets we sold for $125.00 six
months ago. We will sell this lot
now lor $75.00 each set.
Marble
» v

1'

^aviu

jivp

a u vies

vi

me

duced prices. We will sell Marble
Top Tables, 24 x 31 Inches, fer $0.
Cloth Top Tables, 24 by 36 inches,
for $10.
Parties about buying
Furniture will surely save money
by calling on us before purchasing.
Please give us a call and we will
show you our very extensive stock
with pleasure, whether you wish
to buy or not. We bave two new
Wheeler &
Wilson
machines
worth $75 which we will sell for
$35.00 each.

shall sell at prices that
will rush them off,

Exchange St.,

BELOW

MIDDLE

Corner of middle and Eu<
change Sireelw, recently occupied by
UuimouN Chapman, deceased,
entire Stock and Fixtures in said Store, conrpHE
JL sisting of a fresh and new selected Stock of
Drugs, Patent Medicines, Fancy Goods, &c. The
nxtuies consists ot Prescription and other
Tables,
Show Cases, Soda Fountain, Desks, Bottles,
Jars,
Furnace, Ac., in good order. The above store is in
one ot the best locations tor a
druggist business in
the city. Can be ran at a light expense, and has a
large and prosperous business, and is only sold to
close the estate.
For particulars call on the Administrator.
S. C. ANDREWS, Administrator,
188 Middle Street, or
U. O. HAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
<lec28
dtd

ocl6

tjal

WE MEAN WHAT
WE SAY !
Our entire stock is marked

HOLIDAY^

Down, Down, Down
to

prices

never

heard of in this

before

OUR STOCK IS
—

should insure his life, and
no sensible Woman should object to his
doing so,
with the right Company, It does not shorten,
but the tendency is, (by its saintary influence on the
mind) to lengthen a man’s days. Multitudes have
found it so, and no one will have j ust occasion to regret being insured with the great

493 CONGRESS

W. D. LITTLE &
and procure

a

FACTS WILL TELL,
Novelties tor the Holidays

you have only to
LOOK at our prices to
prove the fact that what
we say is
and

-AT-

E. S. MERRILL’S
DEALER IX

FANCY

s o.

You can find

buy a Dollar’s
Clothing, Furnishing Goods, Hats or
Caps until you see our

worth

of

KID

GLOVES,

tlie very best Kid Glove to be had.

HANDKERCHIEFS, TIES,

We

EUCHINGS, etc,

can save

467 Congress Street,
DEERINQ BLOCK.

oc29

This sale
sively for

is

(13m

exclu-

U. S. BAND,
Informs his Friends and the Public in want of

CASH.

Crockery,

China,
Ware, &c.,

Orin Hawkes & Co.,

NEW
569

482 and 484

he has opened

a

Glass

New Store with

GOODS,

Congress

Street, between

Green and Oak Streets.
PI.EASE CALL

R. S.
novlO

AND

EXAMINE.

RAND.
dtj

Business Chance.

de21

thing by furnishing them with a gift which has a
real and abiding value, and the best safeguard in

emergency—better than a Government Bond.
920.00 will furnish a policy for 91000 to a young
no better investment can be made.
Cull
man^and
fnr Document*
dec2hl2wis

neatly executed

a

GOODS.
useful articles for tbe Holifull stock of

Goods.

and present same to your family on New Year’s. You
will then have done yourself and them a
good

JOB PBINTING
tbi. Office.

and

HARRIS SEAMLESS

Opp. Preble House.
d&w2w

COMPANY,

new

days,

CO., CONGRESS STREET

Policy with this

OLD AND SUBSTANTIAL

STREET.
i.tt

that

having;

—

Charles Custis & Co.

OF NEW YORK,

after
paid nearly $30,000,000 to the heirs
oi deceased members, and nearly $30,000,000
in Dividends to its Policy Holders, since its organization in 1813. The usual Dividend will be made on the
1st January next. Go, then, directly to the office of

AJCD

4

Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Cash Assets Nearly $80,000,000,

LARGE,

PRICES VERY LOW.

city.

FOR A FAMILY FOR NEW YEAR'S
Man

GOODS !

Styles Pretty,

you money,
give you good Goods and
MAKE YOD HAPPY.

Magnificent Present

Every sensible

(he Store

Don’t

ST.

on

Jao. 5th, at 10 o’clock,

FANCY GOODS.

G. A. Whitney &Co.
46

AUCTION.
sell

and for the next

STOCK

license from the Probate Court, I shall

a

Wednesday,

Terry,

,

—

In Portland
Pursuant to

,

^

OF

DRUGGIST

at

© 4 25

OF

Valuable Real Estate at Anetion.

STANTON BLOCK,

ST.,

call your attention to their line of flue Cliromos for t

are

Elegant Stock

(ltd

Wc have made up onr minds not
to be

A

Dressing Rooms,

which they

to be sold without
to

COST.

Presents 1

HODDDON& SOULE.

&c,,

each garment, many of

same stock we will also sell at re-

—

PRICES.

Character Wigs,

O. W. ALLK2V.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dtt

*• O.
de2>

1 to 5 Dollars
on

7 3

FUR SEAL,

Hair

goods marked down

Q Weelts

OFFER

Butter and

dlw

ASSIGNEE’S SALE

them

Maher & Co.

LOW

ST.

DOW, Auctioneer..

F. O. BAILEY.

from

dec!eod3dp&wlmsn

AT

/

—

MIDDLE

—

All our

Price 25 cents per box.

—

AT

MORGAN &
dec27

AND BOYS’

482 & 484 Congress St.,

and will state

These pills opeu the bowels and correct all bilious
derangements without salivation oi any of the injurious fleets of calomel or other poisons. The secre
tion of bile is promoted by these pills, as will be seen
by the altered color of the stools, and disappearing of
the sallow complexion and cleansing of the tongue.
Ample directions for use accompany each box of
pills.
Prepared only by J. H. Schenck
Son, at their
principal office, corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, and for sale by all druggists and dealers.

jvI4
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ON

FURNITURE

edy for these stubborn complaints, which develop all
the respite
produced by a heietofore free use of calomel, a mineral justly dreaded by mankind, and acknowledged to be destructive in the extreme to the
human system. That the properties of certain vegetables comprise all the virtues of calomel without its
injurious tendencies, is now an admitted fact, rendered indisputable by scientific researches; and

the

Dec. 27th, at 2 P. M., and
continue Afternoon and Evening:,

By Auction.

CALL.

A

start the secretions of the liver, and give a healthy
tone to the entire system. Indeed, it is no ordinary i
discovery in medical science to have invented a rem-

nature in

nut up will

MONDAY,

and elegant more

East ot New York, and with fair and square
ing I hope to win the patronage of ah that will
with a call.

Will be found to possess those qualities necessary to
the total eradication of all bilious attacks, prompt to

those who

goods

Hale.room. 3S and .'17 Exchange SI.

mo

Mandrake Pills

s

ami all

ON

de2ft

Schenck

reserve

splendid opportunity to purchase
prices. Sale to commence

F. O. BAILEY Ac GO.

CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS

F. T. Mealier & Co.’s
DRUG

There will be no
be sold; making a
Uoods at your own

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

OF MANY KINDS AT

226

&

Am*

dtf

prepared to show

am

eucb as

se2_

—

12 Market

Cogia Hassan Store.

MEN’S AND BOYS’

Orin Hawkes & Co.

—

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

SKILLIN &

4000 Lbs. New Prunes.

Furnishing

GIVE

GENTLEMEN’S

Is the name of a new
monthly, aiming to secure the
useful m hygiene, domestic
economy and kindred interests. It makes war upon
underground kitchens,
underground homes, baby killing by bad air and
vicious odors, heavy
weighted skirts for ladies, the
bad architecture of houses and
many other evils.
One of the articles goes into ecstacies over
apples,
raw, cooked, sweet or sour, as an article of diet. Dry,
warm feet are also
urged—how to be well shod is
indeed a great art. ‘Home Science* is
throughout a
capital miscellany, full of practical ideas and facts,
and worthy of a place in
*
**»
every family.

Max Strakosch.

Cross

Opposite Old City Hall,

Lowest

BOTTLES,

Japanese

GOODS,

And the whole Stock of the

Fine

a

large lotTol

a

DRESS

ol

BECKETT,

NO. 13

MWtSFtl

MEM’S AMD HOYS’

Cigar tm, Perfumes,
CUT

DOLLS, TOYS, &C.

Auction.

WALLETS

de28

From, the New York Express.

place

CLOTHING.

ST-

—OF—

Paper

Holiday Goods,

MERCHANT TAILOR,
244 Corner of Middle and Cross Streets.

dcG

Direct from St. Johnsbury, over
new P. & 0. R. R., 100 TUBS
CHOICE VERMONT BUTTER.
One and a half Tons POULTRY
from the Provinces, too late for
Christmas, and going CHEAP,

all other matters pertain! ag to Practical

new

thoftc beautiful

of

—

w. c.

PEEASE.

TRINKET

All

and be more happy to sell them.

dtf

WORK

HIGHEST BIDDER

Also

Horlment of.

llaring opened he

atf

No. lti University Place.

aud

Where I shall be happy to show them

OPPOSITE CANAL BANK.

Cost.

To be sold to the

BENTLEMl

ROOMS OVER A. R. HITLER’S,

—

Moderate

Devoted to Practical Household Economy,

by

“Weston, the Walker,” which closes
the performance is very amusing.

AT

—

HATTERS,
Opposite Post Office.
do21

Issued by the United States Publishing Company

Then his wife had difficulty with one Etta Perkins, and the latter suffered thereby. There
were several others there, and the result was a
number of cat faces which were dressed

employment of

187

AUCTION
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244, Cor. Middle and
Streets,

AT

THE MOST ARTISTIC WORK

tf

not.

Dr. Ring.

Gift !

Holiday

Lyon’s Katharion

The vessel was owned by Capt. Kent and
Bugbee of Boston. She had sixty tons of hay
for cargo. We could not learn whether she was
or

at

falling

Neptune, Capt. Holmes, of East Machias, for
Portland, and brought to this port. Capt.
Kent who was with the Winona when she was
loading at Bucksport, had his leg broken, and
Capt. Colson was sent to take her to Boston.

insured

dc22 tf

<T- IF- SISK.
decl6
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COUNTY.

The Whig says during the last three months
hundred tickets were sold by the agent at
the M. C. depot for San Francisco, forty-two of
which were taken within the last four weeks.
The salaries of the Bangor grammar school
teachers have beeu fixed as follows for the current year: Masters $1200; assistants of the first
class $450; of the second class $425.
Ivory Lodge No. 33,1. O. of G. T., instituted
at Corinth last week, makes twenty-four
lodges
in Penobscot county, three of which have been
formed lately, and a movement is in
progress
to start several more.
one

ST.

business,

IF TOD DESIRE AS APPROPRIATE

at

are

dig Store,

FORE

<itf

ALLEN & CO-

OXFORD COUNTY.

All those who have had business in
the Probate Court would, if necessary, bear
cheerful testimony to his conspicuous fidelity
and efficiency as an officer. In fact he was as
near a model Begister as it is possible to be.
Since he has been in the office, Mr. Neal has
made an entire index of the records of the court

Regular Sales of Furniture, Groceries and Genera
Merchandise every SATURDAY, at Salesroom No.
13 Exchange street,
commencing at 10} o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited and prompt returns made.
Portland, May 15th.
mylSdt*

Goods for Fall and Winter Wear

LINCOLN COUNTY.

choice of James A. Varney of North Vassalboro’, for member of Board of Agriculture. The
society voted to hold their winter meeting at
Lewiston the coming winter.

CLOTHING

WILL TEE

Congress St., Cor. Brown.

ing in

The Maine State Pomological Society at their
meeting at Wiscasset on Tuesday last, made

DOW,

Saleroom No. 18 Exchange 81.
A. M. MORGAN.
M. G. DOW.

Of Portland and vicinity call at my

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

A Change —William K. Neal Esq., came
to the conclusion the evening of the second
Monday of September last that he would leave
the office of Begister of Ftobate on the first of

The music

CLOTHING,

OWEN & MOORE,

right

Oak Lodge I. O. of G. T. has the largest average attendance of any lodge in Cumberland
county, and hopes at the end of the present
quarter to have the largest membership, with
but few equals, in the state.

&

MORGAN

Don’t Spend One Dollar for

171

These goad, are just the thing f.r New
*_eBr taifts. and are by far the cheapest lot
of Ties we have ever had the
pleasure of
offering our Eady Friends.

ALL KINDS

ankle.

AUCTION SALES-

few York

CLOTHING,

The Lewiston Journal says Mrs. Ann Hsanue

element.

tributed to the children.

EACH,

Never before sold less Ilian SI 00.

slipped at the head of a flight of stairs Thursday evening, and broke both bones of her left

is thought not to be so
bad.
It is a fact worthy of note that when the revolt took place 125 boys remained in their beds
as quiet as
though nothing was happening. If
they had been disposed every one of them could
have escaped. If the 70 boys in the first-class
had been allowed to they would have
gladly
helped the officers to overcome the rebellious

orated in the Episcopal churches last
with very impressive services.

50c

nov!2

NEWS.

CLOTHING.

Until yon have sceu the Goods and
Prices at the

CLOTHING,

—

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

records, while Bamsdell

from

AT

—

_

STATE

named as follows: Thomas E.
boys
Winship, aged 20; Charles S. Bamsdell, aged
15; Charles E. York,aged 19; Charles Harriman, aged 20. and Llewellyn Bubicr, aged 20.
The first and the last three have very bad

of encouragement
throughout the state.

NECK TIES,

on.

the several mills, to bo manufactured into
shook. Sanborn & Beals have put a new circular board saw into their mill.

are

deal

Elegant Silk Brocade

ALLEN & CO-

all kinds is brisk in Denmark.
Several thousand cords of oak will be drawn to

AUCTION SALES

Sales!

Holiday

club, it will be remembered, gave a very pleasant ball at this hall Thanksgiving night.

Lumbering of

five boys were securely handcuffed and placed
in confinement. The matter was kept very
quiet and nothing was known of it in this city
until yesterday, when the boys were brought to
the police station, and afterwards taken to the
jiil to await the action of the grand jury.

an

ONE THOUSAND

ALLEN & CO-

Maine Business Notes.

CLOTHING.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

janlt

Water was let into the canal of the Lockwood Mill at 4 o’clock on Monday.
The mill
will be ready to start about Jan. 1st.
Tbe Bteam mill in Gilead is running on full
time. It can cut ten cords of poplar into one
half inch salt box shook in ten hours.

with a club, but received severe treatment
from the young ruffians. But his pluck was
good and with the assistance of Mr. Jones the

to the public as be has been efficient as a
lic official, he can ask nothing better.

Flease tell the people that ycu saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceed 1100,000,

New Year’s Ball.—The Emerald Boat Club
are to have a grand ball the night before tbe
new year romes in.
Cole will furnish the
music, and a fine time may be expected. This

put

cue

which

CLOTHING.

The Museum.—The last representation of
“Maurice” will be given at the matinee this
aftoruoou. This evening “Baphael” will be

who in some way got the gag from
his mouth and gave the alarm. The boys saw
that their only chance for escape was to follow
the one with the key. This they did, leaving
the watchmaD, who soon followed them down
the sluice way. Wheu he reached the entry he
was met by five as fierce boys as can readily be
found, and a regular hand to hand fight ensued. If Mr. Jones had been negligent in failing asleep he surely made it up in fighting, for
he defended himself and prevented the escape
of the boys. In the fight the boys got Mr.
Jones down and stamped on him, cutting his
head seriously. The noise attracted the attention of Mr. Wentworth, who came to the res-

The

whip he left them just
reaching for the bridle.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Department yesterday

They slipped from their beds
at the side of the watchman.
They had provided themselves with
ropes and a gag, and two of them seized the
watchman by the hands and applied the gag to
his mouth. Two others took charge of his
feet,
were soon

replied.

she

Attempt at Highway Bobbery.—Monday
evening Dr. Frantz, the physician at Fort
Preble, and his wife, were on their way to this
city to attend the Titiens concert, when their
horse was attacked on Portland bridge by four
suspicious looking men. It so happened that
the Doctor saw the men just before they reached his horse, and giving the animal a sharp cut

To make sure,
outside of the

Collision in this Harbor.— As the steamer City of Richmond was entering this harbor
Monday evening she collided with the schooner

having

scene

successful and now lie in jail to await the action of the Grand Jury. It seems that as early

Brief J ollingu

this winter. It looks like it so far.
Holiday week is always a busy week on the
railroads and the present time is no exception.

versation he was finding fault with the love
between
Chas, D’Arbel and Hortense.
“I could do better than that myself,” the young man remarked. “Why in

Five of the older boys at the lleform Schorl
made an attempt to escape from this institution early Sunday morning, but they were un-

$5 each with costs. Paid.
Patrick Key. Search and seizure. Fined $50 with
Cleaves.
costs. Appealed.
William Murphy. Search and seizure. Fined $50
with costs. Appealed.
John E. Farrel and Wilford F. Coggins. Search
and seizure. Fined $50 each with costs. Paid.
Search and seizure. Fined $50
Mary Curran.
O’Donnell & Sylvester.
with cOBts.

A slight lira broke out in Edward H. Chase’s
smoke bouse at the foot of Wilmot street, yesterday morning, but the flames were extinguished before much damage was done.
Weather prophets say more rain than snow

A Gentle Hint.—A very pointed conversation was overbear! on Congress street last
evening. A young man had just come from
the Museum, and was in the act of seeing his
beloved to her home. As they passed up tbe

REFORM

SCHOOL.

Personal.
Miss Cary has completed her engagement to
go to Vienna in the spring, after which she
will remain in Europe for some time, prosecuting dramatic studies. She will return to America late in the summer, and will probably give
a concert in Portland in
September. She will
sing in opera in this country next season under

wife,

state, that this transfer was made, in consideration
of love and affection and for other good and sufficient considerations—there is no averment, that
there was any valuab le consideration for the transfer and although the wife and some of the other
witnesses state, that she mentioned at the time, as a
reason for the gift, that she had let her husband
have some money, to go into this barque, it is evident from all the testimony, that whatever he may
have received from her, was his own property, which
had been remitted by bmi to her, for the support of
his family and that the balance which remained unand paid out by bim on the
expended was received
never, in any way,
barque’s account; this money,
became her property and at the argument, her
counsel properly abandoned all claim or right thereto in her behalf, and conceded, that no advantage or
and that the
support could be derived therefrom,
gilt was that growing out
only consideration tor the
of the relation existing between the parties, which,
while it is not, either at law or in equity, deemed a
valuable consideration, yet is always recognized,
both as of a good and meritorious nature.
Captain Colcord in his deposition taken in this
he was offered
case testifies that in September, 1863,
That he
for his claim 12 per cent, of the amount.
to
accepting this
consulted with his wife in relation
that she remuch
was
she
opposed;
which
to
oiler,
marked “that as the vessel was Darned for her and
into the
she had let him have some money to put
his further
vessel, he bad better give ii to her;’’ and
her that I would
“I
told
follows:
as
is
statement
was
give the claim to her cheerfully, and that she
welcome to all she could get from it.” On being
was said,
asked by his counsel to state further what
the claim,
his language was, “I give you cheerfully all
dollar she could get
that she was welcome to every
The difference between these two
for the claim.”
a present gift,
statements is, that the latter imports
nature of
wWle the other is rather of a promissory

TROUBLE

ul

200,000

Seasoned

FEET

Pine

Outs !

landing from Schooners Juniettaand Neptune and for sale at a bargain. Also In store a
good assortment of building materials.
R. DEER1NK & CO.,

(It 1 7
t

Hobson's Wharf.

a

genteel legitimate business;
E. S.

dec27dtf

NOW

dcc28dlw*

buy

all established; with stock and fixtures;
profits large; good reason for selling.
Particulars at office cf
sales and

RIALON,

119 1**J Exchange Hired.

To JLet.

A

SUIT of rooms without board.
47 Daufoith Street.

Apply

at

No

uiy2idlaU'

“I’m afraid it would disturb the

POETRY._

whispered.

The Marriage Knot.
BY B.

n. ST0DPABD.

next

morning!”

“Anything.”

‘‘It’s

what it is,” he
“I know that three

good deal according

a

to

replied as he settled back.
and three cats don’t make a dog!”
“Did you ever study geography, Bichard?”

“Yes,

mam

“Wbat is geography?”
“It’s a book.”
“Is the world round or flat?”
“Hills and hollers!" he replied.
“Bichard, can you write?”

It is about

a country maid—
her in my mind;
She is not of her love airaid,
And cannot be unkind.
She knits and sings with many a sigh,
And, as her needles glide,
She wishes, and she wonders why
He is not at her side.
“He promised he would meet me here,
Upon this very spot;
Oh, stay not long! but come, my dear,
And knit our marriage knot!”
see

“Well, Bichard,”

in despair,
she said,
you’ll have to go into the lower room if you
want to come to school here.”
“I drutber stay here.”
“But you can’t
“I’ll bet you this knife agin ten cents 1 can.”
She took him by the arm to remove him, but
he laid bis baud on her shoulder and said in a
warning voice:
“Don’t get mad now, or I’ll let myself
loose.”
She called the principal down, and as he approached the boy he commanded:
“Boy, what are you doing here?”
“Gitting eddicasbun!” replied Bichard.
“You go right down stairs now!” continued
the principal.
“Well, dou’t sass me, for I was never here
before!” replied llichard, slowly moving his
legs as il he meant to get down.
The principal took him by the collar and
jerked him aiound, got kicked on the shin and
bit'en in the wrist, and finally landed the
young student on the walk.
“Now you go home!” he shouted as he tried
to recover his breath.
“Am 1 educated?” inquired Bichard.
“You seem to be.”
“Gimme a diplomy then.”
“You clear out or I’ll have you arrested.”
“Hain’t I a scholar in this school no moie?”
“No, sir.”
“Who owns th:s school house?” demanded
the boy.
“No matter—you cloar out.”
“Will you come out in the yard here where
you can’t hang to anything?” asked the boy.
“Begone, I say!”
“Dou’t draw no darringer on me!” warned
the boy as he backed off, “nor don't think you
can scare me with any ot your bowie knives!”
The principal walked in and shut the door,
and atter the new boy had stood there long
enough to show that he wasn’t afraid, he
turned and walked off, growling to himself.
“1’U git the foreman of No. 6 to pound that
feller afore he’s a week older!”—Detroit Free
Press

And i, “Too short, may be.”
She has her little wilful way;

But I persist, and then.
“It is not maidenly,” she says.
“For maids to sigh tor men
“But men must sigh for maids, I fear,
I know it is my lot,
Until you whisper, Come, my dear,
And knit our marriage knot!’

Why is my little one so coy?
Why does she use me so?
I’m not a fond and foolish boy
To lightly come and go.
A man who loves. I know my heart,
And will know hers ere long,
For, certes, 1 will not depart
Until she sings my song!
She learned it all, as you shall hear,
No word as she forgot:
“Begin, my dearest.” “Come my dear,
And knit our marriage knot!”
—Scribner for January.

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.
Rules for the Care of the Eyes.

When writing, reading, drawing, sewing
etc., always take care that—(a) the room is
comfortably cool, and the leet warm; (b)
there is nothing light about the neck;(c)
there is plenty ot light without dazzling the
eyes; ((i)the sun does not shine directly on
the object we are at work upon; (e) the light

does not come from in front; it is best when
it comes over the left shoulder; U) the head
Is not very much bent over the work; (g) the
page is nearly perpendicular to the line of
sight; that is, that the eye is nearly opposite
the middle of the page, for an object held
slanting is not seen so clearly; (h) that
the page or other object, is not less than fifteen inches from the eye.
Near-sighledneas
is apt to increase rapidly when a person
wears, in reading, the glasses intended to enable him to see distant objects. Iu any case
When the eyes have any defect, avoid fine
needlework, drawing of fine maps and all
such work, except for very short tasks, not
exceeding half an hour each, and in the
morning. Never study or write before breakfast by candle light. Do not lie down when
reading. If your eyes are aching from firelight, from looking at the snow, from overwork, or other causes, a pair of colored-glasses
may be advised, to be used for a while. Light
blue or grayish blue is the best shade, hut
these glasses are likely to be abused, and,
usually, are not to be worn except under
medical advice. Almost all who continue to

Middle aged lady wishes a situation as housekeeper or nurse. Can give best ot references.
Address
A., Box 618, Portland Post Office.
dlw*

dec28

Wanted.
RET AIL drug clerk that has had from two to
three years’ experience in the business, and is
well recommended. Address, P. O. Lock Box 37,

A

Augusta,

Me.__dec28dlw
Wanted.

having
by
good
SITUATION
edge of the Grocery business and
in the State of Maine.
tensive

elling venders of spectacles are not to be
trusted; their wares are apt to be recommended as ignorantly and indiscriminately as

given. Inquire

a

to

Would

SliAW, HAMMOND

&

and town where gas is used for the
PATENT GAS BURNER.
Very
Agents. Inquire of €7. I*.
octlldtf
HA KS'I ON, 148 Exchange »t.

I

large

easy.

For Sale

or

Cape Ann Druggist.

Gentlemen.—I am happy to inform you that Sanford’s Radical Cure is the best remedy for Catarrh 1 have ever sold. It gives universal satisfaction. I have not found a case that it did not reltevat once, and in many cases a cure is performed
by
the use of one bottle. It must soon lead all others
in the market. Please send me another supply.
ANDREW LEE.
Respectfully yours,

Manchester, Mass., April 3,1871.

Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube.
Price
$1.00. Sent to any part of the United States for
$1.25 For sale by Druggists everywhere. WEEKS
& POTTER, Boston, General Agents.
Dr.

erUse SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER for
Colds, Chills, and Simple Fevers.
oc!6

to Let.

hatn and

Cape

of

Elizabeth.

For Sale.
OF LAND, Cor. Canton and Martyr
Streets. Good building lots. Will take mortgage
back for lull value if built upon.
3 HOUSE LOTS on Eastern Promenade.
Will
take mortgage back for full value if built upon.
SEVERAL SMALL FARMS in the country, all in
7000 FEET

good

condition and

$2500 TO LET

on eas /

terms.

mortgaee ot citv real estate.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
nov24d3ro183 Middle St.
on

For Sale at a Bargain.
NICE House, centrally located, containing 13
well finished rooms, having Sebago and gas
throughout. For turf her particulars inquire of F.
T. MEAHER, Cor. Preblo and Congress Streets.

A

dtf

novl7_
House for Sale*

2£

Wrought Iron
FURNACE.
w

CS

•s

I

To Let.

LOWER
no!9dtf
To Let at

A

Dollars per Quarter

SIX Octave Piano, rosewood case; may be
at 271

Spring

Street. Address
MRS. CHAS.

seen

HARLOW,

554 Broadway, South Boston, Mass,

octl

_dlwteodtf

HOTEL TO LEASE.
THE NEW ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
House contains 40 rooms and two Stores; is
situated opposite the passenger station of the
Grand Trunk Railway, and in the immediate vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address
AUG. P. FULLER*
1u24deodtfPortland, Me.

THE

Cottage
Cedar
Price$350.
dec9

CORNER

to Rent.
and Oxford Streets.
M.«. PALHER.
deodtf

To Let.
February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
jalldtfST. JOHN SMITH.

ABOUT

To Let.
BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
containing all the modern improvements. Inat
quire No. 10 Central Wharf.

THE

Jnel6

dtf

To Tel.
PLEASANT front parlor,

A

warmed with fur-

nace.
Also an unfurnished front chamber, and
smaller rooms for lodgers. No. 4 Cotton St., second
door from Free St.
novSOdtf

lars worm oi squaits, selling inem to me lowt
dealers who take them to market and pay me

twenty-five cents per pair, but I think 1 have
been selling them too low, as I find upon inquiry that others who are in the business are
getting more, as I have myself at other times.
I think the most profitable way is to keep a
large number of pigeons, and have a large
number of squabs in readiness for market at
a time,and then send them to market directly,
and thus save, if possible, the meddlemau’s
profit.
I think if these rules which I have given
are observed, the results will be sufficient to
make the business a success, though perhaps

TO
No. 55

JLET

!

STORE

172

Apply

to

FRANCIS FESSENDEN,

Middle,
or

nov2dtf

of
HENRY
39

corner

Exchange St.,
DEERING,
Exchange St.

To Let.

Containing 9 rooms, Sebago and
154 Pearl Street. Inquire at
HOUSE
oct2Sdif152 PEARu

gas, at

STREET.

small scale.—N. E. Farmer.

Good First-Class Roots
Woodiord’s Corner, of 5 and C rooms, to

The New Boy.

AT lies

without small children.
FIELD at Woodloi d’s Corner.

He made bis appearance at one of the Union
schools the other morning, and, arriving ahead
of time, be prevented any feeling of loneli

"bua

three boys
He went in

fami-

T. H. MANSoctl5tf

with the crowd when the hell rang, and finding
no empty seat he perched himself on the woodbox. When the children repeated the Lord’s

PORTLAND, ME.,

A

Is the average monthly profit estimated to he paid to
Holders of stock privileges by various bankers in Wall
Street. The house of Messrs. Alexander Frothingham & Co., 12 Wall Street, New York, who possess
a worldwide reputation for their strict integrity, offer to send gratuitously for one year their Financial
Weekly Report, and a book explaining how sums

!

large operators
Post, Nov. YWi.

thousands

may be

PKOTHINGIIAtl A* CO..
Bankers and Brokers, 2 Wall St., N Y.

_deodly

ATTENTION CONTRACTORS !
And nil

BE

Pitnoiin Inter ruled.
it known, That the Jail Workshop is completed ami ready tor the machinery required to op-

W ishing to commence work at the
erate the same
earliest possible time, we are now ready to consult
or
receive
communications
from, parties interw'ith,
ested in all kinds of light manufacturing in view to
making a contract for the use of said workshop and
the labor ot the prisoners in the County Jail.
EI)WIN C. TOWNSEND,)
County
WILLIAM SMALL,
SAMUEL DJNGLEy,
Commissioners.
County Commissioners’ Office, Portland, Me.. Dec.
151 h, 1875.decl5d&wtf

}
)

Notice.
concern
My wite, Sarah Holley,

whom it may
having left my house and home without just
cause, 1 hereby forbid all persons trusting her on my
account.
AUGUSTUS HOLLEY.

TO

Portland, Dec. 28, 1875.

POBTLINB, MAINE.

f biSlng,

8in

sua

1

j

“

Uniform in style, price and binding with tbe
above splendid book, we have other books of
■'Gems,” German, Scottish and Sacred; also
ot best Irish Melodies, and the choicest Operatic Songs.
CHRISTMAS CAROLS.

noon.

By Howard.
Shepherds. Hillard.
Piano piece. Wilson.

38 cts.
75
60

Gladden your Sabbath School by Introducing
Shining River. One of the sweetest cf song books.

dec28d3t

seven

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.
dec!4
d&tv2w

Vaults Cleaned.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling
at or addressing
R. GIBSON,
588 Congress Street

^u.

1 ED AGENTS.—Canvassers should secure
once for the Life and Public
Services of Henry IVilaon, by Rev. Elias Nason.
For terms address tb6 Publishers, B. B. RUSSELL, 55 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.
dec6<14wt
For a case of Cough, Cold or Asthma that
$JUUU ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will not cure.
flflT T1 Sold by Druggists at 35 cts. Circular free.
trULlI Dr. F, W. KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine.

Um

THE

DAY, January llth, 1876,

at 3 o’clock P. M.

GEORGE L. DAY, Clerk.
Portland, Dec. 23d.dec23dtd

Cumberland National Bank
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of tin
Cumberland National Bank, will be held ai
their Banking Room in Portland on TUESDAY, the
llih day of January, 1876, at 3 o’clock p. m., for tht
election of Directors for the ensuing year and the
transaction of any other business that may then come
before them.
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
declltd
Portland, Dec. 8,1815.

A GREAT OFFER

fl

We will during the HOLVOAVS dispose
of lOO PIANO* anil ©JRC2AN8 of first class

makers, including HATERS’ at lower
prices than ev»r before offered. Monthly
installments received running from Pi to
36 months, w arrnnted for 6 y**ars. Second Hand Instruments at extremely low
Illustrated Catalogue Mailed.
p« ices for cash
Agents wanted. Ware rooms 481 II rood way,
N. IT
HORACE WATER* & SON8.
dec22
4wt

Jlfl VDII Male or FemaJe Send your address and
UU I UU get something that will oring you in honWANT orably over $150 a month, sure.
{^INVENTORS’ UNION.
MflNrV
175 Greenwich St.. New York.
lUUilijli
4wf
for the best and fastest selbook ever published.
Send for circulars and onr extra terms to Agents.
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Philadelphia,
Pa.
de22t4w

annual meeting of the Stockholders of “The
National Bank of Portland,” for the
seven directors, and the transaction of anj
other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at their Banking House, on TUESDAY!
the llth day of January, 1876, at 11 o’clock A. M.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
December 10,1875.declOdtd
Canal
THE
election ot

CASCO NATIONAL BANK.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of the

THE
Casco National Bank of Portland for the choice
Directors and

of

ness as

the transaction of such other busimay legally come before them, will be held a!

Banking House on TUESDAY,
January, 1876, at 10 o’clock A. M.
their

the llth

day ol

WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
declOdtd
Portland, Dec. 10,1675.

00
76
84
64
00

ADAMS,

■

UiV

FOR

—

PENOBSCOT,

THE

—

YORK,
JANUARY lat, 1875.

Aaneln.

■

...

Liabilities,

...

R. S. WESCOTT, President.

$400,000.00
4,430 954.83
63,783.04

LANE, Secretary.

I. REMSRN

ADAMS Aieitl
atf

THE

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

gold-

d4wt

wan

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

Don’t wait until your horse is sick bnt
take it ia time.
o<tl8dti

QUACKS

AND POISONS.
from the effects of Early Evil Habits,
most surely would I save you from both early
decline or from being quacked and humbugged as I
have been. Address, in confidence, BRADFORD
SINCLAIR. P. O. Box 3063. Boston. Mass.
no27
d3m

SUFFERERS

HOTELS.
“THE BRUNSWICK,”
Boyhfon, Cor. Clarendon St.,

Boston. This new and commodious structure
is now completed and ready for the reception of travellers and the public. The house
_iis fire-proof and contains every modern improvement, including a passenger and baggage elevator. It is elegantly furnished, is locateifin a most
desirable part of tbe city, near the Common, Public

Garden and the railroad depots.
Besides rooms for transient guests, it contains many
rooms en suite for families who desire to locate
permanently. No pains or money will be spared to
make the Brunswick take rank with the best hotels
in this country.
Public patronage is respectfully solicited.
declldlawfwW
J. W. WOLCOTT, Prop.

HOTEL,

LEWISTON, MB!..
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
H. B. WING, Proprietor
first-class Hotel in every respect, arranged especially with a view to the wants
of the commercial and pleasure seeking
A

public.

marl3-dtf

CONSUMERS!

is

THE ELLIS PATENT

hereby given that Brackett
NOTICE
the track of the Boston &
Bridge
Railroad w»ll be
over

Street
Maine

Gas Burner, Regulator and Shade

closed to travel during the build>ng
of a new bridge, commencing October 5, 1875, until
urther notice.
R. M. RICHARDSON,
^
Chairman Committee on
Streets, Sidewalks and

Bridges

Portland, Oct. 5. 1875.

AND ALL Til BOAT DISEASES,
TJSK

Returning, will leave Machiasport every Monday morning at !i OO o’clock, touching at
above named landings (except Bncksport and Searsport), arriving in Portland same night.
CYRUS STURDIVANT,
nov27dtfGen’l Agent.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Calais

and 81. John.
Windsor and Halifax.

Dishy,

TWO

TRIPS

PER

WEEK I

On and alter Monday, Decemher 20th, the Steamer New Bruuswick, Capt. D. S. Hail, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
every Monday at 6.00 p. m., for

k

m

every

Thursday.
Until farther notice the Steamer Chase will leave
for St. John direct every Thursday'.
Connections made ai Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap
olis, Windsor, KentviUe, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Snmmerside, P. E. I.
(^“Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock, p, m.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent,
mar24

FOE

_3tf
HARPSWELL,

after October 8th, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave Harpswell Mondays and Saturdays at
8 a. m., touching at Chebeagae, Little Chebeague and Long Island. Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharf, at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
For particulars inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
my8
dtl
On and

CJyilefs Iron

Ice

PUT UP ONLY IN HI.UK BOXES.
TRIM) AMU MURE KR.RKDY.
For rale by Druggists generally, an<l
GEO. C. GouDWIN & CO„ Boston, Ma««.
<lec23
(llwt

Creeper

Reliable, Durable*
Cheap.

The only perfect, creeper
protecting hetd and
sole. Wholesale and retail bjr

made:

is decided to he the best Gas Light ever produced—
as steady as the Argand, which varies as the
pressures varies, and need to be constantly watched,
as all know, beside the great annoyance from the
beat caused by the styles of the shade and chimney.
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so
constructed as to allow the heat to pass upwards,
after being properly adjusted is always regulated,
with an actual saving ot from 15 to 4u per cent, in
the consumption of gas over any other burner.

R. LEVICK, SON & CO.
Manufacturers, 724 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. Trade supplied at liberal discount. Sample
de24eodlm
pair by mail $100.

That all who Bee this notice
TH nnnif APCMTQ
I U DU UN, AulIN I Oi
may rend their address and
test the great popularity of Thos. W. Knox s new book
■'Backsheesh, or Life ana Adventures m the Orient." we make
this extraordinary offer: IPc will send a complete outfit
\priee 91.251 absolutely free to any competent person of either
*x who will work. It contains" 250 splendid illustrations
costing sio.OOO, and the entire press pronounce it “the best
new book out.
In low price it is the book for the times, and
Agents easily sell 5 to 10 a day. We want Workers in every
township, and the above f/reat offer is bona fide. Large Illusnatea Pamphlet, Specimen pages, and full particulars fro®,
^adress A D. Wo&iuiugto* & Co.. IIaktfobd, 0**t
d4wi
dec27

Sole

JOB WORK, of every de*cription neatly executed at tbi. office.

in

Stock of

Millinery

FORJSAEE.

Stock of Millinery in store No. 563 Congress
Location one of the t>e8t for the business
For particulars and terms inquire as
dec21dtf
above.

THE
street.
Portland.

C.

L.

MARSTON,

PROPRIETOR FOR MAINE,
138 Exchange 8ireet.
octlldii
Agent Wanted.

SMDLLE.

BOUTELLE,

Seventh daughter of the seventh Son,

Clairvoyant and

Fortune

Teller,

describes your future wife or nusband, looks after
absent friends,l 06t ©i stolen goods, gives advice on
law and business, gives names, & c. Office,
304 1*3 CongreBH Street. (up one flight).
nearly opposite City Hotel. Hours from 9 a. m. to
10 p. m.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Terms, Ladies
50 cents, Gents $1.00. Do not ring, but walk in.

decl7

EASTERN RAILROAD TRAINS
directly through to points on the Maine Centra
Railroad without transfer, and make direct connection in Portland with all Steamboats and Railroad
diverging therefrom.
Pullman Parlar and Mleepiug Cara are
run on all through trains.
Stops for refreshmen
made at the usual place*,
oelldtfGEO. BACHELDER, Snpt.

run

For several years the Portland Daily Press
has been the largest and fullest daily paper published
in Maine; and its Publishers announce their determination to make their paper beyond question the

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.
alteration in tbainm.
WINTER

BEST NEWSPAPER IK MAIKE,

Running

iston.
Mail train for Island Pond, f stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50
p. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.1
p. zn.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate stations

the Press more valuable and desirable.
The Press has a larger editorial corps than any
paper in Maine, and has unexcelled facilities for colecting news in all parts of the state. The business,
agricultural and manufacturing interest of Maine
will receive the continued attention of the Press.
The growing importance of Portland as a distributing center tor Maine, and its fhst increasing wholesale trade, make a daily paper at this point of special
Importance to every merchant and business man in
the state.
make

As

8.30

p.

CO.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

TO

YORK.

YEW

d3w*ttf

m.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn

5.45 p. m.

—

As

an

and all points in the
anti Southwest.
J.C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

Northwest, West

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY in In splendid
condition, is well equipped with tlrst-ciass rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
jyPULLMAN PAi ACE DRAWING ROOM
AN1) SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

Price.

of

Despite the fact that

the Publishers are obliged to
postage, the Daily Press is offered for
$7.00 per annum in advance; $3.50 for six months;
$1.75 for three months.
During the session of the Legislature the
Daily will be furnished tor $2.00 in advance.

pay the

tion.

1

~

He;

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate o
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manaqer.
W. J. SPICER,
Superintendent,
Portland, June 21,1875.
jnel7dtf

PORTLAND & OGDEN SB URG RK>
CHANGE OF TIME.

has been enlarged and greatly improved the past
year, and is now one of the largest, fullest and best
weekly paper in Maine. Terms $2.00 per year in
advance; six months for $1.00; three months for

NEW CONNECTIONS.
On and after WEDNESDAY. 99d, in.t
and until farther notice.

sent

free.

Address,

PORTUiD PUBLISH CO.

Portland

Daily Press

Job

Printing

YORK,
OTHERS.

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
ocll ’73

1*1 All.

Posters,

Hand

Bills,

Bill

Heads,

Cards, Tags, &c., printed

at short

connections to Prince Edward IsMl Johns, IV. E.

N. F.

7fr“IiETUKNIN(i will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on
day cr sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. CCTLE.

Jr., Franklin Wharf,

or

oct28dttJOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

BOSTON STEAMERS.
SPECIAL

NOTICE

Until further notice

THE STEAMER FOREST CITY
Will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings
at 7 o’clock, weather permitting.

FARE
Passengers by

$1.00.

this Line secure a comfortable night’s rest and arrive in season
to connect with the earliest morning
trains, while the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
are avoided.
J, B. COYLE, Jr., Gcb’I Jet.
dec27-7S

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.
FALL

ARRANGEMENT,
October 11, IS75.

will leave Portland fer
Bo.ion at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m., arriving
at Bo.ion at 10.50 a.
m., 1.45, 7.55 p. m.
Returning, leave Bo.ion at 8.30 a. m., 12,30
3.30 D. m., arriving nt Portland at
1.15, 3.
o.l5 p. m.
Por Lowell at 6.13, 9.00 a. m., 3.10, p. m.
F®r ™®"cbe»ter nnd Concord and
Upper
Kailrond (via New Market Jnnction) at 6.15 a.
m., and 3.10 p m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
Por Great Pall, at 6J5, 9.00 a.
m., 3.10. p.m.
Por Roche.ter,
Farmington nnd Altai?
Bay at 6.15,9.00 a. m., 3.10
m.
tor Scarborough Bench, Bine
Point, Eld
Orchard Beach. Saco, Btddeford
and
Kennebunk at 6.15, 9.00. a. in., 3.10, 3.00 p. m.
morning Train, will ieaee Kenaebanb.

Trains

land, Cape Breton and

The splendid new iron steamship
“BERMUDA,’’Capt.Cleaver, will
leave Grand Trunk Railway
Wharf, every SATURDAY at
4 00 p.m. for HALIFAX, direct,
making connections with the Intercolonial Railway,
to- Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Picton, and
steamerB for Prince Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
lire,on, and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns.

20>

Passenger Train,

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
With

ab 3

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland. Dec. 2t. 1875.
oct2Sdtf

Commencing

President.
dtf

LINE TO

a. m.

1.15 P. OT.—Passenger tiain from Fabyan’s in’
connection with through train from Johnson, Vt.„
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
Fieedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and
Brblgton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

OFFIC E.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,

at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St..and W. D. Little & Co.’s,49* Exchange St.
L. W. FiLKINS.
D. S. BABCOCK,

WEST.

m,

LIKE

This is

GOING

8.15 A. M.— Passenger train trom Portland tor all
stations, rnnning through without change to St
Johnsbury, Danville. Hardwick. Morrisviile, Hyde
Park and Johnson, Vermont. Connects with B.
C. & M. R. R. for Lancaster, Whitefleld, Littleton
Well’s River, Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans,
&c., &c.
9.40 P. M.—Passenger train from Portland for
Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.
GOING EAST.
8.00 A. HI.—Passenger train from Upper Bartlett
and intermediate stations, arriving in Portland at

HSF'Freigkt tralBS leave Portland daily

apply

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also he obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

OF ALL.

TRAINS WILL BUN AS FOLLOWS:

11.15

(^“Freights

AHEAD

—

Canada. Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati Ml. I.oni*. Omaha,
Maginaw, Mi. Paul, Mall l.ake City,
Denver, Man Erancinco,

advertising medium, tbe Press stands first

E^**Specimen copies

FOR NEW

AND

To

news.

815^ A local agent Is wanted in every town.

&TOYIYGTOY

an

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

the Press will be devoted as in the past, to a descrimminating support of tbe Republican Party. During
the pending important campaign, tbe Press will
give special attention to the publication of political

8^* Special rates to campaign clubs.

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations ior passengers,
making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New
York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods iorwarded to anu from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P.M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information
to

2.50

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

50 cents.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

at

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Steamers, Reduction
between Providence

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

a. in.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and tbe West at

Political Journal

a

ARRANGEMENT

MSHgggEt; On and alter Monday, Nov. 15th, 1875
•WT111 "Wftrains will run as follows:
Express train 7.00 a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
Mail train for Gorham and inteimediale stations a
7.10 a. m.
Express tram at 1.40 p. m for Auburn and Lew-

by making all its departments more complete and by
sparing no effort or expense at their command to

Line of

nd Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY giyea
^ direct
communication to and from
Portland and all other points in
Maine, witli Philadelphia and beyond. Through
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
by the Penn. Central and the Phil. & Reading R, R.’s
and to all the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No Wharfage. No commission for
forwarding.
Full inhumation given by D. D. C. MINK. Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE, Jr..

m.

44real Palls at 10.22 a. in., 4.19 p. m.
Keunebnuk at 12.10, 4.03 11.20 p.m.
Middeford at 8.00 a. m., 12.30, 4.20,11.38 p.
Maco at 8.05 a. m., 12 36,4.25,11.42 p. m.

among the journa's of Maine.

—

quite

A

1876.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Combined

oct5dtf

WILLIS’ PATENT

Tablets,

A GREAT OFFER

has discovered a remedy which is warranted to
insure a speedy cure of the now prevalent Epizootic

NOTICE.

a. m., 1 10, 8.40 [> in.
Portsmouth at 11 a. m., 2.57,10.14 p.
Dover at 10.40 a. m„ 4.45 p. m.

port.

Dr. E. Maxwell,
NO. 31 FEDERAL STREET,

GAS

Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12.30, 8.00 p. m., arriving in
Portland at 1.15, 5.00 p. m., 12.15 (except Mondays

—

o’clock.
For Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Southwest Harbor, Mt. Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machias-

EPIZOOTIC CURE

THE

OF

Malem at 9.12

MOND, Capt. Kilby, will leave
i_Railroad Wharf, Portland, every
Thursday evening, commencing Dec. 2d, at 1U

Save Your Horses I

WESTMINSTER

dti

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAVE

The Steamer CITY OF RICH-

1840.sep20dtf

Stockholders in this Bank are hereby noti
fled that their annual meeting for the choiceot
directors and the transaction of such business as may
legally be brought before them, will be holden at the
Bank on TUESDAY, the 11th day of January, 1876.
at 10 o’clock A. M.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier,
Portland, Dec. 9,1875.
ciec9dtd.

"H Agents for the best selling
Prize
Package in the

It contains 15sheets
er> ,5 envelopeg>
en Pen, Pen Holder, Pencil, patent Yard Measure, and a piece of Jewelry.
Single package with elegant Prize, postpaid, 25c.
Circular ireo. BRIDE & CO., 709 Broadway, N. Y.

Chiropodist,
Continues to visit Portland at
tbe UNITED STATES HOTEL,
on the
second week of each
.month.
Room in Boston, 37 Tremont
Street and 57 Temple Place. Located in Boston since

Merchants’ National Bank.

uuci»

m.

CAMPAIGN

WM. P. CLYDE & CO.. Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.

DE WITT HOUSE,

m ■

Oct. 11th, 1875,

4-loucester and Rockport at 9 a. in., 3.10 p. m*
Oover at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Wolf boro Rochester and Oreat Falls at
a. m., 3.10 p. m.
KJttery, Eliot. Month Berwick Junction,
North Berwick, Wells and Kennebunk
at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Biddeford, Mac#, West Mcarborough, Ncarborough and Cape Elizabeth at 9 a. in.,
3.10, 5.20 p. in

Portland.

Janll ly

KENISON,

AVOID

Exchange Nireet,

Monday,

Uoston 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. m.,3.10 p. in.
arriving at 6.15 a. m„ 1.45. 7.55 p. m.. in ample
time to connect with New York and Western trains,
Lyun, Male in, Newburyport and Portsmouth at 2.(jp (except Mondays),9.00 a. in., 3.10 p.

Portland.

MEDICAL

DR.

No.
jy3

RAILROAD.'

TRAINS WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOR

TICKETN.

BOAT

MACH1AS.

PHILADELPHIA.

NEW

Capital,

ROMTON

dtf

UNTIL FLKTHEK NOTICE,

ROLLINS, COKING & ADAMS,

—

Hanover Fire Insurance Co.
Cash

0u and after

—

MT. DESERT AND

A5D

shareholders of The National Traders’ Bank
of Portland, are hereby noiifled that their annual meeting will be held at their Banking Room on
TUESDAY, the 11th day oi January next, at three
o’clock P. M., to choose five Directors for the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that may
legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
December 10,1875.
declOdlm

'llwoild.

Wells’ Carbolic

$685,089.31

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Corner Irving Place and 16h Street. New
York.
One Block irom Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
ohurches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and
stages.
C. B. FEBBIN. Prop.
sep27d&wly40

iiuuvuui

f| flfHIl

dec21

M-i JM

STATEMENT OF THE

Canal National Bank.

<14 wt

A

IM MM HjlTJi

PORTLAND

ANNUAL MEETING.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland, Bangor & Machias Steamboat Co
for the choice ot five directors, and for the transaction of any other business that may legally come before them, will be held at the office of the Compan\
on Railroad Wharf, foot of State
Street, on TUBS"

utf

WANterritory at

1M7

J-% KM 1 • ^-M.

AGENTS.

Directors l'oi

The Stockholders of this Company are hereby notified that the annual meeting for choice ©f Director*
and the transaction of other business legally broughi
before them, will beheld at the Refinery office or
TUESDAY, the llth day of January, 1876, at I
o’clock P. M.
JOS. P. THOMPSON, Clerk.
dec28dtd

Order the above books of any of the principal music
dealers, or by mail, lenclosing rttail price] of

actlg

choosing

THE

Rejoice the hearts of the Old Folks with
Centennial Collection for Old Folks’ Con.
certs.
40 els. By E. Touijec.

ALL

00

410,1)89.31

GEO. T. CRAM, President.
JAMES NEWMAN. Secretary.

dec6

for the purpose of

Uize/pagL?32!music

Gems of English Song!

likft

TIL FURTHER NOTICE,

Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport

Am’t of all the assets of the Company.. $685,089 21

LORING-&
MEETINGS^ ROLLINS,

sugur ncuiims

Gents of English Song! I »5 of the best
| songs extant, collectGems 01 English Song ! I ea m a handsome
Gems of English Song!
Gems of English Song!

Company,
$375,000

TO

—

Depot.

J. M. LUNT, Supt.

EASTERN

Portland & Rochester Tickets

MAINE CENTRAL TICKETS
Lewiston,Augusta and B&ngor less than regular fare

"

Net amount of unpaid losses...$39,928 65

deodGm

the ensuing year, and for the transaction of any oth
er business wbich may then be legally acted upon.
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Secretary.
December 11, 1875.
dtd

Me.

MUSICAL GIFTS FOR CHRISTMAS!"
MUSICAL GIFTS FOR MEW-TEARS!

invested.

little have the same advantage as
Send for their Weekly,—Boston
Address

ALKX.

ma2fi

Distributed.

d&w5w51Portland,

ANTHEM. There were
MERRY CHRISTMAS.

SQUARE,

’76, Inclusive, THE

Admission 25 cents.
All specimens must be exhibited in pairs.
For premium lists, etc., address
CHAS. A. EATON, Sec’y,

W
■ ■

“1,500,000”
to

DURABILITY

Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Company are hereby notified to meet at the office o:
the Company in Portland, on MONDAY, the thirt
day of January, 1876, at three o’clock in the after-

Arrangements have been made with the Railroads,
Express Companies, etc., at reduced rates.

mw

from ten dollars
Those wno invest

AND

the rate ol

at the

my?_

Boston, New York. Chicago, St. Louis,
San Francisco, aud all points West,

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. MAiUPNOS. Agent,
jn23-ly70 Long Wharf. Bouton.

*w MAM M

Exchange Street, and

via all the Rail and Steamboat Lines.

A.IWtTAL MEETING.

—FROM—

to be

ADAMS,

k

half

28

Albany at 10 A. M., and New York at 10.00
A M. arriving in Portland at 11.15 P. M.
©^“Tickets can be found at BaUNES BROS., No.

—

Worcester, Springfield. Hartford, New
Haven, New
York, Philadelphia, aud
Washington at a reduction.

OF THE

ROLLINS, LOR!

one

RATES

TO

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. II. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

HALL, Secretary.

United States registered bonds.$294,000 00
Missouri bonds (short). 294,000 00
-$588,000
Cash on hand in office...
J ,557
Cash in Bank of Commerce, St. Louis. 24.172
Premiums in course of collection. 63,858
Personal property.
7,500

Ocean Insurance Company.

A (1VWPQ W A XPFPT1

PLEASANT front room, newly furnished, to
le with board; suitable tor two gents or gentleman and wife, at 410 Cumberland street.
nov27-dtf

Prayer in concert the new hoy kept time with
his heel, and when they came to sing be argued
that variety was the spice of song, and attempted to sing one of his own—one about a
gentleman named DanielTneker, who dreamed
that he was dead, and so forth. The teacher
warned him to keep still, and he replied that
he wouldn’t come to that school if his musical
qualifications were to he overlooked. When
school fairly opened the teacbt r read his name
and began asking him questions in order to

Perfectly Gas Tight,

Insurance

Eaalport,

ASSETS.

58

Wharfage.
Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.

1,305.14583
484,375.90

Outstanding Liabilities,

...

HALL,

$5400 in Premium,

$000,000.00

...

Cash Capital,
Surplus,

ANNUAL

liuTiri ID WilliliiU ling

Board.

SP’.IINGFIELD, MASS.

LOUIS, MO,
JANUARY 1st, 1875.

Nutter Bros. & Co.,

dec22_

hd.

OF

SAINT

®

Nio

points.
Express Train leaves Worcester at4..'S3 P.
in., connecting with Express trains leaving

a. m.

SPRINGFIELD F. & M.
INSURANCE CO.
Cash Capital,
Assets.

uo2dtl

other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL. Agent,
Providence, K.

—

Leave each port every Wed's’y & SatM’y.

Train for Fitchburg and floosar Tunnel liine, and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P
M.. connecting with trains South and West.
J*®0 P JX1 Train counects at Rochester
with B. Sc M. trains for Dover. Boston, Sic.
4.00 P, in. New % oi k Express Drawing
Rroora Car to Worcester and Sleeping car from
Worcester to New York via Springfield all
rail connecting at Grand Trunk Junction
(Portland) with Trains from Montreal and way
stations, Lewiston and Auburn, and at Westbrook J auction with trains of Maine Central R. It. from
Bangor, Rockland, and all intermediate Stations, at Nashua for Lowell ami
Boston, and at Worcester (Union Depot) with
Boston Sc A lbany Railroad for
Springfield, Albany
Hartford, New Haven and New York, arriving at
New York about 5.00 a. m. A
sleeping car is
reserved at Worcester for this train.
6.30 p. in. train for Gorbnni.
Tickets sold and baggage cheeked to all importan

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

Adams,

&

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND
7.30 A. 1?I. for Rochester, Nashua and
Worcester connects at Rochester with down
trains on Eastern and Boston Sc Maine Roads
at Nashua with Express Train ior Lowe)
and Boston, arriving in Boston at 1.30 P. M.;
connecting at Ayer Junction with Express

—

REDUCED

Steamship Line.

80

STATEMENT OF THE

OF

OF THE

Jail. 20 to 26,

52,988 50
453,630 00
242,768 65

ALFRED G. BAKER, Pres.
THEO. M. REGER, Sec'y.

p-

CB

PHILADELPHIA

65
OO

110,000

Total.$3,308,856

©
w

chasing.

Exhibition

de8

of Exchange
Street. Also

Real estate.
Loans.
Stocks—market value.
Cash...

ance

m lie

the easterly side
Street, five doors below Middle
front and rear offices in same building
on

Mortgages.$2,449,469

American Central Insur-

Please call jind examine it before pur-

THIRD

CITY

Assets,

or

Trains, commencing

Nov. 8, 1875.

board and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $15.00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash-

—

steamboatT

$400,000.00
3,508,850 80

STATEMENT

ang2

Inquire

TENEMENT of House 413 Cumberland
Street. Gas and Sebago. Apply at House.

Realized

AND

—

PHILADELPHIA,,

Capital,

Arrangement of

week.

Fimt C'ln»M Nteamsbip
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From BokIou direct every TUESDAY
aud MAT UK DAY.

ington,

BOSTON

JANUARY lot, 1873.

ij

©
©
cS

Printers’ Exchange, with power if
required. Apply to CRESS OFFICE
01
to B. THIKSTON * CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

dtf

FRANKLIN FIRE IMIRtlE CO.

g

pCI

itoom in (liv Second Story of the

od

STATEMENT OF THE

&
AGENTS.

©

JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.

Portland, Nov. 23. 1875.nov24dtf

From
From

oct9dt

OF

Intermediate passage. 4C
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, apply to
For Freight

TABBOX,

General Agent.
Office—for. of middle Sc Exchange 81rectify
Portland, Maine.

UNEQUALLED.

LCt

C

HOLT.INS, LORINU

00

©

29 MARKET

HOUSE
deci5

V.

a

Portland & Rochester R. R.

line

AND
granted at reduced rates.
WM. KENNEDY.
The Steamship
BLACKSTONK.
and aIcCLELLAN.
SCANDINAVIAN, Capt. Smith,
From Providence every WEDNKNDAl
aud NATIJRDAY.
Will leave this pert for Liverpool on
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
SATURDAY, January 1st, 1875,
Moselv.
Jmmediarely after the arrival of the Train of the preFreight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
vious day from Montreal. To be followed by the j
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
Steamship —-.
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.f
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (ac- | Boston.
cording to accommodations). £70 to $80
To all points of North and South Carolina by Sea-

cent.

Energetic nnd reliable men wanted to
represent this Company in Maine. Address

S. J.

ECONOMY

—

at O 12 Dow Street.
tbc premines.

New England Co.’s expenses of
management to total assets in 1874 was. 1.34 »

Average expenses tor a llLife Companies
doing business in Massdchusetts in
1874. 3.81 p cent.
The conclusion to which careful
investigation and
unbiased judgment will lead one is, that there is
nothing desirable in Life Insurance, which may not
be secured by a Policy Holder in tbe old New
England Company of Boston.

«

This furnace is without exaggeration,
the most powerful heating furnace evei
made. I has the best (Irate and Sifter
ever put in a furnace.
The radiators art
made of heavy plated Iron and riveted
in the most thoruugh manner.

LET !

TO

cheapest.

D. R. SMITH, President.

©
U

s ■§
«

Street.

oel2__dtf

Thus it will be seen that
$3,000,000 of interest has been saved to the Members of this Company, after having
paid all the expenses of conducting the business.
Or, in other
words, the Company’s payments to, and present investments for, its Policy-Holders, amount to
$3,231,458 more than it has received In premiums.
It is evident, the
Company that absorbs the least
in running expenses, can iumisli Life Insurance the

Richardson & Boynton’s

VO

Annual

3,261,458

$31,483,483 $31,483,583
the entire principal, and

over

Liverpool.

Four timed

—

Policy-Holders. 13,581,118
premium receipts from organization to Jan. 1, 1875... .$28,252,125

Total interest received.

and

Return. Ticlcets

Total

Rollins, Loring

STOVES.

derry

Total amount paid to Policy-Hqldois from
organization to Jan. 1,1875.$17,902,165
Toial amount ot present investments for

STORY wooden house nearly new, 12 finished

A -2

dec25d2tS&W

THE

Company

..

rooms, good cellar and drainage, Sebago water
andgas; arranged for two families. For further information inquire on the premises, No. 167 Newoct27dtf
bury street Portland, Me.

Passengers booked to London-

Hns Dane for its Policy-Holder,

Washington

&

steamship

United Slate* Mail*.

Canadian nn«l

Insurance

AGENTS.

This may certify that we have known Mr. Dexter
for four years, and know his statement to be true in
every particular. We.know that he has been a great
sufferer, that he has tried many remedies without
relief, until we advised him to take the Radical
Cure. This preparation has performed many cures
and given universal satisfaction.

old

to

NELSON LEIGHTON HOUSE, in Dcering, opposite town house
NOONAN HOUSE, 50 Salem street.
3 HULL HOUSES on Carroll and Pine Btreets.
Full supply of water throughout the year guaranteed. Large and well-finished.
STORE AND SMALL TENEMENT, No. 3 Adams
street.

Positive Corroboration of Above.

an

Apply

WM.H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent.

decl0d3w#

d2w*

TO

It is better

“Frame or brick house?” he asked.
“Any kiuu of a house.”
“With a mortgage on b?”
“V. u may spell ‘man’ if
yju will,” she said,
givina him a severe look.
“Wan?”
“Yes.”
"I don’t care much abi nt spelling ‘man’ ill's
morning, but I will this afternoon. I’ve spelled
it with my eyes shut.”
"Do you know your alphabet?” she asked,
changing the subject.
“Never had any!” was the prompt reply.
Do you know anything ate ut reading?”
“1 read <ike lightning!” he answered.
She handed him a reader and said:
“let me bear yon n ad.”
“Read right out loud?”
“Yes.”

No.

o

To Let.
PLEAS ANT, convenient house, centrally locatwithin
five
minutes walk of Post Office.
ed,
House heated by furnace
Sebago water, and good
For
connected.
garden
terms, etc., addiess “RENT,**
dec22dtf
this office.

I have sold since last
of pigeons three dol-

plied.
“Spell ‘bnnse’ if you please.”

his Stomach.

Gentlemen —I have been troubled with Catarrh for
twenty years, and have suffered from the effects
of this obnoxious disease. At times I have been unable to keep anything on my stomach from its effects.
After trying various remedies, I was induced by Mr.
Guild to try your Sanford’s Radical Cure, and to
my great surprise was immediately relieved.
After
using one bottle I find I am nearly, if not quite, permanently cured.
Most respectfully yours,
H. N. DEXTER.

From

Rent.

or

storied

two

over

A

an-

re-

For Sale

G8 Brackett
dwelling house.
THE
Street, above Spring Street, together with the
stable. Nice
lot. Terms

Warranted

Upper Tenemeut90 (7lark

give a

find out bow he should he graded.
“Can yon spell?” she asked.
“What kind of spelling?” he cautiously

,LR. LUNT&CO.

*1800.
dec23dtf

LET.

dec24

I think as a general rule, pigeons will
turn out at least tlnee pairs of squabs in four
months’ time. Of course there are discouragements to be encountered, as in every other branch of business.
Hawks, cats and rats
are to be guarded against, and the eggs are
not always sure to hatch, or the young ones

trom seizing him by licking
riding the gate off its hinges.

R. M. YALE.
Very respectfully,
Sail and Awning Maker, 2 South Market?St.

Central Wharf.

TO

again.

ness

House lor Sale.
2G Alder St., three minutes walk from Market
Square. Lot 30x100 feet; ten rooms; price

NO

been truly remarkable.

TO LE r

to take them away as soon as fit for market,
as they cause less disturbance, and the old
pigeons have nothing to do then but lay

BDd

Al$

Ph

j
yard.
Next, care should be taken to select the
To Let.
larger kinds ol pigeons, as they will pr duce
GOOD Tenement son Munjoy Hill, one for $12,
the largest squabs. Then those of light coland one for $9, and cue for $7 per month. Ap3
ored plumage should be selected, as squabs
W. W. CARR.
ply to
aec7dtf
197 Newbury St.
with light skin look a great deal the best in
market. The time to prepare the squabs for
To Let.
market is just before they are old enough to
DESIRABLE bouse to let on
St., No.
fly, as it is at this time that they are prime, A 643, in good repair. Sebago Congress
water, gas, furand make a very wholesome as well as palanace.
at
No.
641
St.
dec3tf
Inquire
Congiaee

on a

Three weeks
any medicine I ever tried.
ago, while
suffering from he worst attack I ever had, I procured a bottle of Sanford’s Radical Cure for
Catarrh. The lellef from the first dose was so
gratifying that! would willingly have given one hundred dollars to obtain it.
A few doses completely
cured me.
My head has since been perfectly free
from mucous accumulations, my breaching easy, and
not a symptom of trouble about my back and bowels has presented itself.
Its effect in my case has

ROLL of bills containing $180, in this city. Tlie
finder will be rewarded by leaving «tlic same at
W. H. PREBLE’S,

A

dec24dlw*

undertake to raise squabs without these accommodations, that is, in a mixed up huddle,
one might as well try to raise beans in a hen-

April from three pairs

Small House for Sale.
Story bouse on Mechanic Street,between Cumberland and Portland Streets; containing eight
rooms; Sebago and cellar; drain connected with celLot 40x50. Price $1900. Apply to F. G. PATlar
TERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Williams* Block,
second east of City Hall.
dec25d2w

acres

Honey Lost.

:

safe appearance,
though the light should noc be excluded. To

to live when hatched.

Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
Pearl streets.
au28tf

and

K

or

table dish for the convalescent.

ON

Steamship

RAILROADS.
_

Co.

CONVEYANCE OF TOE

FOR

steamers.
Norfolk, Baltimore

LINE.

ALLAH

UNDER CONTRACT

first class Real
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON,dealer in Real Estate. Office 379$

in

Gentlemen.— I have suffered for ten vears from the
worst forms of Acute Catarrh, or Cold in the
Head, that ever afflicted mortal man. Whenever I
took a fresh cold it would settle in my head, causing
the most violent sneezing, accompanied by excessive
For days and
discharges from my eyes and nose.
days my suffering would be intense, and finally settling in my loins and bowels, would render my life
miserable for a month. Never, during all my sufteriDgs, was I able to obtain even temporary relief from

on

WHAT THE 1875

Montreal Ocean

acres

u

Could not keep Anything

1835

TO
LOAN
Estate Security, in Portland,

BROWN

LOST AND FOUND.

should be made for them the

as

ex-

Good references

stock.

MONEY

HOUSE,
out-buildiligs,
and lfi
ef land, at Saccarappa.
OTIS
EDWARD F. FLINT HOUSE and 7
land

the well-known maker of Vale’s
Mammoth Tent.

every city
of the ELLIS
IN sale
liberal terms to

size of which should be ample according to
the number of pigeons kept. Then there
should be boxes arranged for each pair separately, in which to raise their young. The

arranged

knowlan

Agents Wanted.

to an inquiry in regard to raising squabs
for Boston market, I will say that I have
kept pigeons for a number of years aDd during that time have taken much pleasure in
watching their habits, and have given some
attention to the raising of squabs lor market,
and I can confidently say that it can be carried on with profit wben rightly managed.
In order to make it a paying business, good
care and attention is as necessary as in keep-

entrance should be so
sort of hiding place

or work on
or address

a

CARNEY.dec!8d3w*

swer

room

man

acquaintance

like to travel

by

The only safe and always reliable remedy for the immediate relief and permanent cure of every symptom
and stage of Catarrh. It is a medicine pure as distilled water and is obtained entirely by distillation of
certain herbs and plants whereby the essential medicinal principle is alone obtained, while every particle of woody fibre is rejected. It is entirely unlike
every other before the public, and those who have
tried all other remedies are assured on the honor of
the general agents that this medicine has and will
accomplish all that is claimed for it.

Nurse.

or

colored glasses, having perhaps first received advice to wear them from medical
Travmen, would be better without them.

Raining S-qnnbx for market.
Id accordance with your desire, and in

Kiuging Noises in the llead, Nervous
Headache, Neuralgia, Earache, Deafness, Sore Throat, Swollen Tonsils, Ulcerated Sore Throat,
Tickling Cough, Bronchitis, and Bleeding
of the Lungs

From

Estate

Beal

|

STEAMERS.

BULLETIN.

Very respectfully,
GUILD BROS.,
Druggists, 116 Pleasant Street.

A

wear

in the times of the “Vicar of Wakefield.
If
you have to hold the pages Of Harper's Magazine nearer than fifteen inches iu order to
read it easily, it is probable that you are quite
near-sighted. If you have to hold it two or
three feet away before you see easily, you are
probably far-sighted. In either, it is very desirable to consult a physician before getting a
pair of glasses, for a misfit may permanently
iujure your eyes. Never play tricks with the
eyes, as squiutiug or rolling them. The eyes
are often troublesome when the stomach is
out of order.
Avoid reading or sewing b y
twilight, or when debiliatea by recent illness,
especially lever. Every seamstress ought to
have a cuttiug-out table,.to place her work on
such a plane with reference to the line of visiou as to make It possible to exercise a close
scrutiny without bending the head or the figure much forward.
Usual ly, except for aged
persons or chronic invalids, the winter temperature in work-rooms ought not to exceed
00 or 65 degs. To sit with impunity in a room
at a lower temperature some added clothing
will be necessary. The feet of a student or
seamstress should he kept comfortably warm
while tasks are being done. Slippers are bad.
Iu winter tbe temperature of the lower part
of the loom is apt to be 10 or 15 degs. lower
than that of tbe upper. It is indispensible
in all forms of labor requiring the exercise of
vision ot minute object that the worker
should rise from bis task now and then, take
a few deep inspirations with closed mouth,
stretch tbe frame out into tbe most erect posture, throw the arms backward and forward,
and, if possible, step to a window or into tbe
open air, if only for a moment. Two desks
or tables in a room are valuable for a student; one to stand at, the other to sit at.—
Dr. D F. Lincoln, Secretary American Social Science Association.

Catarrh.

WANTS.
Housekeeper

Patterson’s

F. G,

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE,

tage.”

INSURANCE.

REAL ESTATE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

cured

“Write what?”
“Cau you write your name?”
“I could, I suppose; but I’ve got my name
without writing it.”
“Can you write a letter?’’
“Who to?”
“To any one.”
"Yes, 1 could, if I had money to pay the pos-

My lady will not sing the song.
“Why not?” I say. And she,
Tossing her head, “it is too long.”

ing fowls.
First, a

ho

He kftuded the book back and the teacher
asked:
“Bichard, how many are three and three?”
“Three and three wbat?” he inquired.

a bright and beauteous May,
Who knows 1 love her well;
But if she loves or will some day,
1 cannot make her tell.
She sings the s<>ngs l write for her,
Of tender hearts betrayed;
But not the one that 1 prefer,
About a country maid
The hour when I its burden hear
Will never be forgot:
“Oh, stay not long! but come, my dear,
And knit our marriage knot.”

I know

1

children,”

“Go on and let me hear you read.”
He looked carefully at the page, scowled his
brow and read:
“If I was a lame bov and didn’t get any peanuts in my stocking Christmas, dum my eyes!
but I’d make things jump around that house

on

steamers

Boston & Maine road connect wMbaft

running between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk
Station, and Maine Central
trains

notice.

at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes
ments at first-class
dining rooms.

an^8.30*A. M?tTain*from SAf**

Price, Twenty-five Cents.

S.

Newspaper
Advertising.
NINETY-NINTH EDITION.

Containing a complete list of all the towns iu the
United States, the lerritories and the Dominion ot
Canada, having a population greater than 5.000 ac-

cording to the last census, together with the names ot
the newspapers having the
largest local circulation in
each of the places named. Also a
catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspapers In the United States and Cauada printing over 5,000
copies each Issue. Also, all the
Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,
Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commercial. Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed in tha United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
ra'eg, showing the cost of advertising in various
newspapers, an 1 everything which a beginner in advertising would like to know.
Address OGO. P. BOWELL & CO.,
41 VatU Row, N€w York.

8e7__

dl3im

hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the
trust of Administrator of the estate of
DEBORAH SWEETSER, late of North
Yarmouth,

NOTICE

is

.t,hK„„.K,°UntL
bonds as the law directs.
given

Cumberland. deceased, and
All persons having
deceased, are renfil?ef?dto KSivu* the
eu,atBof sal‘l
an'l “U persons lniditw 83 d estate are aanlBj
called
rnent

to°

upon to make pay-

ALBERT SWEETSER, AdmT.
North vr
Yarmouth, Dec. 7,1875. decii2dlw3w»W

H. STEVENS, Gen'lAg%

for refresh-

&0“ Portl“d

tSSifi"'1 S“P
til

__

MAINE CENTRAL B. K,
Monday, October 25th,

1875.

Trains leave Forllnnd for Bangor,
1
Belfast ami Dexter at 112.35 a. m., 1.40 p. Watervill
m.

Skowheg&n 1.40 p. m.
Augusta, Hallowed, Gardiner, Brunswick

*7.00 a. m., 1.40. 5.20 p. m.
Rockland *7.00 a. m., 1.40 p. m.
Bath *7.00 a. m., 1.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 17.00 a. in., 1.35, 5.15 p.
Farmington 1.40 p. m.

m

n^WzW'a
*■•«». A. Ballway
Halilax.

Bancor makes close

“an

slcePtog

Portland, October

con-

foi St. John and

Car attached.

yftgg0*

For Sale.
D FLUTE,
(ANE
8-keyed German blow
yr trimmings,

silver keys and
joint, German silver
ivory
lined, patent tuning slide, Uunadill wood. Has beew
a little used, warranted
perfect and in perfect
put
tune, together with Morocco case, live dollars' worth
of instructions and music. All cost
950.00 at the
manufactory ot Lee & Walker, Philadelphia. Good
reasons for selling.
1 will send the instrument O. o.
1)., with privilege of examining before being paid for

by paying express charges both wavs. It not as represented it can be returned. Price with case books
of instruction, Ac., 930.10. Address
F. W. LAPHAM,

no!8dtf_Augusta, Maine.
FOB SALE,
Steam Engine anti Boiler
upright of about six horse
fipHE ENGINEanan
Upright Tubular Boiler of about
k,P0JL®1''and
louble
thepower of the engine. Apply to WILUCAM LOWELL, 36 Union street or W. H. PENNELL A CO., 38 China street.
juc88Utf.

